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In	this	post,	We	are	going	to	introduce	another	sans-serif	typeface	known	as	Britannic	Bold	Font.	This	stylish	typeface	was	designed	by	Stephenson	Blake	and	URW	Design	Staff.	This	typeface	comes	in	the	sans-serif	category	due	to	its	geometric	sans-serif	characters.	It	has	more	than	one	hundred	characters	including	lowercase	characters.This
typeface	is	perfect	for	use	in	the	creation	of	the	logo	design.	It	has	a	marvelous	impression	that	is	excellent	for	conveying	your	private	project.	This	attractive	sans-serif	typeface	comes	in	two	weights	that	are	perfect	for	creating	many	styles.	It	gives	a	unique	and	awesome	look	to	your	designs.	It	is	also	perfect	for	pairing	with	a	building	font	for
creating	astonishing	graphic	designs.	You	can	utilize	its	online	service	for	converting	your	simple	text	into	excellent	graphics	without	any	installation	issues.	It	is	also	suitable	for	use	on	your	PC	and	Mac	and	you	can	download	it	from	our	website.	Reason	to	Use	Britannic	Bold	Font	You	know	that	different	fonts	are	different	uses,	you	can	use	this	font
for	various	design	purposes	such	as	stationeries,	ebook	covers	designs,	emblems	designs,	and	many	other	related	purposes.	This	typeface	is	useful	for	the	advertisement	and	logos	of	different	international	companies.You	can	use	it	for	giving	an	amazing	and	impressive	look	to	your	text	designs.	In	the	designing	industry,	many	fonts	are	available	that
you	can	make	paired	with	this	font	but	some	fonts	are	widely	used	for	these	purposes	such	as	pretendo	font	and	coco	gothic	font.	Due	to	its	more	advanced	uses,	you	can	grab	the	attention	of	all	of	your	visitors	and	clients	just	in	few	times.	This	typeface	is	also	suitable	for	blog	designing	and	website	development	purposes.	You	can	also	use	this	font	for
flyers,	postcards,	magazine	designs,	and	newspapers.	Font	Details	NameBritannic	Bold	Font	TypeSans-Serif	Designer	Stephenson	Blake	&	URW	Design	Staff	File	FormatOpentype	&	Truetype	LicenseAllowed	for	Personal	Use	Only	TypeFree	Version	Britannic	Bold	Font	View	Britannic	Bold	Font	Family	(Includes	Total	02	Types)	Britannic-Bold	Regular
Britannic	Bold	Bold	Alternatives	of	Britannic	Bold	Font	License	Info	This	font	license	allows	you	for	all	personal	and	private	use,	if	you	want	to	use	it	more	valuable	everywhere	then	purchase	its	license	from	any	reliable	source	If	you	need	a	freeware	version	of	this	typeface	that	is	free	from	all	the	license	issues	while	using	it	for	your	personal	projects
then	click	on	the	below	download	button	to	get	it	on	your	operating	systems.	Download	Now	Most	Frequently	Asked	Questions!	Can	I	use	the	Britannic	Bold	Font	for	the	commercial?	Yes.	You	can	use	this	elegant	typeface	for	various	commercial	projects	such	as	printing,	logos,	presentations,	and	many	others.	Is	Britannic	Bold	Font	a	google	font?	Yes,
this	is	a	google	font	and	it	is	freely	available	on	the	website	where	you	can	easily	read	all	the	features	and	uses.	Where	can	we	use	Britannic	Bold	typeface?	You	can	use	this	stunning	and	eye-catching	typeface	for	various	designs	places	such	as	book	covers	and	emblems	designs.	What	type	of	font	is	Britannic	Bold	Font?	This	is	a	geometric	sans-serif
typeface	that	was	initially	designed	by	Stephenson	Blake	and	URW	Design	Staff.	Font	family:	Britannic	BoldFont	subfamily	identification:	BoldUnique	identifier:	Brittanic	BoldFull	font	name:	Britannic	BoldVersion:	Version	1.50Postscript	font	name:	BritannicBoldTrademark	notice:	Britannic	�	Trademark	of	Stephenson	Blake	(Holdings)
Ltd.Tagsbritannic	bold,	britanic-ttf,	regular,	britannic-bold,	old	school,	britanic,	Font	family:	Britannic	Bold	Font	size:	35KB	Format	download	font:	TTF(TrueType)	Supported	languages:	Danish,	Dutch	-	Netherlands,	English,	English	-	United	States,	Finnish,	French	-	Canada,	French	-	France,	German	-	Germany,	Italian	-	Italy,	Norwegian	(Bokmål),
Portuguese	-	Portugal,	Spanish	-	Spain	(Modern	Sort),	Spanish	-	Spain	(Traditional	Sort),	Swedish	See	more	Views:	15249	Downloads:	30	Content	1	Preview	2	Glyphs	3	MetaData	4	Download	Britannic	Bold	Bold	Download	Font	Weights	100	Brawny	gods	just	flocked	up	to	quiz	and	vex	him.	Weights	500	The	five	boxing	wizards	jump	quickly.	Weights
900	Waltz,	bad	nymph,	for	quick	jigs	vex!	Britannic	Bold	Bold	Download	Font	Font	release	note	Britannic	BoldBoldBrittanic	BoldBritannic	BoldVersion	1.11BritannicBoldBritannic	�	Trademark	of	Stephenson	Blake	(Holdings)	Ltd.	Tags:	Britannic	Bold,	Various,	Modern,	BRITANIC.ttf,	ratpoison.ttf,	Windows	font	Characters	sample	Font	archive	files	#
File	name	Size	Download	1	BRITANIC.ttf	39.8KB	Download	2	ratpoison.ttf	18.7KB	Download	abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz#Download	free	fontsOld	School	Britannic	Bold	RegularFile	name:	britannic-bold.zipFile	size:	24.17	KbViews:	339,310Downloads:	80,876Comments:	4	This	fonts	are	authors'	property,	and	are	either	shareware,	demo	versions	or
public	domain.	The	licence	mentioned	above	the	download	button	is	just	an	indication.	Please	look	at	the	readme-files	in	the	archives	or	check	the	indicated	author's	website	for	details,	and	contact	him	if	in	doubt.	If	no	author/licence	is	indicated	that's	because	we	don't	have	information,	that	doesn't	mean	it's	free.Font	family:	Britannic	BoldFont
subfamily	identification:	RegularUnique	identifier:	Brittanic	BoldFull	font	name:	Britannic	BoldVersion:	Version	1.	51Postscript	font	name:	BritannicBoldTrademark	notice:	Britannic	Trademark	of	Stephenson	Blake	Holdings	Ltd.	ze	Cursivefont	TTF	for	WindowsBrushOld	SchoolTyperwriterHalloweenDesignHandwritten754	views,	45	downloadsgigabite
Regularfont	TTF	for	WindowsBrushOld	SchoolTyperwriterHalloweenDesignHandwritten945	views,	44	downloadsbeer-font	Regularfont	OTF	for	WindowsBrushOld	SchoolTyperwriterDesign932	views,	195	downloadssemadome	Regularfont	TTF	for	WindowsItalicOld	SchoolScriptTyperwriterCalligraphy1,504	views,	888	downloadssemadome	Regularfont
OTF	for	WindowsItalicOld	SchoolScriptTyperwriterCalligraphy976	views,	436	downloadsroutine	Regularfont	TTF	for	WindowsItalicOld	SchoolTyperwriterCalligraphy1,129	views,	360	downloadsroutine	Regularfont	OTF	for	WindowsItalicOld	SchoolTyperwriterCalligraphy1,105	views,	225	downloadsflora-personal-use	Regularfont	TTF	for
WindowsDownload	free	fontsScriptOld	School837	views,	95	downloadsold-klarheit	Regularfont	TTF	for	WindowsDownload	free	fontsAncientArtDecorativeDesignGothicHeadlineFonts	BlogDesign	tutorialsDesign	basicsModernOld	SchoolRetroSans	serifTechno1,036	views,	89	downloadsseven-seas-demo	Regularfont	OTF	for	WindowsDownload	free
fontsSans	serifOld	School764	views,	53	downloads	Uncategorized	1823	Downloads	Download	Britannic	by	Linotype,	35.00	USDBritannic	is	a	sans	serif	face	with	a	vertical	axis	and	a	high	degree	of	stroke	contrast,	especially	in	the	heavier	weights.	This	typeface	exudes	a	degree	of	elegance	that	has	not	often	been	matched	during	the	Century	that	has
passed	since	it	was	first	drawn.Brithny	by	Sealoung,	10.00	USDBrithny	is	a	sweet	and	bold	script	font	with	alternates	and	lovely	swashes.	It	has	an	incredible	alternates	and	love	swashes.	Use	it	to	add	that	special	retro	touch	to	any	design	idea	you	can	think	of!Brinnan	by	Typogama,	19.00	USDBrinnan	is	a	wide,	contemporary	sans	serif	typeface	that
was	conceived	as	a	branding	and	editorial	solution.	With	it’s	ten	weights,	ranging	from	an	elegant	Thin	weight	to	a	solid	and	dense	Black	weight,	this	family	was	designed	as	a	versatile	and	flexible	that	can	be	used	on	a	range	of	projects	and	mediums.Western	Whiskey	by	Vozzy,	5.00	USDIntroducing	a	vintage	look	label	font	named	Western	Whiskey.
All	available	characters	you	can	see	at	the	screenshot.	This	font	have	6	styles	-	Regular,	Full,	Shadow,	Texture,	Shadow	FX	and	Texture	FX.	This	font	will	good	viewed	on	any	retro	design	like	poster,	t-shirt,	label,	logo	etc.Western	Americana	by	Celebrity	Fontz,	24.99	USDWestern	Americana	is	a	unique	collection	of	signatures	of	72	famous	American
frontiersmen,	gunslingers,	Wild	West	personalities,	outlaws,	and	Indians	in	a	high-quality	font.	A	must-have	for	autograph	collectors,	desktop	publishers,	lovers	of	history,	or	anyone	who	has	ever	dreamed	of	sending	a	letter,	card,	or	e-mail	"signed"	as	if	by	one	of	these	famous	Western	celebrities.	This	font	includes	signatures	from	the	following
American	West	personalities:	William	Frederick	Cody	("Buffalo	Bill"),	George	Armstrong	Custer,	Meriwether	Lewis,	William	Clark,	Kit	Carson,	Joseph	Brant,	David	Crockett,	Wyatt	Earp,	Geronimo,	James	Bowie,	Daniel	Boone,	Sam	Houston,	Calamity	Jane,	Sitting	Bull,	William	H.	Bonney	("Billy	the	Kid"),	Cole	Younger,	Bob	Younger,	Jim	Younger,	Pat
Floyd	Garrett,	James	Butler	"Wild	Bill"	Hickok,	Squire	Boone,	Samuel	Colt,	Gordon	William	Lillie	("Pawnee	Bill"),	Annie	Oakley,	William	Barret	Travis,	Allan	Pinkerton,	Jose	de	Galvez,	George	Rogers	Clark,	George	Crook,	John	Charles	Fremont,	George	Croghan,	Simon	Kenton,	Maj.	Frederick	Benteen,	James	Wilkinson,	Nelson	Appleton	Miles,	Philip
Kearny,	Chief	G.H.M.	Johnson,	William	George	Fargo,	William	Barclay	"Bat"	Masterson,	King	Philip,	Frank	James,	Eleazer	Williams,	Henry	Wells,	Junipero	Serra,	John	Sevier,	John	Ross,	Joseph	Virgo,	Chief	Joseph,	Red	Jacket,	Manuel	Lisa,	Julian	Dubuque,	John	Augustus	Sutter,	Manuel	Lisa,	Jesse	James,	Jesse	James	alias	Thomas	Howard,	Manasseh
Cutler,	Robert	Newton	Ford,	Emmett	Dalton,	Henry	McCarty	alias	Greenville	Mellen	Dodge,	Edward	Zane	Carroll	Judson	("Ned	Buntline"),	Rain-in-the-Face,	James	Robertson,	Zebulon	Pike,	Chief	Two	Guns	White	Calf,	Pierre	Chouteau	Jr.,	Frank	Butler,	Isaac	Shelby,	Moses	Austin,	Moses	Cleveland,	Rufus	Putnam,	Pierre	Chouteau	Sr.,	Father	Pierre
Jean	De	Smet,	and	Auguste	Chouteau.	This	font	behaves	exactly	like	any	other	font.	Each	signature	is	mapped	to	a	regular	character	on	your	keyboard.	Open	any	Windows	application,	select	the	installed	font,	and	type	a	letter,	and	the	signature	will	appear	at	that	point	on	the	page.	Painstaking	craftsmanship	and	an	incredible	collection	of	hard-to-find
signatures	go	into	this	one-of-a-kind	font.	Comes	with	a	character	map.Western	Dressing	by	Sideshow,	29.95	USDGot	a	hankerin'	for	some	Bar-B-Q?	Hitchin'	post	need	fixin'?	Lookin'	for	a	new	square	dance	partner?	We've	got	that	all	covered	right	here	with	Western	Dressing!	So	before	you	make	that	lonesome	trek	way	out	west,	stock	up	on	this	fine
provision	from	Squid	and	Sideshow.Spaghetti	Western	by	Comicraft,	19.00	USDIf	you're	a	man	with	no	name	and	you	like	your	Westerns	a	little	more	continental,	we've	got	a	Fistful	of	Fonts	for	you!	Load	up	your	guns	with	our	dynamite	new	offering,	SpaghettiWestern.	Lip	synch	the	Good,	the	Bad	AND	the	Ugly	scripts	you're	presented	with	and	we
guarantee	that	Spaghetti	Western	will	make	Spanish	lettering	look	a	little	bit	more	Mexican.	Don't	try	to	understand	'em,	just	rope	and	throw	and	grab	'em!JWX	Western	by	Janworx,	14.95	USDThe	term	Old	West	conjures	up	memories	of	vintage	movies	and	TV	shows	featuring	saloons	and	dancehall	girls.	Old	wanted	posters	and	cowboys.	Rowdy
prospectors	in	the	Goldrush,	mountains	and	lots	of	wide	open	space.Buffalo	Western	by	Kustomtype,	25.00	USDFrederick	Cody,	as	known	as	Buffalo	Bill,	and	his	renowned	travelling	Western	Circus	are	now	celebrated	through	the	creation	of	the	Buffalo	Circus	and	the	Buffalo	Western	type	fonts,	both	developed	quite	in	the	spirit	of	the	stirring	wood
type	fonts	from	the	19th	century.	All	characters	are	fully	hand	traced	and	vectorized	and	provided	with	appealing	glyphs	and	cool	catchwords.Filmotype	Western	by	Filmotype,	29.00	USDInspired	by	French	Antique	reverse-stress	types	of	the	1880s,	Filmotype	Western	was	released	in	1955	to	expand	its	Flat	Serif	category.	Popular	in	broadsides,
circus	posters,	and	advertisements	at	the	turn	of	the	19th	century,	Filmotype	Western	will	add	old-fashioned	sensibility	and	dramatic	flair	to	any	design	project.Western	Shooter	by	Gleb	Guralnyk,	12.00	USDWestern	Shooter	a	caps-only	font	in	an	authentic	vintage,	Western	style.	This	font	includes	multi-lingual	support	as	well.Norman	by	Resistenza,
45.00	USDGet	to	know	Norman,	elegant	and	fashion	forward.	This	new	condensed	and	high	contrast	serif	font	is	based	on	expansion	giving	a	sense	of	self	confidence.	The	oblique	ax	was	specially	added	to	get	a	contemporary	and	innovative	sense.	Norman	is	young	and	idealist,	he	has	a	distinctive	sense	of	style.	A	complete	set	of	ligatures	and	stylistic
alternates	is	included,	this	will	help	the	designer	to	customize	and	give	a	special	look	to	any	layout.	We	recommend	to	use	it	for	big	title,	magazine,	editorial	purposes	and	display.	Norman	Family	contains	2	styles,	Regular	and	Italic,	both	fonts	have	another	version	a	bit	heavier	called	Regular	2	and	Italic	2.Norma	by	Linotype,	35.00	USDNorma	was
designed	by	Franko	Luin	and	published	by	Linotype.	Norma	contains	10	styles	and	family	package	options.Page	2Present-Normal	-	Unknown	licenseJuniper-Normal	-	Unknown	licenseFlemish-Normal	-	Unknown	licenseHouters-Normal	-	Unknown	licenseDomino	normal	-	Unknown	licenseSlam	Normal	by	Wiescher	Design,	12.00	USD»SLAM«	is	my
new,	very	sturdy	but	elegant	slab-serif	font	family.	I	designed	this	font	family	with	body	copy	in	mind	and	gave	it	all	the	glyphs	necessary	for	use	with	all	latin	writing	languages.	I	also	gave	the	fonts	all	kinds	of	different	numerals	as	well	as	a	complete	set	of	small	caps	and	overall	extensive	kerning.	It	comes	in	eight	normal	weights	with	corresponding
oblique	cuts	and	it	comes	in	a	rounded	version	and	corresponding	obliques	as	well.	Enjoy	this	original	font,	it	is	a	real	work	horse!CA	Normal	by	Cape	Arcona	Type	Foundry,	40.00	USDCA	Normal	is	a	typeface	aiming	for	beauty	without	ostensible	effects,	merely	relying	on	clarity	and	well	balanced	proportions.	True	beauty	is	not	to	be	found	in	perfect
geometry,	so	slight	irregularities	and	inconsequences	are	spread	throughout	the	typographic	image.	That’s	perfection	through	imperfection.Fabrikat	Normal	by	HVD	Fonts,	40.00	USDFabrikat	Normal	is	a	geometric	typeface	which	is	based	on	20th	century	German	engineers’	typefaces.	It	is	optimised	for	small	sizes	and	long	texts,	but	due	to	its
constructed	architecture	it	also	works	in	headlines	or	display	use.	You	can	combine	Fabrikat	Normal	with	the	more	straight	and	space	saving	Fabrikat	Kompakt	or	the	reduced	to	the	max	Fabrikat	Mono.Pastern	-	Unknown	licenseWesterion	by	Blankids,	26.00	USDIntroducing	of	our	new	product	the	name	is	Westerion	a	Vintage	Display	Font.
Westerion	inspired	by	Vintage	style	this	font	is	a	fun	theme	very	good	for	display,	tshirt	design,	craft,	quote	sign,	logotype	and	etcWebster	by	Solotype,	19.95	USDAn	ideal	face	for	blocks	of	copy	when	you	want	them	to	look	old.	Very	readable.Eastern	by	me55enjah,	14.00	USDEastern	family,	sans	serif	fonts	designed	with	a	vintage	print	look.	Rounded
edges	and	imperfections	were	added	to	the	characters	to	give	a	vintage	vibe.	The	font	family	also	works	great	for	creating	quotes,	title,	and	still	legible	in	a	bunch	of	text.	For	those	looking	for	some	peculiar	characters,	available	on	Blind	and	Rusty	texture	versions	as	well.	Add	some	Ornament	to	complete	your	vintage	print	look.LHF	Brianna	by
Letterhead	Fonts,	39.00	USDUnique	modern	typeface	with	two	versions:	Regular	&	Slant.Brittany	Coleman	by	Aqeela	Studio,	15.00	USDBrittany	Coleman	is	a	graceful	and	timeless	handwritten	font.	Get	inspired	by	her	authentic	charms	and	add	Brittany	Coleman	to	your	favorite	projects!	Brittany	Coleman	looks	magical	in	formal	and	informal
designs,	from	wedding	and	birthday	invitations	to	greeting	cards	and	much	more.To	enable	OpenType	Stylistic	changes,	you	need	a	program	that	supports	OpenType	features	such	as	Adobe	Illustrator	CS,	Adobe	Indesign	and	CorelDraw	X6-X7,	Microsoft	Word	2010	or	later	versions.How	to	access	all	alternative	characters	using	Adobe	Illustrator:	by
Drewfonts,	30.00	USDYou	have	got	to	be	joking!	Fun	and	frolics	in	a	medieval	court.	A	bracketed	serif	family	that	bounces	along	the	base-line.Westey	by	sizimon,	5.00	USDWestey	is	a	script	signature,	beautiful	for	wedding	card	designs,	logotype,	website	header,	fashion	design	and	any	more.	Westey	come	with	73	Glyph	alternates	and	63	Swash
Characters.	It	contains	a	full	set	of	lower	&	uppercase	letters,	a	large	range	of	punctuation,	numerals,	and	multilingual	support.Western	Stencil	EF	by	Elsner+Flake,	35.00	USDWestern	Stencil	EF	was	published	by	Elsner+Flake.	Western	Stencil	EF	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Country	Western	Swing	by	FontMesa,	25.00	USDCountry
Western	is	a	revival	of	the	classic	William	Page	font	known	as	Clarendon	Ornamented	originally	designed	in	1859	and	again	in	1877	by	Vanderburgh	&	Wells.Spaghetti	Western	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDOne	in	the	series	of	fonts	called	Whiz-Bang	Wood	Type,	intended	to	be	set	large	and	tight.	Spaghetti	Western	is	a	based	on	an	Italian
interpretation	of	a	classic	ultrabold	Western-style	face;	so,	fittingly,	the	font	is	named	for	the	genre	of	“cowboy”	film	pioneered	by	Sergio	Leone.Western	Adventure	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDWestern	Adventure	JNL	is	based	on	a	classic	lettering	stencil	of	the	1950s.Western	Railway	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDWestern	Railway	JNL	was	inspired
by	sample	lettering	found	in	an	old	sign	painter's	reference	book	published	during	the	early	part	of	the	20th	Century	and	modified	for	today's	digital	applications	by	Jeff	Levine.Country	Western	Script	by	FontMesa,	25.00	USDCountry	Western	Script	is	a	new	font	based	on	the	classic	William	Page	font	known	as	Clarendon	Ornamented	originally
designed	in	1859	and	again	in	1877	by	Vanderburgh	&	Wells.Western	Trail	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDFor	decades,	Samuel	Welo’s	“Studio	Handbook	for	Artists	and	Advertisers”	was	a	source	of	inspiration	for	sign	painters,	graphic	artists	and	designers.	In	later	years,	many	digital	revivals	of	Welo’s	hand	lettered	typography	have	been	made
available.Western	Territory	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDBrowsing	through	images	of	old	wood	type	for	sale,	a	Western	type	design	with	some	interesting	character	variations	made	the	perfect	subject	for	a	digital	revival.Western	Deco	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDThe	cover	of	the	1938	sheet	music	for	"Treasure	Island	March"	had	its	title	hand
lettered	in	a	rough-hewn	Western	style	with	overtones	of	Art	Deco	influence.Western	Bevel	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDWestern	Bevel	JNL	smooths	out	the	ornate	design	of	Stablehand	JNL	to	offer	a	cleaner	slab	serif	font	that	retains	its	Western	wood	type	feel.Normande	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDA	French	form	of	Fat	Face,	derived	from	the	British;
matrices	survive	at	Berthold	in	Berlin.Corvallis	by	ITC,	65.00	USDCorvallis	was	designed	by	Philip	Bouwsma	and	published	by	ITC.	Corvallis	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Dorsal	by	Wordshape,	20.00	USDDorsal	is	a	display	typeface	that	is	based	on	a	rare	bit	of	lettering	from	a	1910	German	lettering	book.Portal	by	Fontfabric,	19.00
USDPortal	is	a	custom	font	which	is	applicable	for	any	type	of	graphic	design	-	web,	print,	motion	graphics	etc	and	perfect	for	t-shirts	and	other	items.Cormac	by	Typedepot,	19.00	USDCormac	is	a	humanist	typeface	characterized	with	it's	large	x-height	and	slightly	flared	stems.	The	word	that	best	describes	our	ideas	in	the	beginning	of	the	project	is
"simple"	-	the	idea	behind	it	was	to	strip	the	letter	forms	of	everything	unnecessary,	and	yet	keep	the	typeface	interesting.Norwill	by	Din	Studio,	25.00	USDNorwill	is	a	modern	display	font.	Made	for	any	professional	project	especially	that	related	to	the	sports.	Beside	that,	this	font	can	be	used	for	printing,	branding	and	quotes.Features:PUA
EncodedMultilingual	SupportNumerals	and	PunctuationThank	you	for	downloading	premium	fonts	from	Din	StudioThrorian	Formal	-	100%	freeNickley-NormalA	-	Unknown	licenseFormal	436	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDFormal	436	was	published	by	Bitstream.	Formal	436	contains	1	style.Provan	Formal	by	Matteson	Typographics,	19.95	USDProvan	is	a
contemporary	humanist	sans	serif	with	roots	in	calligraphy	and	incised	letters.	These	timeless	inspirations	result	in	a	typeface	family	that	transcends	fashion	and	adds	a	strong	sense	of	authenticity	to	brands.	The	regular	version	of	Provan	has	angled	stem	endings	and	oblique	stress	in	curved	shapes	which	add	to	its	friendly	and	legible	warmth.
Provan	Formal	straightens	these	stroke	endings	to	bring	a	more	refined	alignment	of	letters.	The	typefaces	include	swash	capitals,	small	capitals,	old	style	figures	and	special	Celtic	capital	variants.	The	Inline	version	of	Provan	is	useful	for	drop	capitals,	book	covers	and	posters.	Provan	bucks	the	ubiquitous	neutrality	of	geometric	typefaces	and
exudes	a	sense	of	humanity,	craftsmanship	and	warmth.Crivar	Formal	by	Scriptorium,	12.00	USDCrivar	Formal	was	designed	by	David	Nalle	and	published	by	Scriptorium.	Crivar	Formal	contains	1	style.Grunge	Formal	by	Scholtz	Fonts,	15.00	USDGrunge	Formal	started	out	as	a	more	upright,	formal	version	of	one	of	my	fonts,	Figment.Formal	436	by
Tilde,	39.75	USDFormal	436	was	published	by	Tilde.	Formal	436	contains	1	style.Page	3Agatized	Formal	by	ULGA	Type,	25.00	USDAgatized	Formal	is	a	chunky	stencil	typeface	with	slightly	condensed	letterforms	and	tight	spacing.	Designed	primarily	for	display	use,	it’s	ideal	for	posters,	logos,	advertising,	book	cover	designs	or	small	chunks	of	text
such	as	pull-out	quotes.It	exudes	authority	without	taking	itself	seriously,	like	a	plump	jolly	uncle	in	charge	of	a	brass	band.	Agatized	Formal	is	a	big,	bold	typeface	with	a	charismatic	presence	that	commands	attention	–	in	a	friendly	way,	of	course.But	what	really	makes	this	typeface	come	alive	is	its	arsenal	of	alternative	characters	and	ligatures.
There	is	a	saying:	Use	sparingly.	Whoa!	Not	here,	no,	no,	no.	Make	your	Glyphs	palette	earn	its	money.	Flex	your	OpenType	muscles:	get	stylized,	contextualized,	indulge	in	some	ligaddiction.	This	typeface	is	a	peacock	that	likes	to	put	on	a	show,	spread	its	plumage	and	strut	around	in	all	its	blazing	glory.Agatized,	according	to	Wiktionary,	means:	A
living	thing	converted	into	the	form	of	agate;	fossilized.	I	felt	the	name	suited	the	solid,	almost	rock-like	letterforms,	but	most	of	all	I	just	wanted	a	typeface	name	that	began	with	the	letter	A.Although	Agatized	Formal	is	a	single-weight	typeface	it	has	a	sibling,	Agatized	Informal,	an	older,	more	casual	brother,	rougher	round	the	edges	with	craggy
good	looks	and	an	altogether	more	jaunty	style.Mosquito	Formal	by	Monotype,	65.00	USDMosquito	Formal	was	published	by	Monotype.	Mosquito	Formal	contains	17	styles	and	family	package	options.ITC	Kristen	Normal	by	ITC,	35.00	USDITC	Kristen	Normal	was	designed	by	George	Ryan	and	published	by	ITC.	ITC	Kristen	Normal	contains	2	styles
and	family	package	options.CA	Normal	Serif	by	Cape	Arcona	Type	Foundry,	40.00	USDCA	Normal	Serif	is	the	perfect	companion	to	its	grotesque	brother	CA	Normal.	But	it	is	not	just	a	serifed	equivalent.	It	has	a	character	of	its	own	while	preserving	the	principal	proportions	and	the	idea	of	quirkiness.	It	was	not	the	aim	to	build	a	typeface	that	can
immediately	be	identified	as	a	relative	of	CA	Normal.	The	intention	was	to	create	a	matching	typeface	in	aspects	of	aesthetic	and	concept.	Whereas	commonly	serif-companions	to	grotesques	are	old-style	or	slab-serif,	CA	Normal	Serif	is	situated	between	modern	and	slab-serif	typefaces.Erics	Some	Normal	by	T-26,	19.00	USDErics	Some	Normal	was
designed	by	Martijn	Oostra	and	published	by	T-26.	Erics	Some	Normal	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Adora	Normal	PRO	by	preussTYPE,	53.90	USDGerman	type	designer	Ingo	Preuss	created	this	sans	Super-family	between	2010	and	2015.Esteric	by	Flavortype,	19.00	USDEsteric,	originally	created	with	a	concept	of	happiness,	fun	and
playful.Designed	initially	as	an	all-caps	font.	Lowercase	are	just	slightly	lower	than	Capitals.Also,	Esteric	is	created	with	some	OpenType	features,	such	as	stylistic	alternates,	interlocks,	and	tons	of	ligatures.	Joy	and	Playful	guaranteed!What	is	interlock?	When	you	are	using	the	stylistic	of	a	rounded	letter	O	and	meet	another	letter	with	stylistic
rounded	forms	like	C	and	G,	glyphs	define	the	space	and	merged	like	a	ligature.Best	scene	for	using	Esteric	place	like	a	Party,	Happy	Events,	Fun	projects.	Any	media	is	suitable	based	on	the	concept.	But	Esteric	won’t	fit	with	an	serious	type	of	project.Please	note	that	OpenType	features	are	only	available	in	programs	that	support	them,	such	as
Illustrator,	Indesign,	Quark	or	Photoshop.Waterloo	Bold	by	ITC,	35.00	USDWaterloo	Bold	was	designed	by	Alan	Meeks	and	published	by	ITC.	Waterloo	Bold	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Eagle	Bold	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDEagle	Bold	was	designed	by	Morris	Benton	and	published	by	Monotype.	Eagle	Bold	contains	1	style.Caslon	Bold
by	ParaType,	30.00	USDThe	Bitstream	version	of	Caslon	Bold	of	the	American	Type	Founders,	1905.Manifesto	Bold	by	Solotype,	19.95	USDIn	digitizing	this	old	font,	we	took	great	liberties	with	the	design,	removing	some	jarring	elements.	The	result	reads	much	more	smoothly	than	the	original,	retaining	the	overall	character	of	the	original.Mateus
Bold	by	Intellecta	Design,	22.90	USDMateus	Bold	was	designed	by	Paulo	W	and	published	by	Intellecta	Design.	Mateus	Bold	contains	5	styles	and	family	package	options.Page	4Neil	Bold	by	Canada	Type,	24.95	USDThis	is	the	one	and	only	Neil	Bold,	designed	by	Wayne	Stettler	in	1966	and	originally	published	as	a	Typositor	typeface.	An	award-winner
and	instant	celebrity	upon	its	release,	Neil	Bold	became	synonymous	with	magnified	modernism	for	a	whole	generation.	It	was	a	jazz	record	packaging	favorite,	especially	at	Blue	Note	records,	and	made	regular	appearances	on	science	fiction	book	covers	during	the	last	stretch	of	the	genre's	golden	age.Retro	Bold	by	ITC,	35.00	USDRetro	Bold	was
designed	by	Colin	Brignall	and	published	by	ITC.	Retro	Bold	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Belluccia	Bold	by	Correspondence	Ink,	39.00	USDWhat’s	unique	about	the	Belluccia	font	family	(now	in	both	Regular	&	Bold	weights)	is	the	ability	to	turn	on	various	features	(Ligatures,	Stylistic	Alternates,	Contextual	Alternates,	Swashes,	Old
Style	Figures)	to	auto-magically	swap	out	letter	sets	with	alternate	versions,	allowing	you	to	easily	type	your	messages,	while	creating	the	visual	diversity	that	gives	you	the	unique	look	of	custom	lettering.Caslon	Bold	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDThe	Bitstream	version	of	Caslon	3	of	the	American	Type	Founders,	1905.TZnewmode	Bold	by	TZ-Design,
90.00	USDTZnewmode	Bold	was	published	by	TZ-Design.	TZnewmode	Bold	contains	1	style.Mementor	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDSlab	serif,	boldStay	Bold	by	Set	Sail	Studios,	12.00	USD#boldisbeautiful,	and	there's	a	whole	lotta	bold	in	this	hand	painted	brush	font,	Stay	Bold!Butter	Bold	by	Jackson's	Lettering,	19.95	USDUse	your



imagination.	Butter	Bold	Brush	Script	is	a	fun	universal	font	that	will	work	with	almost	anything	you	want	it	to	do!Bold	Bavarian	by	Wiescher	Design,	39.50	USDBold	Bavarian	is	a	heavy	version	of	my	Royal	Bavarian	that	was	commissioned	by	King	Ludwig	1st	of	Bavaria	about	1834.Purissima	Bold	by	Wiescher	Design,	66.00	USDPurissima	Bold	is	the
decorated	extension	to	my	Pura	family.	I	only	offer	all	5	cuts	together	but	for	a	very	advantageous	price.Versatile	Bold	by	Borges	Lettering,	19.95	USD$19.95(USD)	for	each	Style	Pack	(Seven	fonts	total)Bold	Pen	by	Authentic,	39.50	USDBoldPen	is	based	on	an	ancestor	of	the	German	DIN-Schrift.	The	font	was	traced	with	a	plastic	template	on
transparent	paper,	scanned	and	worked	over	carefully	to	keep	the	handmade,	authentic	touch.Martin	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDUnusual	sans	serif	with	some	rounded	portions.Gallatin	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	45.00	USDSlab	serif	in	3	weightsDesigner's	page	on	Abstract	Fonts.Brian	Bolland	by	Comicraft,	39.00	USDBrian	Bolland
was	designed	by	John	Roshell	and	published	by	Comicraft.	Brian	Bolland	contains	5	styles	and	family	package	options.Brian	Handwriting	by	SoftMaker,	7.99	USDAll	SoftMaker	webfonts	come	with	at	least	500,000	pageviews	included.Della	Brian	by	Letterhend,	19.00	USDIntroducing,	Della	Brian	-	a	lovely	wedding	typeface.	This	font	has	many	stylistic
alternates,	ligatures,	swashes	so	you	can	play	around	with	them	using	opentype	features	and	creates	lettering	with	natural	touch.	This	type	of	font	perfectly	made	to	be	applied	especially	in	logo,	and	the	other	various	formal	forms	such	as	invitations,	labels,	logos,	magazines,	books,	greeting	/	wedding	cards,	packaging,	fashion,	make	up,	stationery,
novels,	labels	or	any	type	of	advertising	purpose.Features	:uppercase	&	lowercasenumbers	and	punctuationmultilingualalternates	and	ligaturesswashesPUA	encodedWe	highly	recommend	using	a	program	that	supports	OpenType	features	and	Glyphs	panels	like	many	of	Adobe	apps	and	Corel	Draw,	so	you	can	see	and	access	all	Glyph	variations.Blods
-	Personal	use	onlyBond	by	4RF	Font,	10.00	USDIts	very	simple	form	is	the	hallmark	of	this	font,	the	bond	font	is	a	simple	styled	font	but	still	has	an	aesthetic	value,	this	font	is	suitable	for	use	in	simple	themed	designs.Bolo	by	Bogusky	2,	34.50	USDBolo	was	designed	by	Bill	Bogusky	and	published	by	Bogusky	2.	Bolo	contains	6	styles	and	family
package	options.Nolde	by	Brownfox,	21.99	USDNolde	is	a	new	titling	typeface	named	after	the	German-Danish	painter	and	printmaker	Emil	Nolde,	one	of	the	first	artists	to	work	in	the	Expressionist	style.	Not	unlike	the	work	of	Nolde	the	artist,	the	seemingly	rhythmical	characters	of	Nolde	the	typeface	conceal	expressive	tension	of	form	and	nervous
line	quality.	While	its	letterforms	hearken	to	the	early-20th	c.	foundry	types,	this	font	makes	a	fresh	and	decidedly	current	impression,	making	it	suitable	for	cutting-edge	display	use.	Nolde	capitals	are	available	in	two	weights:	regular	and	outline,	and	support	over	60	languages	that	employ	Latin	and	Cyrillic	scripts.Molde	by	Letritas,	25.00	USDMolde
is	a	super	sans	serif	font	family,	belonging	to	the	neo-grotesque	style.	Formally,	Molde	was	inspired	by	the	extreme	sobriety	of	famous	post-Bauhaus	Swiss	Movement	of	the	mid-twentieth	Century.	The	masters	of	this	style	are	famous	for	eliminating	all	the	ornaments,	as	a	brilliant	mind	said	“Ornament	und	Verbrechen”(Ornament	and	Crime)	as	a
creation	law:	ending	up	with	only	the	essential.	Thanks	to	the	purity	of	its	shapes,	Molde	spreads	the	message	as	clear	as	possible	and	this	quality	makes	it	much	more	versatile	than	any	other	typography.Molde	can	be	therefore	used	in	all	types	of	designs,	If	we	consider	its	personality	and	its	amount	of	weights	and	widths.Bord	by	Linecreative,	16.00
USDBord	is	a	type	of	display	font	that	gives	a	clean,	minimalist	and	futuristic	impression.	This	font	is	equipped	with	upper	and	lowercase	letters	(all	caps)	but	the	uppercase	have	futuristic	characters	and	their	lowercase	give	a	clean	impression,	so	the	combination	of	upper	and	lower	case	letters	can	give	unlimited	impression	of	design,This	font
supports	multiple	languages	as	well.Gold	by	FontMesa,	29.95	USDGold	is	a	new	slab	serif	font	family	packed	with	many	alternates	giving	you	more	options	to	choose	from	including	small	caps,	stacked	fractions,	ligatures,	stylistic	alternates	and	swash	letters.With	14	weights	in	the	Gold	family	it's	the	perfect	type	face	to	compliment	your	design
project,	from	extra	light	to	the	robust	magnum	you're	sure	to	select	the	right	blend	of	thick	and	thin	styles	creating	a	dimensional	contrast	that	gets	attention.Boldu	by	Ryzhychenko	Olga,	4.00	USDBoldu	is	a	simple	grotesque	font.	I	created	it	using	simple	forms.	I	love	geometry	and	tried	use	only	one	size	of	lines.	Boldu	was	created	being	impressed
by	works	of	beginning	of	20th	century	-	period	of	strict	and	geometric	formsBlods	by	Mans	Greback,	59.00	USDBlods	was	designed	by	Måns	Grebäck	and	published	by	Mans	Greback.	Blods	contains	1	style.Coral	by	Scholtz	Fonts,	17.00	USDCoral	had	its	origins	in	the	font	Leah.	I	had	requests	from	users	that	I	create	a	cursive	version	of	Leah.	(In	a
cursive	font	the	letters	are	joined	together	as	in	handwriting).	In	the	process	of	development	it	changed	sufficiently	that	I	decided	to	release	it	under	its	own	name.	Hence	"Coral".Comalle	by	Latinotype,	49.00	USDComalle	is	an	organic	typeface	that	rescues	some	elements	of	handwritten	script,	but	its	stroke	does	not	necessarily	answer	to	a	literal
calligraphy	structure.Webster	World	-	Unknown	licenseKR	Western	Wear	1	-	Unknown	licenseWestern	Wood	Type	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDInspired	by	a	sample	of	a	vintage	wood	type	supplied	by	a	fan	of	Jeff	Levine	fonts,	Western	Wood	Type	JNL	is	a	traditional	Clarendon-style	condensed	typeface	from	the	era	of	letterpress	and	the	Old
West.Pen	Nib	Western	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDInspired	by	the	hand	lettered	phrase	“the	pen	is	mightier	than	the	sword”	in	a	1923	promotional	blurb	for	Speedball	lettering	pens,	Pen	Nib	Western	JNL	recreates	the	decorative	style	of	this	vintage	artistic	gem	in	both	regular	and	oblique	versions.Jolly	Jester	by	Deniart	Systems,	20.00	USDJolly
Jester	is	an	irregular	and	whimsical	typeface	inspired	by	old	type	playing	card	jokers.	Great	for	any	humorous	occasion,	whether	you're	designing	headlines,	greetings,	fairy	tales	or	any	number	of	other	projects.Jester	Script	by	Paul	O'Connell,	9.95	USDThis	comical	styled	Jester	Script	font	was	created	to	suit	various	design	applications	within	the
typeface	market	and	is	aimed	at	people	looking	for	a	clown	styled	brush	script	typeface	that	is	very	unconventional	indeed.	Designed	and	produced	by	Paul	O'Connell	of	POCT,	it	is	a	distinct	styled	font	script,	loosely	drawn	with	irregular	rounded	edges	and	curves	to	create	a	free	flowing	handwritten	font	that	will	appeal	to	everyone.Aure	Westra	by
Aure	Font	Design,	11.00	USDAure	Westra	embodies	the	liquid	look	of	a	broad-nibbed	ink	pen.	These	bold	forms	engage	the	reader	with	a	subtext	of	exotic	wisdom.	Westra’s	entrancing	flow	brings	a	dramatic	intrigue	to	text	and	titles	and	an	esoteric	savor	to	astrological	expressions	and	chartwheels.Westin	Black	by	Miller	Type	Foundry,	19.00
USDWestin	Black	is	a	great	alternative	to	Cooper	Black.	Heavily	influenced	by	clarendon	typefaces,	Westin	Black	also	has	a	slight	humanistic	touch.	It	comes	with	open	type	features	like	old	style	figures,	tabular	figures	and	some	ligatures.Pep	O	Mint	Normal	-	Unknown	licensePage	5Gothic	Special	Normal	Italic	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDA
revival	of	one	of	the	popular	wooden	type	fonts	of	the	19th	century,	suitable	for	text	or	display,	short	descenders,	tall	ascenders,	the	narrow,	italic	version,	completing	the	Gothic	Special	family	of	5	fonts	in	total,	sans	serif.Formal	Dance	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDA	vintage	Canadian-published	music	book	circa	the	1940s	had	the	title	"Strauss
Waltzes"	hand	lettered	in	a	bold	Art	Deco	sans	serif	that	featured	block	style	letters	with	rounded	corners.Formal	Notice	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDSamuel	Welo’s	“Studio	Handbook	for	Artists	and	Advertisers”	was	a	popular	book	of	inspiration	for	sign	painters,	graphic	artists	and	designers	from	the	1920s	through	the	1960s.	Many	digital	revivals
of	Welo’s	hand	lettered	typography	have	been	made	available.Cross	Stitch	Formal	by	Gerald	Gallo,	20.00	USDCross	Stitch	Formal	is	based	on	upper	case	characters	20	stitches	tall	and	contains	upper	case	characters	A-Z.	All	characters	are	linked	by	at	least	one	stitch.David	Hadash	Formal	by	Monotype,	49.00	USDDavid	Hadash	Formal	was	published
by	Monotype.	David	Hadash	Formal	contains	3	styles	and	family	package	options.Nouveau	Formal	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDLettering	found	on	the	cover	of	1915	textbook	pamphlets	from	the	Woman’s	Institute	of	Domestic	Arts	and	Sciences,	Inc.	[of	Scranton,	PA]	inspired	the	creation	of	Nouveau	Formal	JNL.Vital	Formations	-	Unknown
licenseNormalise	Din	by	Mecanorma	Collection,	45.00	USDNormalise	Din	was	published	by	Mecanorma	Collection.	Normalise	Din	contains	1	style.Lost	Format	by	T-26,	19.00	USDLost	Format	was	designed	by	Anuthin	Wongsunkakon	and	published	by	T-26.	Lost	Format	contains	1	style.YWFT	Formation	by	YouWorkForThem,	19.99	USDInfluenced	by
a	unique	appreciation	for	Ed	Ruscha	and	AutoCAD,	YWFT	Formation	is	an	extensive	typeface	design	that	goes	the	distance.	It	looks	machine-like,	masculine	and	slick	on	the	surface,	but	can	also	be	quite	feminine	and	slim	when	using	the	Thin	and	ExtraLight	weights.	YWFT	Formation	has	been	used	numerous	times	by	the	magazines	W,	Wired	and
ESPN.	YWFT	Formation	was	originally	designed	in	1999,	converted	to	opentype	in	2010.OK	Corral	by	FontMesa,	20.00	USDOK	Corral	is	a	revival	of	a	very	old	Italian	font	that	you	may	have	seen	in	the	past	under	the	original	name	of	Italian	Print.Pic	Format	by	Device,	29.00	USDPic	Format	was	designed	by	Rian	Hughes	and	published	by	Device.	Pic
Format	contains	1	style.Corvallis	Sans	by	ITC,	65.00	USDCorvallis	Sans	was	designed	by	Philip	Bouwsma	and	published	by	ITC.	Corvallis	Sans	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Mortal	Coil	by	Hanoded,	15.00	USDI	was	playing	around	with	an	old	brush	I	found	in	our	kitchen:	it	had	fallen	under	the	stove	and	it	had	probably	been	hiding
there	for	quite	some	time!	I	dusted	it	off,	got	my	Chinese	ink	and	set	to	work.	The	result	is	a	scary-ish	font.Mortal	Coil	comes	with	discretionary	ligatures	for	double	lower	case	letter	combinations.Baroque	Mortale	by	Letterhead	Studio-YG,	45.00	USDLetterhead	Studio	makes	both	fonts	and	design	with	own	fonts.	The	studio	is	started	in	1998	by	Yuri
Gordon,	Valery	Golyzhenkov	and	Olga	Vassilkova.	We	work	in	graphic	design,	branding	and	type	design.	Our	collection	of	Cyrillic	fonts	includes	more	than	330	faces,	generally	it	is	display	fonts.Shorelines	Script	Bold	-	Personal	use	onlyDIST	Inking	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseGoulong	Bold	Outline	-	Unknown	licenseD3	Biscuitism	Bold	-	Unknown
licenseAshby	Extra	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseDDD	Pipe	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseD3	Euronism	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseSpylord	Bold	Expanded	-	Unknown	licenseMonday	Bold	(sRB)	-	Unknown	licensePhat	Grunge	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseWalkway	Condensed	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseYukon	Tech	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseBagad	Bold	Tryout	-	Unknown	licenseD3
LiteBitMapism	Bold	-	Unknown	licensePecot	Outline	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseSalmiak	Bold	Rounded	-	100%	freeWalkway	Oblique	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseSamson	Bold	Oblique	-	Unknown	licenseRowling	Stone	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseChizzler	Bold	Outline	-	Unknown	licenseWalkway	Expand	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseWalkway	UltraExpand	Bold	-	Unknown
licenseWalkway	UltraCondensed	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseGF	Matilda	bold	-	Unknown	licenseWyld	Stallyns	Bold	-	Unknown	licensePage	6Walkway	Bold	RevOblique	-	Unknown	licenseBernhard	Bold	Condensed	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDA	freely	drawn	heading	face	prepared	in	1912	by	Lucian	Bernhard	for	Bauer.	The	typeface	enjoys	a	vogue	in
Europe.LTC	Bodoni	Bold	by	Lanston	Type	Co.,	24.95	USDLTC	Bodoni	Bold	was	designed	by	Giambattista	Bodoni	and	published	by	Lanston	Type	Co..	LTC	Bodoni	Bold	contains	5	styles	and	family	package	options.LTC	Swing	Bold	by	Lanston	Type	Co.,	24.95	USDLTC	Swing	Bold	was	designed	by	Sol	Hess	and	published	by	Lanston	Type	Co..	LTC	Swing
Bold	contains	1	style.Egyptian	Ornamented	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	20.00	USDEgyptian	Ornamented	Bold	was	published	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts.	Egyptian	Ornamented	Bold	contains	1	style.Kaczun	Oldstyle	Bold	by	Type	Innovations,	39.00	USDThere	are	many	subtle	and	dramatic	differences	incorporated	into	this	classic	beauty.	Many	shapes
have	undergone	a	bold	transformation,	while	others	lines	remain	faithful	to	that	classic	period	of	time	that	we	all	know	and	love.Pleasure	Bold	Shaded	by	ITC,	35.00	USDPleasure	Bold	Shaded	was	designed	by	Holger	Seeling	and	published	by	ITC.	Pleasure	Bold	Shaded	contains	1	style.Section	Bold	Condensed	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDSection	Bold
Condensed	was	published	by	Monotype.	Section	Bold	Condensed	contains	1	style.TC	Europa	Bold	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDTC	Europa	Bold	was	published	by	Monotype.	TC	Europa	Bold	contains	1	style.Peerless	131	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDA	revival	of	one	of	the	popular	wooden	type	fonts	of	the	19th	century,	suitable	for	display,	or	text,
closely	related	to	Latin.Egyptian	Bold	Expanded	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDOne	of	the	original	Egyptian	types.	With	a	tall	x-height,	very	short	descenders,	expanded	version.Cal	Neuland	Bold	by	Posterizer	KG,	16.00	USDCalligrapher	Neuland	Bold	is	one	of	the	calligraphic	group	of	fonts	called	“21	alphabets	for	Calligraphers“.All	graphemes
are	taken	from	calligraphic	pages	written	on	Neuland	calligraphic	style.Avesta	Extra	Bold	by	Naghi	Naghachian,	95.00	USDAvesta	ExtraBoldCondensed	is	designed	by	Naghi	Naghashian.OL	Marla	Bold	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez,	30.00	USDOL	Marla	Bold	was	designed	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez	and	published	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez.	OL	Marla	Bold	contains	1
style.Skranji	Pro	Bold	by	Neapolitan,	29.95	USDSkranji	Pro	Bold	was	designed	by	Stuart	Sandler	and	published	by	Neapolitan.	Skranji	Pro	Bold	contains	1	style.Bold	Pressing	Pack	by	Fontscafe,	19.00	USDFonts	Café	is	offering	a	brand	new	pack	of	fonts	and	elements;	The	Bold	Pressing	Pack,	full	of	bold,	strong,	powerful,	vintage	fonts	which	really
stand	out	to	make	a	strong	impact.	These	fonts	bring	us	back	to	a	time	when	ink	was	placed	onto	wooden	blocks,	which	were	then	pressed	down	onto	the	paper,	creating	big,	bold	letters,	with	the	beautiful	flaws	of	a	time	when	things	of	import	were	given	the	due	attention	they	deserved.Montague	Script	Bold	by	Stephen	Rapp,	59.00	USDMontague
Script	Bold	is	a	beefed	up	version	of	the	2009	Type	Directors	Club	Award	winning	Montague	Script.	The	added	weight	makes	it	more	ideal	for	display	purposes	like	book	titling,	packaging,	and	headlines.	Like	the	original	award	winning	version,	it	features	an	energetic	rhythm	with	loads	of	swashes	and	ligatures.	Having	its	origin	in	fine	sable	brush
lettering	done	on	smooth	vellum	paper,	both	versions	are	ideal	for	greeting	card	and	invitation	text.	There	are	beginning,	ending,	and	alternate	versions	for	almost	every	letter.Royal	Classic	Bold	by	Wiescher	Design,	66.00	USDI	proudly	present	Royal	Classic	Bold	script.	Royal	Classic	Bold	is	the	fatter	sister	to	Royal	Classic.Churchward	Ultra	Bold	by
Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDChurchward	Ultra	Bold	was	designed	by	Jordan	Davies	and	published	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts.	Churchward	Ultra	Bold	contains	1	style.Sainted	Extra	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDExtra	Bold	SerifEckhardt	Bold	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDEckhardt	Bold	JNL	continues	a	series	of	sign	painter-inspired	type
designs	and	is	named	in	honor	of	the	late	Al	Eckhardt,	a	talented	sign	man	who	was	a	good	friend	of	Jeff	Levine	for	about	18	years	until	his	passing.Clarendon	Condensed	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDA	revival	of	one	of	the	popular	wooden	type	fonts	of	the	19th	century,	suitable	for	display.Sultan	Free	Bold	by	Sultan	Fonts,	50.00	USDSultan
free	is	an	Arabic	text	typeface	for	desktop	applications.	Sultan	free	is	a	freestyle	script.	It	is	available	in	One	style,	calligraphic,	and	very	dynamic.	This	makes	it	suitable	for	large	display	sizes,	especially	in	the	area	of	advertising,	while	still	functioning	well	as	a	text	face.	The	font	includes	a	support	for	Arabic,	Persian,	and	Urdu.	Sultan	free	typeface
comes	with	many	opentype	features.Nurhalifa	Bold	Script	by	BBA	Key,	13.00	USDNurhalifa	New	fresh	&	modern	style	with	handmade	calligraphy,	decorative	characters	and	dancing	lineage!	So	wonderful	are	invitations	like	greeting	cards,	branding	material,	business	cards,	quotes,	posters,	and	more	!!Nurhalifa	The	comes	with	564	glyphs.	Alternate
characters	are	divided	into	several	Open	Type	features	such	as	Swash,	Stylistic	Sets,	Stylistic	Alternate,	Contextual	Alternate.	Open	Type	features	are	accessible	by	using	Open	Type	savvy	programs	such	as	Adobe	Illustrator,	Adobe	InDesign,	Adobe	Photoshop	Corel	Draw	X	versions,	and	Microsoft	Word.	And	this	font	has	code	PUA	unicode	(font	with
special	code).	So	that	all	alternative	characters	can	be	easily	accessed	by	craftsmen	or	designers.NurhalifaUppercase	&	lowercase	International	signature	&	symbol	Punctuation	Support	&	PUA	number	Unicode	Style	Style	Alternative	Style	Style	Range	1-22	Contextual	Character	Variations.	If	you	do	not	have	programs	that	support	OpenType	features
like	Adobe	Illustrator	and	CorelDraw	X	Versions,	you	can	access	all	alternative	flying	machines	using	Font	Book	(Mac)	or	Character	Map	(Windows).Anahita	Extra	Bold	by	Naghi	Naghachian,	95.00	USDAnahita	ExtraBold	is	designed	by	Naghi	Naghashian.	This	Headline	Font	is	developed	on	the	basis	of	specific	research	and	analysis	on	Arabic
characters	and	definition	of	their	structure.	This	innovation	is	a	contribution	to	modernisation	of	Arabic	typography,	gives	the	font	design	of	Arabic	letters	real	typographic	arrangement	and	provides	more	typographic	flexibility.	This	step	was	necessary	after	more	than	twohundred	years	of	relative	stagnation	in	Arabic	font	design.Mirror	Display	Bold
by	Mom,	19.00	USDMirror	Display	is	based	on	the	condensed	sans.	Developed	to	'double	view'	to	give	readers	the	same	feeling	they	have	when	looking	to	a	work	of	art	they	don't	understand	at	first	glance.The	Bold	Street	by	Putracetol,	21.00	USDIntroducing	The	Bold	Street.	A	Graffiti	Style	Font.	Inspired	by	the	graffiti	art	on	the	city	streets,	so	I
made	it	into	a	font.	So	that	it	will	make	it	easier	for	you	to	make	graffiti	writing	or	designs.	There	are	54	ligatures	that	will	make	this	font	even	cooler.	so	enjoy	it!Suitable	for	many	design	project,	branding,	packaging,	logo,	wall	art,	headline,	template,	banner,	poster,	and	so	much	more!This	font	is	also	support	multi	language.Grecian	Bold	Expanded
by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDA	revival	of	one	of	the	popular	wooden	type	fonts	of	the	19th	century,	suitable	for	display,	geometric	slab	serifs	unbracketed,	short	descenders,condensed.Craw	Clarendon	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDOne	of	a	variety	of	Clarendon	Types.Grotesque	Bold	Italic	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDBased	on	a
revival	of	one	of	the	popular	type	fonts	of	the	19th	century,	suitable	for	display,	or	text.Venusian	Bold	Extended	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDBold	Sans	Serif.Liquorstore	Bold	&	Bolder	by	Chank,	99.00	USDIn	this	modern	era,	sometimes	being	bold	is	not	enough.	Sometimes	you	need	to	go	BOLDER!	So	here	comes	the	Liquorstore	Bolder	font
family,	the	long	awaited	sequel	to	the	popular	Liquorstore	industrial,	geometric	display	font.	This	new	bolder	font	family	features	multiple	styles	that	work	on	their	own	or	as	overlapping	layers	to	create	stunning	multi-color	typography.	Chromatic	layering	effects	are	created	with	inline,	outline,	bi-line,	and	tri-line	styles	can	be	used	together	to	create
extra	impactful	words	in	your	logos	and	headlines.Bold	Line	Icons	by	Howcolour,	42.00	USDEnjoy	this	exclusive	set	of	line	vector	icons	font	pack	including	3700	icons	with	a	cheat	sheet.	They	are	pixel	perfect	and	infinitely	scalable.	You	can	use	these	icons	to	design	websites,	apps,	blogs	prints.	Created	with	taste	and	passion!Stymie	Extra	Bold	by
Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDExtra	Bold	serif,	ideal	for	large	display.Unkempt	Bold	Pro	by	Neapolitan,	19.95	USDunkempt	/ˌənˈkem(p)t/	adj.Bold	Ugly	Sweater	-	100%	freeBrian	Bolland	Journal	by	Comicraft,	39.00	USDBrian	Bolland	Journal	was	designed	by	John	Roshell	and	published	by	Comicraft.	Brian	Bolland	Journal	contains	2	styles	and	family
package	options.Blaster	Eternal	-	100%	freeXStella	Stern	by	Ingrimayne	Type,	9.95	USDThe	XStellaStern	group	consists	of	five	fonts	of	stars,	star-like	pictures,	and	derivatives	of	them.Eternal	Life	by	PizzaDude.dk,	20.00	USDThis	font	is	named	after	a	Jeff	Buckley	song.	Use	with	care,	best	for	love	letters!Page	7Act	Stern	by	Identikal	Collection,	23.00
USDAct	Stern	was	published	by	Identikal	Collection.	Act	Stern	contains	4	styles	and	family	package	options.Stern	Pro	by	Canada	Type,	49.95	USDOriginally	released	in	2008,	Stern	is	the	only	typeface	to	be	produced	and	marketed	simultaneously	in	digital	and	metal.	In	the	twenty-first	century,	no	less.	It	is	also	the	last	typeface	Jim	Rimmer	ever
completed.	The	process	he	used	for	its	design	and	manufacture	is	the	stuff	of	legend,	and	can	be	seen	in	the	Richard	Kegler	documentary,	Making	Faces:	Metal	Type	in	the	21st	Century.	The	design	is	a	delicate	upright	italic	named	in	memory	of	Chris	Stern,	the	late	artist	and	printer	from	Washington	State.Noma	by	Spinturnix,	15.00	USDNoma	is	a
new	wide-set	display	font	with	a	minimal	geometric	style.	I	designed	Noma	because	I	wanted	a	tech-inspired	font	that	has	plenty	of	character	while	remaining	legible.	Noma	is	a	great	choice	for	high-impact	headings	and	logotypes.	I	hope	you	enjoy,	thanks	for	checking	it	out!H74	Eastern	Star	by	Hydro74,	17.00	USDH74	Eastern	Star	was	designed	by
Joshua	Smith	and	published	by	Hydro74.	H74	Eastern	Star	contains	1	style.Pirates	Gold	-	Unknown	licenseYukon	Gold	-	Unknown	licenseIonic	bond	-	Unknown	licenseDesigner's	page	on	Abstract	Fonts.Cold	Outside	by	Sronstudio,	18.00	USDCold	Outside	is	a	Lovely	Script	font	perfect	for	crafting,	branding,	invitation,	stationery,	wedding	designs,
social	media	posts,	advertisements,	product	packaging,	product	designs,	label,	photography,	watermark,	special	events,	or	anything.Cold	Outside	comes	with	a	full	set	of	uppercase	and	lowercase	letters,	swash	alternates,	ligatures,	multilingual	symbols,	numerals,	and	punctuation.If	you	have	any	questions	don't	hesitate	to	drop	me	a	message	;)Happy
Creation	!!Gold	Standard	by	FontMesa,	20.00	USDGold	Standard	got	its	start	from	a	few	letters	found	on	an	old	Gold	Certificate	from	1882.Gold	Fever	by	FontMesa,	20.00	USDGold	Fever	is	a	revival	of	the	old	classic	Caxtonian	font	originaly	designed	in	the	mid	to	late	1800s.Gold	Diggin	by	Open	Window,	19.95	USDGold	Diggin	is	an	authentic	hand-
drawn	original.	It	harkens	back	to	posters	from	the	Gold	Rush	Era.	Add	some	humor	and	moonshine	to	your	designs	with	Gold	Diggin.Bolda	Display	by	The	Infamous	Foundry,	29.00	USDBolda	Display	is	a	a-z	lowercase	display	font	in	two	styles;	regular	and	outline.	Lowercase	is	regular	and	uppercase	is	outline.	Inspired	by	the	1970’s	tennis,	dart	and
ping	pong	fashion.	Perfect	for	headlines,	logos	and	everything	above	the	body.Bond	4F	by	4th	february,	25.00	USDBond	4F	was	designed	by	Sergiy	Tkachenko	and	published	by	4th	february.	Bond	4F	contains	6	styles	and	family	package	options.HS	Gold	by	Hiba	Studio,	69.00	USDHS	Gold	is	based	on	some	modern	lines	of	Naskh	calligraphy	which
supports	Arabic,	Persian	and	Latin	with	a	Sans	Serif	with	subtle	round	on	stems	and	corners.African	Gold	by	Scholtz	Fonts,	19.00	USDThe	name	African	Gold	is	associated	with	Johannesburg,	the	"City	of	Gold";	(the	Zulu	name	for	Johannesburg	is	eGoli).Gold	Rush	by	FontMesa,	20.67	USDThis	old	classic	font	has	an	interesting	history,	it	was	originally
cut	with	lowercase	by	the	Bruce	Type	Foundry	in	1865	and	listed	as	Ornamented	No.	1514.	Around	1903	the	Bruce	foundry	was	bought	by	ATF,	in	1933	this	font	was	revived	by	ATF	as	Caps	only	and	was	given	the	Gold	Rush	name	but	was	sometimes	called	Klondike.Fools	Gold	by	BA	Graphics,	45.00	USDA	throwback	to	the	70s,	a	graphic	design	with
a	lot	of	different	applications.Gold	Spur	by	FontMesa,	20.67	USDGold	Spur	is	a	spurred	version	of	the	FontMesa	Gold	Rush	set	of	fonts.Cold	Cuts	by	Good	Gravy	Type	Co,	12.00	USDCold	Cuts	is	an	assorted	spread	of	delicious	fonts	pre	cooked	to	perfection.	This	10	weight	font	family	is	$30	for	a	limited	time	it	is	the	perfect	way	to	stock	your	font
fridge.	Cold	Cuts	a	lean	upright	font	family	with	a	lowercase	caps	option	to	give	you	bonus	typesetting	choices.	A	sleek	modern	vintage	style	which	has	a	wide	variety	of	display	uses.	Bon	Appétit!Cold	Mountain	by	Arthur	Baker,	12.00	USDCold	Mountain	was	designed	by	Arthur	Baker	and	published	by	Arthur	Baker.	Cold	Mountain	contains	6	styles
and	family	package	options.Stay	Gold	by	Decade	Typefoundry,	35.00	USDStay	Gold	Script	is	a	highly	usable,	powerful	typeface.	Perfect	for	everything	from	street	wear	brand	to	wedding	invitations,	sports	team	logos	to	band	logos.	Use	it	however	you	see	fit.	Just	one	thing	-	it’s	not	designed	for	all-caps	settings.Bald	Eagle	by	Gleb	Guralnyk,	13.00
USDHi!	Introducing	vintage	font	Bald	Eagle.	Stamp	textured	effect	surface	makes	it	really	authentic	look.Gold	Brush	by	Illushvara,	15.00	USDGold	Brush	is	a	bold	brushed	display	font.	Its	assertive	and	dramatic	style	makes	this	font	a	good	fit	for	creating	logos,	branding,	posters,	and	crafty	DIY	projects.What	you	get	:Gold	Brush.	OTFIf	you	have	any
question,	don’t	hesitate	to	contact	me.	Happy	Designing	!!!Thank	You,Bayu	SuwiryaCold	Brew	by	Fenotype,	9.00	USDCold	Brew	is	a	swift	brush	script	family	of	three	weights	and	a	set	of	extras.	Cold	Brew	is	based	on	hand	drawn	letters	polished	with	care	to	retain	the	vivid	appearance	of	ink	brush.	Cold	Brew	is	equipped	with	OpenType	features	to
give	you	tools	for	custom-looking	design:	turn	on	Stylistic	Alternates	or	Swash	in	any	OpenType	savvy	program	for	flashier	letters	or	manually	select	from	even	more	Alternates	from	Glyph	Palette.Cold	Desert	by	Epiclinez,	18.00	USDCold	Desert	is	a	fun	and	bold	handwritten	font.	Carefully	handcrafted	to	fit	most	of	your	crafty	projects.ITC	Bolt	by	ITC,
35.00	USDITC	Bolt	was	designed	by	Tom	Carnase	and	published	by	ITC.	ITC	Bolt	contains	1	style.Degrading	Morals	-	Unknown	licenseFG	Norah	by	YOFF,	16.95	USDFG	Norah	is	an	even	font	that	works	great	for	block	text	as	well	as	large	point	headers.	It	looks	like	the	posters	in	a	sale	shopping	window,	or	the	characters	on	a	restaurant
blackboard.Koralle	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDThis	typeface	made	its	first	appearance	in	Schelter	&	Giesecke's	1915	specimen	book.	It	exhibits	the	cleanness	and	crispness	one	might	expect	in	a	sans-serif	face,	along	with	a	few	unexpected	grace	notes	that	make	it	warm	and	friendly,	as	well.	Both	versions	of	this	font	include	the	complete	Unicode
Latin	1252,	Central	European	1250	and	Turkish	1254	character	sets.Coral	Pro	by	Scholtz	Fonts,	19.95	USDCoral	Pro	is	a	relaxed	and	very	readable	script	font.	Based	on	the	earlier	Coral	script.	It	has	been	updated,	and	now	has	all	the	features	usually	included	in	a	fully	professional	font.	Language	support	includes	all	European	character	sets.Noema
Pro	by	DBSV,	130.00	USDAbout	family	“Noema	Pro”Koralle	RMU	by	RMU,	25.00	USDKoralle	was	an	abundant	family	of	grotesque	font	styles	which	had	been	released	by	Schelter	&	Giesecke	in	the	first	quarter	of	the	previous	century.	Out	of	this	family	four	of	the	most	impressive	styles	were	revived,	whereby	I	stuck	as	close	to	the	original	as
possible.	All	styles	contain	even	the	weird-looking	capitalized	German	double-s	of	which	I	am	a	strong	opponent.Coral	Reef	by	Vozzy,	10.00	USDIntroducing	a	clean	script	font	named	Coral	Reef.	This	smooth	font	is	perfect	for	lettering	with	alternates	for	small	letters	(for	the	last	letter	for	example)	and	multilingual	support.TT	Corals	by	TypeType,
25.00	USDTT	Corals	is	a	modern	humanist	sans-serif	which	has	many	typical	traits	of	the	beginning	of	the	20th	century.	For	increased	functionality,	we	created	6	typefaces	of	various	weights:	thin,	light,	regular,	bold,	extra	bold,	and	black.Coral	Blush	by	Set	Sail	Studios,	16.00	USDExplore	a	stunning	typography	pairing	with	Coral	Blush;	a	carefully
crafted	and	perfectly	balanced	set	of	elegant	serif	and	realistic	script	typefaces.Coral	Pen	by	Khurasan,	6.00	USDIntroducing	the	Coral	Pen	script,	a	font	that	is	very	fresh	and	unique,	handmade	style.	Coral	Pen	script	is	perfectly	suited	for	logos,	signatures,	stationery,	posters,	apparel,	branding,	wedding	invitations,	cards,	taglines,	layout	designs,	and
much	more.Designer's	page	on	Abstract	Fonts.101!	Dad	Goes	Formal	-	Unknown	licenseOL	Hebrew	Formal	Script	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez,	30.00	USDThis	font	contains	every	variant	found	in	the	Hebrew	Bible	such	as	the	“mutilated”	Waw	in	Numbers	25:	verse	12,	the	small	Heh	in	Genesis	2:	verse	4	and	the	Nun	Inversum	before	Numbers	10:	verse	35
and	after	verse	36	and	elsewhere	as	well	as	oversized	consonants	and	various	double-wide	consonants	used	in	inscriptions.Page	8Wolf's	Bane	Bold	Shadow	-	Unknown	licenseWolf's	Bane	Bold	Pro	-	Unknown	licensePrescript	Cn	Bold	Italic	-	Unknown	licenseEarth's	Mightiest	Bold	Expanded	-	Unknown	licenseYear	3000	Bold	Italic	-	Unknown
licenseBionic	Type	Expanded	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseSpylord	Bold	Expanded	Italic	-	Unknown	licenseWC	ADDENDUM	Bta	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseAuX	DotBitC	Xtra	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseD3	Euronism	Bold	italic	-	Unknown	licenseD3	Skullism	Katakana	Bold	-	Unknown	licenseD3	Skullism	Alphabet	Bold	-	Unknown	licensePlz	Print	Bold	Cond	by
Outside	the	Line,	19.00	USDA	bold,	energetic,	friendly	font	with	a	little	bounce	to	it.	A	good,	casual	headline	font.	Works	back	well	with	Plz	Print	or	Plz	Script.Sign	Gothic	Bold	Condensed	by	BA	Graphics,	45.00	USDStrong	Bold	Condensed	Gothic	great	for	poster	and	display	work.Bodoni	Classic	Bold	Ornate	by	Wiescher	Design,	39.50	USDBodoni
Classic	Bold	Ornate	is	another	puzzlestone	in	my	ever	growing	Bodoni	Classic	family.Big	Bad	Bold	BB	by	Blambot,	20.00	USDDesigned	for	use	as	both	a	larger-than-life	comic	book	dialogue	font	and	a	sound	effects	font!Slab	Four	Rounded	Bold	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDAn	original	slab	serif	design	inspired	by	the	slab	serif	designs	of	the	19th
century,	with	a	modern	geometric	look,	bold	version.Bold	Metal	Stencil	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDAn	image	of	a	vintage,	hand-cut	metal	stencil	with	just	a	set	of	bold	numerals	inspired	the	design	of	Bold	Metal	Stencil	JNL.OL	Hebrew	Headline	Bold	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez,	30.00	USDOL	Hebrew	Headline	Bold	was	designed	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez
and	published	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez.	OL	Hebrew	Headline	Bold	contains	1	style.Bold	Display	Sans	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDBold	Display	Sans	JNL	is	loosely	based	on	one	of	the	classic	alphabets	found	within	a	Speedball	Lettering	Textbook	of	the	1940s;	itself	called	"Bold	Display".	The	original	featured	a	stippled	texture	and	inline	curves	placed
in	random	patterns	throughout	the	letters.Cheltenham	ExtraCondensed	Pro	Bold	by	SoftMaker,	9.99	USDAll	SoftMaker	webfonts	come	with	at	least	500,000	pageviews	included.H74	Norway	Black	by	Hydro74,	15.00	USDH74	Norway	Black	was	designed	by	Joshua	Smith	and	published	by	Hydro74.	H74	Norway	Black	contains	1	style.-OC	Format
Stencil	by	OtherwhereCollective,	29.00	USD-OC	Format	Stencil	is	a	variable	font	design	inspired	by	the	work	of	Bruno	Munari,	Paul	Rand,	and	Max	Huber.	Built	on	-OC	Format	Sans	Bd,	it	has	three	axes	that	allow	it	to	transition	seamlessly	from	functional	cutout	to	a	more	playful,	expressive,	and	musical	design.-OC	Format	Shards	by
OtherwhereCollective,	29.00	USD-OC	Format	Shards	violates	the	highly	regarded	-OC	Format	Sans	Bd	to	create	something	more	spontaneous,	visceral	and	expressive.	Designed	for	when	readability	of	copy	isn't	the	primary	concern—but	making	a	statement	is—it's	perfect	for	disruption,	subversion	and	protest.	Inspiration	was	taken	from	the	classic
experimental	font	Shatter	designed	by	Vic	Carless	in	1973	which	was	used	widely	in	British	Punk	graphics	of	the	late	1970s.	In	contrast	to	the	consistently	parallel	angles	used	to	distort	Shatter,	the	characters	of	-OC	Format	Shards	have	been	sliced	instinctively,	quickly	and	freehand	giving	them	and	resulting	text	a	less	mechanical	and	more	visceral
appearance.	As	a	display	font	it	has	a	more	limited	character	set	than	the	original	-OC	Format	Sans	but	still	includes	accents	for	numerous	languages,	stylistic	alternates	and	circled	characters.-OC	Format	Collage	by	OtherwhereCollective,	29.00	USD-OC	Format	Collage	(built	on	the	previously	Nº1	ranked	font	-OC	Format	Sans	Bd),	is	a	variable	font
design	inspired	by	the	cut	and	paste	techniques	of	illustrators	Eric	Carle	and	Lois	Ehlert.	With	3	axes—Cutout,	Jumble	&	Scatter—the	type	can	seamlessly	be	changed	from	the	elegant	geometric	sans	serif	to	one	with	apparently	hand	cut,	hand	pasted	characters	that	feel	more	human.	Incredibly	versatile	the	font	is	ideal	for	text	and	display	making	it
perfect	for	packaging,	publishing,	posters	and	digital	design	requiring	readability	and	a	natural	and	approachable	imperfection.Static	font	files	are	also	available:•	T1-6	(Text)	fonts	only	adjust	the	cutout	technique	and	the	characters	of	the	type	stay	upright	and	sit	on	the	baseline.•	D1-6	(Display)	adjust	all	3	axes	with	characters	randomly	changing
angles	and	position	relative	to	the	baseline.OpenType	features:-OC	Format	Collage	boasts	numerous	features	to	enhance	the	hand	finished	effect	with	multiple	alternate	options	and	double	character	ligatures	so	characters	aren't	repeated	within	the	same	word.	The	design	also	supports	multiple	languages,	includes	standard	and	discretionary
ligatures,	circled	figures	and	extensive	symbol	sets.-OC	Format	Sans	by	OtherwhereCollective,	29.00	USD-OC	Format	Sans	is	the	third	incarnation	of	this	geometric	grotesk	sans	serif	which	fuses	the	style	of	Futura	with	the	rhythm	and	proportions	of	Akzidenz.	It	comes	in	two	styles,	standard	and	a	new	Print	family	where	crisp	sharp	edges	have	been
made	blunt	in	reference	to	the	ink	spread	that	occurs	when	printing	on	uncoated	paper	stock.	It	can	give	digital	media	a	softer	more	approachable	analog	aesthetic.Old	Hero	-	Unknown	licenseOLD	SYDNEY_DEMO	-	Personal	use	onlyOld	Copperfield	-	Personal	use	onlyOld	Town	-	Personal	use	onlyOld	Script	-	Unknown	licenseOld	Typewriter	-
Unknown	licenseOld	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseOld	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseOld	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseOld	Virus	-	Unknown	licenseOld	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseOld	English	by	ITC,	35.00	USDOld	English	was	published	by	ITC.	Old	English	contains	1	style.Old	English	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDOld	English	was	published	by	Monotype.	Old
English	contains	1	style.Old	Roman	by	Mad	Irishman	Productions,	6.00	USDIntrigued	by	typefaces	of	the	late	18th	and	early	19th	centuries,	the	designer	was	surprised	to	find	no	digital	renderings	of	the	popular	Old	Roman	typeface.	This	font	is	the	designer's	interpretation	of	this	c.	1895	typeface	designed	by	T.W.	Smith.Page	9Old	Thunder	by
FontMesa,	25.00	USDOld	Thunder	is	a	revival	of	an	1800’s	Tuscan	style	font	called	Lavinia,	we've	expanded	the	original	font	to	include	a	lowercase,	an	Open	faced	version,	a	very	attractive	Black	face	and	last	this	set	just	wouldn't	be	complete	without	a	Fill	font.Old	Forge	by	Aah	Yes,	12.49	USDOld	Forge	is	an	antique-effect	font,	intended	to	imitate
the	style	and	imperfections	of	1700s	and	1800s	printing,	in	a	wide	variety	of	weights.Old	Village	by	Corradine	Fonts,	29.00	USDOld	Village	was	designed	by	Manuel	Corradine	and	published	by	Corradine	Fonts.	Old	Village	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Note	by	Fenotype,	29.95	USDOld	Note	was	designed	by	Emil	Bertell	and
published	by	Fenotype.	Old	Note	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Lemonade	by	Sideshow,	29.95	USDFrom	the	porch	of	small-town	America	to	ferris	wheels	and	corn	dogs	at	the	World's	Fair,	Old	Lemonade	takes	you	back	to	simpler	times.	From	posters	to	penny	postcards,	this	style	invites	you	to	stroll	leisurely	down	tree-lined
streets...enjoy	a	trolley	ride...even	be	a	vaudeville	voyeur.	Cultivate	your	creations	with	Old	Lemonade	–	it'll	squeeze	sweet	pleasure	into	your	special	designs.Olde	Gangsta	by	Graffiti	Fonts,	14.99	USDThis	font	family	is	very	close	to	standard	Olde	English	styles	with	a	bit	of	influence	from	Blackletter	styles.	The	Olde	Gangsta	font	family	is	meant	to
represent	a	more	Chicano	American	street	gang	type	of	stylization.Old	English	by	URW	Type	Foundry,	29.00	USDOld	English	was	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Old	English	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Earthy	by	Gustav	&	Brun,	16.00	USDOld	Earthy	is	a	hand	drawn	font	inspired	by	the	mid	19th-century	art	movement	with
William	Morris	and	the	Pre-Raphaelite	Brotherhood	in	the	front	line.	The	art	and	the	patterns	from	that	time	is	reflected	in	Old	Earthy.	It	comes	with	a	set	of	basic	English/Latin	letters	and	some	west	European	diacritics.Old	Glory	by	Scriptorium,	12.00	USDOld	Glory	was	designed	by	David	Nalle	and	published	by	Scriptorium.	Old	Glory	contains	1
style.Old	Russian	by	Grummedia,	20.00	USDOld	Russian	is	a	fake	Cyrillic	alphabet,	based	on	old	Slavic	characters	universally	adopted	in	the	old	days	of	the	Russian	empire.Old	Vic	by	Solotype,	19.95	USDThis	is	Solotype's	version	of	a	popular	mid-nineteenth	century	style	explored	by	several	early	foundries.Old	Kharkiv	by	Bohdan	Hdal,	24.00	USDOld
Kharkiv	was	inspired	by	the	first	half	of	the	20th	century	photo	with	a	signage	on	the	building	of	the	Ivan	Kotlyarevsky	Kharkiv	National	University	of	Arts.	During	the	development,	the	font	has	acquired	unique	features	not	from	the	original	signage,	for	example,	drops	in	uppercase	were	replaced	with	sharp	serifs.	This	font	contains	the	letters	of	all
the	main	European	languages,	Cyrillic	and	basic	special	characters.	Some	uppercase	letters	(where	allowed	their	form)	have	decorative	elements	(swashes)	to	use	them	as	drop	caps	or	initials.	There	are	stylistic	alternatives	for	some	Ukrainian	letters.	Also,	as	a	bonus,	this	font	contains	up	to	a	dozen	graphic	elements	that	you	can	use	in	your
layout.Old	Glory	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDOld	Glory	was	published	by	Monotype.	Old	Glory	contains	1	style.Old	Stefan	by	066.FONT,	19.95	USDOld	Stefan	was	designed	by	Piotr	Wozniak	and	published	by	066.FONT.	Old	Stefan	contains	5	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Letterhand	by	JOEBOB	graphics,	24.00	USD'Old	letterHand'	is	a	very
legible	handwritten	script	font,	created	with	a	fine	brush	pen.	The	font	was	made	with	old	style	lettered	ads	in	mind	but	it	is	has	a	modern	look.	It	features	a	couple	of	ligatures,	alternate	characters	and	a	few	swashes	for	you	to	play	around	with.Related	fonts	are	fourHand	and	blackHand.Old	Venexia	by	Proportional	Lime,	9.99	USDThis	is	a	simple
excursion	into	taking	a	prototype	and	recasting	it	along	different	lines,	emphasizing	the	spontaneity	of	a	hand	cut	look.	It	is	primarily	meant	for	the	printed	page.Old	Stamp	by	Kaer,	14.00	USDIntroducing	my	new	fingerprint	typeface	OldStamp.	In	addition	to	the	Regular	style,	I	added	two	more	color	styles.	Typeface	for	casino	labels,	nightlife
headlines,	bright	posters,	detective	cards,	biometric	access	etc.What's	included?*	Regular,	Violet	and	Green	styles	*	Only	uppercase*	Numbers*	Symbols*	PunctuationI	hope	you	enjoy	this	font.	Follow	my	shop	to	receive	updates	of	products	and	the	very	hottest	news!	If	you	have	any	question	or	issue,	please	contact	me:	kaer.pro@gmail.com	Please
request	to	add	additional	characters	and	glyphs	if	you	need!	Thank	you!Olde	Crilt	by	Graffiti	Fonts,	19.99	USDWith	2	full	alphabets	&	a	full	array	of	symbols	&	decorations	this	style	can	look	elegant	or	insane.	New	English	is	easy	to	customize	for	infinite	unique	looks.Old	Craftsman	by	Sebastian	Cabaj,	12.00	USDOld	Craftsman	was	designed	by
Sebastian	Cabaj	and	published	by	Sebastian	Cabaj.	Old	Craftsman	contains	3	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Story	by	Gleb	Guralnyk,	12.00	USDHello!	Introducing	"Old	story"	typeface	with	funny	doodles.	All	the	graphics	you	can	access	from	the	"glyphs"	palette.	Have	fun!Old	Biker	by	Vozzy,	10.00	USDIntroducing	a	vintage	label	font	named
Old	Biker.	This	strong	typeface	is	perfect	for	lettering	with	alternates	for	capital	letters	(for	first	and	last	letter	for	example)	and	multilingual	support.Old	Depot	by	2D	Typo,	24.00	USDOld	Depot	is	a	newly	reworked	idea	for	the	Depot	Trapharet	2D	font.	It	supports	more	languages	and	is	available	in	more	lettering.	Old	Depot	stands	out	with	its
industrial	nature	of	archaic	spirit.	It	is	a	wonderful	choice	for	solid	uncompromising	inscriptions	or	slogans.	Don't	be	afraid	to	be	brutal!Old	Harbour	by	DimitriAna,	8.00	USDOld	Harbour	is	a	font	collection	of	12	hand	drawn	fonts	inspired	by	the	vintage	hand	lettered	signage,	the	old	bottles’	labels	and	the	aesthetic	of	my	favourite	old	school	tattoos.
The	fonts	can	work	together	in	endless	combinations,	to	create	beautiful	vintage	designs	for	apparel,	logos,	labels,	posters	or	any	merchandise	product	you	can	imagine.All	the	fonts	support	Western	European	languages	based	on	Latin	script	and	delivered	in	OpenType	and	True	Type	format.Old	Millerstown	by	Greater	Albion	Typefounders,	16.00
USDMillerstown	is	full	of	that	solid,	19th	Century,	transatlantic	spirit	of	enterprise.	It	is	an	all	capitals	face,	decorative	but	clear	and	legible,	ideal	for	signage,	posters	and	banners.	"Old	Millerstown"	has	been	treated	to	capture	the	look	of	heavily	used,	weathered	type,	adding	another	vintage	element	to	the	typeface.	Bring	a	touch	of	American
inspired	flair	to	your	next	design	project!Feldicouth	Norm	-	Unknown	licenseITC	Nora	by	ITC,	35.00	USDITC	Nora	was	designed	by	James	Montalbano	and	published	by	ITC.	ITC	Nora	contains	1	style.PAG	Norm	by	Prop-a-ganda,	19.99	USDProp-a-ganda	offers	retro-flavored	fonts	inspired	by	lettering	on	retro	propaganda	posters,	retro	advertising
posters,	retro	packages	all	the	world	over.	This	is	perfect	font	for	your	retrospective	project.Norm	Pen	by	Authentic,	39.50	USDNormPen	is	based	on	an	ancestor	of	the	German	DIN-Schrift.	The	font	was	traced	with	a	plastic	template	on	transparent	paper,	scanned	and	worked	over	carefully	to	keep	the	handmade,	authentic	touch.Normative	Pro	by
Green	Type,	46.00	USDNormative	Pro	is	a	sans-serif	font	family	that	includes	a	12	styles	(6	weight	and	italics),	supports	Latin,	Cyrillic,	Greek,	Eastern	European,	Baltic	and	Turkish	scripts.	The	family	uses	a	large	number	of	useful	Open	Type	features:	small	caps,	contextual	alternatives,	stylistic	alternates,	fractions,	proportional	and	tabular	figures
and	more.Normative	Lt	by	Green	Type,	19.00	USDNormative	Lt	is	a	sans	serif	type	family	by	Green	Type,	a	low	cost	version	of	Normative	Pro,	includes	only	a	Unicode	Latin	1252	character	set.Normative	Lt	is	a	font	with	wide	sphere	of	application,	legible	from	very	small	size	to	very	large	ones.	Can	be	used	both	in	technical	documentation,	office
work,	business	communication,	as	well	as	in	advertising,	visual	communication,	magazines	and	posters,	in	branding	and	packaging.Nora	Grotesque	by	Velvele	Design	Community,	19.99	USDNora	Grotesque	is	a	modern	sans	serif	type	family	of	five	weights	plus	true	matching	obliques,	all	completely	equipped	with	opentype	features,	fractions,	lining
numbers,	old	style	figures,	capsular	numbers,	superscript	and	inferiors.	It	has	been	designed	parallel	within	the	neogrotesque	universe	of	typefaces	and	is	inspired	by	humanist	proportions	and	humanist-grotesk	features	in	multiple	languages,	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European	languages.Nora	Slab	by	Velvele	Design
Community,	21.99	USDNora	Slab	blends	a	geometric	inspiration	with	warm	humanist	elements,	making	it	the	perfect	choice	for	when	you	need	a	fresh,	contemporary	slab	serif	typeface.	The	companion	Nora	Grotesque	makes	the	Nora	family	a	real	workhorse	for	any	use,	including	web,	digital,	print,	branding	and	signage.Noale	MF	by	Masterfont,
59.00	USDNoale	MF	was	designed	by	Yossi	Biran	and	published	by	Masterfont.	Noale	MF	contains	1	style.Nora	Halim	by	Beary,	12.00	USDIntroducing	the	elegant	Nora	Halim!	Nora	Halim	is	a	Scrip	font,	every	single	letters	has	been	carefully	crafted	to	make	your	text	looks	beautiful.	With	modern	script	style	this	font	will	be	perfect	for	many	different
project	ex:	photography,	watermark,	quotes,	blog	header,	poster,	wedding,	branding,	logo,	fashion,	apparel,	letter,	invitation,	stationery,	etc.Nora	Art	by	Velvele	Design	Community,	21.99	USDNora	Art	is	based	on	Nora	Grotesque.	It	transformed	with	variations	of	every	letter	by	using	different	styles.	This	amazing	font	family	is	based	on	layer
combinations	and	gives	endless	possibilities	to	make	various	designs.	Each	style	could	be	used	separate	or	merged	in	order	to	create	any	kind	of	design	you	can	imagine!	It	is	the	perfect	solution	for	logos,	headlines	and	posters	that	really	stand	out.KG	Cold	Coffee	-	Personal	use	onlyHold	your	breath	-	Unknown	licenseDesigner's	page	on	Abstract
Fonts.Cold	Spaghetti	BTN	by	Breaking	the	Norm,	12.99	USDCold	Spaghetti	so	called	in	tribute	to	the	"Down	Under"	children's	group	the	Wiggles,	but	was	created	in	a	style	affectionatey	referred	to	as	chicken	scratch	due	to	its	rushed	and	tall,	skinny	letters	which	appear	as	though	they'd	been	created	by	an	angry	chicken	peeling	out	at	a	dirt	starting
line.Fold	&	Staple	BB	by	Blambot,	20.00	USDIndependent	comic	artist,	Brandon	J.	Carr	and	Blambot.com	has	teamed	up	to	bring	you	the	coolest	underground	comic	book	font	this	side	of	the	copy	shop!Page	10Cold	Case	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDThe	unusual	type	design	that	comprises	Cold	Case	JNL	was	modeled	from	a	1950s	set	of	letter	and
number	stencils	manufactured	by	the	Huntington	Oil	Cured	Stencil	Company	of	Huntington,	NY	(later	relocating	to	South	Florida).Pirates	Gold	Pro	by	CheapProFonts,	10.00	USDThis	stylish	swashbuckling	typeface	had	a	very	limited	character	set,	but	with	the	CheapProFonts	treatment	this	buried	treasure	is	ready	to	be	rediscovered.	Character	map
included.	"Arrr!	Shiver	me	timbers!"TE	Reqaa	Gold	by	Tharwat	Emara,	45.00	USDReqaa	Gold	is	the	most	common	type	of	handwriting	in	the	Arabic	script.	It	is	known	for	its	clipped	letters	composed	of	short,	straight	lines	and	simple	curves,	as	well	as	its	straight	and	even	lines	of	text.	It	was	probably	derived	from	the	Thuluth	and	Naskh	styles.Unlike
other	types	of	calligraphy,	Reqaa	Gold	is	not	considered	as	an	art	form.	Instead,	it	is	a	functional	style	of	writing	that	is	quick	to	write.	It	is	the	most	common	font	and	is	written	in	most	Arab	countries	because	it	has	the	potential	to	be	written	in	a	narrow	space	when	compared	to	other	Arabic	fonts.	It	is	used	in	the	titles	of	books,	magazines,	daily
newspapers,	commercials,	banners,	advertising,	holiday	cards,	newspaper	headlines,	Introduction	to	students.KG	Cold	Coffee	by	Kimberly	Geswein,	5.00	USDTeacher-friendly	writing	based	on	handwriting	with	a	grungy	effect.Black	Gold	VP	by	VP	Creative	Shop,	15.00	USDBlack	Gold	is	sophisticated	typeface	with	tons	of	alternate	glyphs,	ornaments
and	multilingual	support.	It's	a	very	versatile	font	that	works	great	in	large	and	small	sizes.Black	Gold	is	perfect	for	branding	projects,	home-ware	designs,	product	packaging,	magazine	headers	-	or	simply	as	a	stylish	text	overlay	to	any	background	image.Feel	free	to	contact	me	if	you	have	any	questions!Hotel	Coral	Essex	-	Personal	use	onlyFormas
geometricas	2	-	Unknown	licenseFormas	germetricas	1	-	Unknown	licenseKoralle	Rounded	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDHere's	a	new,	softer	take	on	the	classic	typeface	Koralle,	released	by	Schelter	und	Geisecke	in	1913,	and	as	fresh	today	as	it	was	then.	Both	versions	of	this	font	support	the	Latin	1252,	Central	European	1250,	Turkish	1254	and
Baltic	1257	codepages.Geometry	Soft	Pro	Bold	N	-	100%	freeI	Want	My	TTR!	(Bold)	-	Unknown	licensePL	Radiant	Bold	Extra	Condensed	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDPL	Radiant	Bold	Extra	Condensed	was	published	by	Monotype.	PL	Radiant	Bold	Extra	Condensed	contains	1	style.OL	Hebrew	Formal	Script	With	Tagin	by	Dennis	Ortiz-Lopez,	30.00
USDThis	font	contains	every	variant	found	in	the	Hebrew	Bible	such	as	the	“mutilated”	Waw	in	Numbers	25:	verse	12,	the	small	Heh	in	Genesis	2:	verse	4	and	the	Nun	Inversum	before	Numbers	10:	verse	35	and	after	verse	36	and	elsewhere	as	well	as	oversized	consonants	and	various	double-wide	consonants	used	in	inscriptions.Cyrillic	Old	Face	-
Unknown	licenseOld	Standard	TT	-	100%	freeOld	Rubber	Stamp	-	100%	freeYe	Old	Shire	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseBN-Old	Fashion	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseold	time	radio	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	-	Unknown	licenseGoudy	Old	Style	by	Bitstream,
29.00	USDInspired	by	the	Froben	capitals	believed	to	have	been	cut	by	Peter	Schoeffer	the	Younger,	son	of	Gutenberg’s	apprentice,	this	design	is	neither	strictly	a	Venetian	nor	an	Aldine.	The	archaic	approach	and	lack	of	the	Aldine	model	lead	us	to	place	the	face	in	the	Venetian	group.	The	design	owes	more	to	Goudy	than	to	Schoeffer.Bruce	Old
Style	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDThis	is	the	Bruce	Foundry’s	Old	Style	No.20,	which	was	loosely	based	on	the	Miller	&	Richard	Old	Style.	It	was	recut	at	Lanston	under	Sol	Hess’	direction	in	1909,	and	survives	as	the	second	text	face	in	the	Sears	Roebuck	Catalogue.Century	Old	Style	by	Adobe,	35.00	USDMorris	Fuller	Benton	designed	Century	Oldstyle
between	1908	and	1909.	The	design	echoes	the	proportions	of	Century	Expanded	with	its	fairly	large	x-height,	short	ascenders	and	descenders,	and	large	capitals,	but	Century	Oldstyle	has	old	style	serifs.	Century	Old	Style	is	still	renowned	for	its	readability	and	is	a	good	typeface	for	magazines	and	other	publications.Baskerville	Old	Face	by	URW
Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDBaskerville	Old	Face	was	designed	by	Isaac	Moore	and	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Baskerville	Old	Face	contains	4	styles	and	family	package	options.Goudy	Old	Style	by	Adobe,	35.00	USDGoudy	Old	Style	was	published	by	Adobe.	Goudy	Old	Style	contains	5	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Style	7	by	Adobe,	35.00
USDThe	name	Old	Style	No.	7	comes	from	a	time	when	foundries	released	a	variety	of	typefaces	under	one	name.	Linotype	produced	Old	Style	No.	7,	which	was	based	on	an	early	1870s	typeface	from	the	Bruce	Typefoundry,	which	had	based	its	design	on	a	type	from	the	Scottish	foundry	Miller	and	Richards.Goudy	Old	Style	by	URW	Type	Foundry,
35.00	USDGoudy	Old	Style	was	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Goudy	Old	Style	contains	4	styles	and	family	package	options.Cheltenham	Old	Style	by	URW	Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDCheltenham	Old	Style	was	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Cheltenham	Old	Style	contains	1	style.Diaconia	Old	Style	by	Hackberry	Font	Foundry,	24.95
USDDiaconia	Old	Style	is	a	new	rendition	of	my	workhorse	body	copy	font	that	I	originally	designed	to	use	for	the	body	copy	of	"Printing	in	a	Digital	World."	I	became	increasingly	upset	with	the	lack	of	lowercase	numbers	and	true	small	caps.	Diaconia	started	life	as	a	modification	of	one	of	the	Dutch	Bible	fonts	I	traced.	It	has	changed	a	lot	since	then
(although	I	have	a	hard	time	telling	how	much	because	I	have	lost	the	original).	The	plain	and	italic	work	especially	well	when	used	in	very	large	sizes	as	display	faces.	The	other	four	variants	(small	caps,	heavy,	heavy	italic,	and	black)	are	designed	for	use	in	book	production.	Because	I	format	all	my	own	books,	I	was	able	to	design	fonts	that	met	my
needs	exactly:	lowercase	numbers,	SMALL	CAPS	font,	Mac	Command,	Option,	and	Control	symbols,	ballot	box	in	the	section	slot,	and	several	other	special	characters.Horley	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDTwenties	nostalgic	oldstyle	revival	supervised	by	F.H.	Pierpont	at	Monotype	with	echoes	of	Jenson,	Caslon,	and	Goudy.Goudy	Old	Style	by
Monotype,	35.00	USDGoudy	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Frederic	Goudy	and	published	by	Monotype.	Goudy	Old	Style	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Fashion	Script	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDOld	Fashion	Script	was	published	by	Monotype.	Old	Fashion	Script	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Baskerville	Old	Face	by
Linotype,	35.00	USDBaskerville	Old	Face	was	designed	by	Isaac	Moore	and	published	by	Linotype.	Baskerville	Old	Face	contains	1	style.Amsterdam	Old	Style	by	Red	Rooster	Collection,	45.00	USDAn	original	design,	loosely	based	on	a	typeface	from	an	old	wood	type	specimen	book	from	the	turn-of-the-century.Old	Paris	Nouveau	by	Baseline	Fonts,
24.00	USDOld	Paris	Nouveau	is	based	on	letterpress	stylings	of	modern	roman	alphabets	from	the	1920s.	Adapting	the	nouveau	sensibility	to	the	digital	age	required	several	conventions,	including	several	alternate	glyphs	for	specific	individual	letterforms	as	well	as	creating	consistent	stem	weights	and	x-heights	for	more	effective	body	copy.Collins
Old	English	by	Scriptorium,	12.00	USDCollins	Old	English	was	designed	by	David	Nalle	and	published	by	Scriptorium.	Collins	Old	English	contains	1	style.Old	Claude	LP	by	LetterPerfect,	29.00	USDOld	Claude	was	drawn	by	Paul	Shaw	to	simulate	an	old	cut	of	the	classic	(Claude)	Garamond	type	designs	of	the	16th	&	17th	centuries.Page	11Jensen	Old
Style	by	Wooden	Type	Fonts,	15.00	USDBased	on	the	original	design	of	Nicholas	Jenson	1470-76,	this	is	a	revival	of	one	of	the	popular	wooden	type	fonts	of	the	19th	century.Old	Crone	BB	by	Blambot,	20.00	USDOld	Crone	is	perfect	for	maps	to	ancient	cities	and	dusty	spellbooks	read	by	candle	light!Goudy	Old	Style	by	Tilde,	39.75	USDGoudy	Old
Style	was	published	by	Tilde.	Goudy	Old	Style	contains	5	styles	and	family	package	options.Century	Old	Style	by	Tilde,	79.75	USDCentury	Old	Style	was	published	by	Tilde.	Century	Old	Style	contains	6	styles	and	family	package	options.LD	Old	Country	by	Illustration	Ink,	3.00	USDThis	old	fashion	font	looks	like	it	belongs	on	a	saloon	sign.	If	you've	got
old	west	style	photos,	finish	up	your	scrapbook	page	with	title	and	journaling	done	in	this	cool	font.	It's	perfect	for	lettering	on	western	themed	invitations,	newsletters,	sign,	flyers,	even	menus.Old	Persian	Cuneiform	by	Deniart	Systems,	10.00	USDBased	of	the	ancient	Persian	writing	system.Old	Towne	Pro	by	RMU,	35.00	USDClassic	Western-style
slab	serif	font	extended	to	include	Cyrillic	and	Greek	letter	forms.Caslon	Old	Face	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDWilliam	Caslon	established	the	first	major	English	typefoundry,	re-creating	earlier	Dutch	designs	with	excellent	craftsmanship,	color	and	rhythm.Connemara	Old	Style	by	Red	Rooster	Collection,	60.00	USDSteve	Jackaman	&	Ashley	Muir.	A	new
uncial	design	with	a	decided	Celtic	feel.	Connemara	contains	all	the	high-end	features	expected	in	a	quality	OpenType	Pro	font.Old	French	School	by	JBFoundry,	20.00	USDOld	French	School	was	published	by	JBFoundry.	Old	French	School	contains	4	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Man	Eloquent	by	Three	Islands	Press,	29.00	USDJohn	Quincy
Adams,	sixth	President	of	the	United	States,	didn't	hit	his	stride	until	he'd	left	that	lofty	office.Century	Old	Style	by	URW	Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDCentury	Old	Style	was	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Century	Old	Style	contains	5	styles	and	family	package	options.Packard	Old	Style	by	Red	Rooster	Collection,	60.00	USDSteve	Jackaman	&	Ashley
Muir.	Packard	Old	Style	is	based	on	lettering	drawn	by	Oswald	Cooper	for	the	Packard	Motor	Company	(ATF	1913).	The	bold	weight	is	credited	to	Morris	Fuller	Benton	(ATF	1916),	but	it	is	highly	probable	that	Benton	did	the	adaptation	for	both	weights.	Packard	Old	Style	Pro	contains	all	the	high-end	features	expected	in	a	quality	OpenType	Pro
font.Old	Style	7	by	Linotype,	35.00	USDOld	Style	7	was	published	by	Linotype.	Old	Style	7	contains	3	styles	and	family	package	options.WL	Rasteroids	Old	by	Writ	Large,	5.00	USDRasteroids	Old	is	a	typographic	flashback	to	computing	of	the	early	1980s,	when	7-pin	dot-matrix	printers	were	the	state	of	the	art,	and	most	home	computer	displays	were
TVs	hooked	up	to	RF	modulators.	Rasteroids	Old	not	only	captures	the	dot-matrix	printer	look,	but	recreates	the	rasterized	appearance	of	text	on	those	lower-resolution	monitors.Cooper	Old	Style	by	URW	Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDCooper	Old	Style	was	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Cooper	Old	Style	contains	7	styles	and	family	package
options.Bookman	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDBookman	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Morris	Benton	and	published	by	Monotype.	Bookman	Old	Style	contains	20	styles	and	family	package	options.Binny	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDBinny	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Alexander	Kay	and	published	by	Monotype.	Binny	Old	Style	contains	2	styles
and	family	package	options.Old	Chisholm	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDAn	old	brass	stencil	of	the	word	'large'	was	spotted	for	sale	in	an	online	auction.	What	set	it	apart	from	many	other	vintage	stencil	items	was	the	beautiful,	hand-punched	Western	letters	with	a	diamond-shape	center.	Those	five	letters	served	as	the	basis	for	Old	Chisholm	JNL,
which	retains	the	look	and	hand-made	charm	of	the	original	metal	stencil.Hess	Old	Style	by	Red	Rooster	Collection,	45.00	USDOriginally	designed	by	Sol	Hess	as	just	a	roman	and	italic	for	Lanston	Monotype,	circa	1920-23.Old	Times	American	by	Baseline	Fonts,	29.00	USDThe	Old	Times	American	Family	is	derived	from	several	letterpress	books	from
the	1880s	in	the	midwest.	The	fonts	were	painstakingly	compiled	from	over	100	pages	of	text	and	optically	balanced	for	optimum	results.Old	School	Tattoo	by	m	u	r,	15.00	USDOld	school	sailor	tattoo	lettering.Monotype	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDMonotype	Old	Style	was	published	by	Monotype.	Monotype	Old	Style	contains	5	styles	and	family
package	options.Abbott	Old	Style	by	SoftMaker,	7.99	USDAll	SoftMaker	webfonts	come	with	at	least	500,000	pageviews	included.Foundry	Old	Style	by	The	Foundry,	99.00	USDFoundry	Old	Style	was	the	first	typeface	to	be	released	by	The	Foundry.	Inspired	by	the	incunabula	typefaces	of	Nicolas	Jensen,	the	letterforms	were	first	created	as
calligraphy,	with	the	aim	of	retaining	the	structure	and	free	form	of	the	pen	stroke	in	the	final	drawing	development.	The	resulting	face	is	a	contemporary	translation	that	retains	the	classical	tradition	of	the	transitional	roman	style.	Originally	conceived	as	a	text	face,	with	a	small	weight	range	for	good	book	work,	Foundry	Old	Style	is	a	versatile
design	that	contrasts	and	compliments	Foundry	Sans.Albion's	Old	Masthead	by	Greater	Albion	Typefounders,	15.00	USDAlbion’s	old	Masthead	is	inspired	by	traditional	newspaper	mastheads.	A	heavy	Black	Letter	which	brooks	no	argument,	and	can	be	emphatic	and	refined	(emphatically	refined?)	at	the	same	time.	Ideal	for	signage	with	a	‘period’
feel,	book	covers,	posters	and	banners.	Why	not	add	something	solid	to	your	latest	project…Old	Tijuana	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDOld	Tijuana	JNL	was	modeled	from	the	hand	lettered	title	on	the	cover	of	the	1939	sheet	music	for	"Class	Will	Tell"	and	is	available	in	both	regular	and	oblique	versions.TS	Old	Baskerville	by	TypeShop	Collection,	24.80
USDTS	Old	Baskerville	was	designed	by	John	Baskerville	and	published	by	TypeShop	Collection.	TS	Old	Baskerville	contains	7	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Sport	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDThe	1930s	era	French	textbook	on	lettering	"100	Alphabets	Publicitaires	déssinés	par	M.	Moullet"	featured	a	hand	lettered	chamfered	alphabet	with
slab	serifs	reminiscent	of	sports	lettering.	Although	intended	for	advertising	and	signage	inspiration,	only	a	partial	lower	case	was	illustrated	along	with	the	capitals	and	no	numbers	or	other	characters	existed.	These	had	to	be	created	from	scratch.Versa	Old	Style	by	Elsner+Flake,	35.00	USDVersa	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Günther	Flake	and
published	by	Elsner+Flake.	Versa	Old	Style	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Century	Old	Style	by	Linotype,	35.00	USDIn	1894,	Linn	Boyd	Benton	finished	a	commission	for	a	new	text	typeface	with	the	American	periodical,	Century	magazine.	Century	is	typical	of	the	neorenaissance	movement	in	typography	at	the	end	of	the	19th
century.Good	Old	Fifties	by	Otto	Maurer,	10.00	USDThis	Font	is	dedicated	to	my	father.Old	Labels	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDOld	Labels	JNL	was	inspired	by	the	red	and	white	gummed	labels	that	were	used	for	shipping	parcels	long	before	self-adhesive	materials	and	desktop	publishing	rendered	the	older	labels	obsolete.The	Old	Navy	by	Larin
Type	Co,	12.00	USDThe	Old	Navy	-	a	new	stencil	style	font	collection.Engravers	Old	English	by	Tilde,	39.75	USDEngravers	Old	English	was	published	by	Tilde.	Engravers	Old	English	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Favorites	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDOld	Favorites	JNL	is	a	collection	of	over	35	dingbats	based	on	designs	from	the
early	days	of	printing.Old	Wood	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDOne	of	the	charming	features	of	vintage	wood	type	is	the	unusual	interplay	of	stroke	widths	or	letter	shapes	that	can	vary	from	character	to	character.New	Old	English	by	K-Type,	20.00	USDNew	Old	English	was	prompted	by	two	Victorian	coins,	the	mid	nineteenth	century	gothic	crown
and	gothic	florin,	which	featured	a	gothic	script	lowercase	with	quite	modern	looking,	short	ascenders	and	descenders	enabling	it	to	fit	snugly	around	the	queen’s	head	or	heraldic	motif.	With	thicker	hairline	strokes	than	normal	Old	English,	a	less	sharp,	warmer	feel	than	lettering	scripted	with	a	pen,	and	circular	instead	of	rhombic	punctuation,	this
font	is	an	attempt	to	capture	the	round-cornered	softness	of	the	die-struck	lowercase	blackletter.Baskerville	Old	Serial	by	SoftMaker,	7.99	USDAll	SoftMaker	webfonts	come	with	at	least	500,000	pageviews	included.Old	Softy	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDThe	pattern	for	this	friendly	face	was	found	within	the	Keystone	Type	Foundry's	1884	specimen
book,	under	the	rather	prosaic	name	of	Round	Gothic.	This	version	retains	all	of	the	original's	warmth	and	charm,	while	updating	it	to	twenty-first	century	standards.Page	12Grungy	Old	Typewriter	by	FontFuel,	14.00	USDGrungy	Old	Typewriter	is	based	on	two	typed	letters,	each	on	two	pages	and	dated	1901.	The	results	are	eroded,	rough,	irregular
and	grungy.	The	final	results	are	a	vintage	look.	As	a	designer,	I	wanted	as	much	flexibility	as	possible,	so	there	are	six	versions	that	are	designed	to	work	together.	Additionally,	I	decided	to	keep	the	grunge	and	irregularities	within	the	shape	and	not	include	surrounding	typewriter	or	paper	marks.	I	leave	it	to	the	design	to	add	those	elements	as
desired.LHF	Old	Stock	by	Letterhead	Fonts,	46.00	USDChuck	was	inspired	to	create	LHF	Old	Stock	after	seeing	lettering	on	old	stock	certificates.	This	commanding	font	has	nice	thick	strokes	so	you	can	apply	bevels	and	other	creative	decoration.	With	this	set	you	receive	all	4	fonts:	1	Regular	&	1	Shadow	(without	spikes)	and	2	Regular	&	2	Shadow
(with	spikes).	Shadows	are	comprised	of	angled	lines	designed	to	mimic	the	engraved	look	of	the	period.Olde	Megrat	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDThis	rough-hewn	offering	is	patterned	after	Antikva	Margaret,	designed	by	Zoltán	Nagy	for	VGC	in	the	mid-60s.	Its	energetic	and,	at	times,	eccentric	letterforms	make	this	face	a	perfect	choice	for
headlines	and	subheads	that	will	be	noticed.	Both	versions	include	the	complete	Latin	1252,	Central	European	1250	and	Turkish	1254	character	sets,	as	well	as	localization	for	Moldovan	and	Romanian.Chong	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	65.00	USDChong	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Ong	Chong	Wah	and	published	by	Monotype.	Chong	Old	Style	contains	16
styles	and	family	package	options.Olde	Nouveau	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDOlde	Nouveau	JNL	is	an	interesting	Art	Nouveau	typeface	based	on	lettering	found	on	some	vintage	sheet	music.	It's	name	is	a	contradictory	pun,	since	"Nouveau"	means	new	in	French,	and	Olde	(spelled	in	the	archaic	form)	is	the	total	opposite	of	what	the	Art	Nouveau
movement	embodied.MPI	Old	Style	by	mpressInteractive,	5.00	USDOld	Style	is	an	example	of	classic	roman	type	design.	It	has	little	contrast	in	stroke	weight,	small	rounded	serifs,	open	characters,	and	is	very	easy	to	read.	It	is	based	on	wood	type	of	unknown	origin.Jenson	Old	Style	by	ITC,	35.00	USDJenson	Old	Style	was	published	by	ITC.	Jenson
Old	Style	contains	1	style.Same	Old	Joke	by	Bogstav,	15.00	USDSame	Old	Joke	is	a	happy	and	handmade	font.	Use	it	for	anything	that	needs	a	hand	lettered	expression.	Works	well	with	prints,	cards,	packaging	or	perhaps	even	a	poster	of	your	favourite	chocolate!	Each	version	of	the	font	is	full	of	personality,	and	was	carefully	handdrawn	to	keep	both
the	legibility	and	the	handmade	feeling.	I	put	in	ligatures	to	substitute	the	most	common	letter	repeating	-	to	make	it	look	even	more	handmade!Old	Songs	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDHand	lettering	of	the	song	title	on	the	1914	sheet	music	for	“Dear	Old	Girl”	was	the	working	model	for	Old	Songs	JNL.Iowan	Old	Style	by	ParaType,	30.00	USDIowan
Old	Style	was	designed	for	Bitstream	in	1990	by	noted	sign	painter	John	Downer.	Iowan	Old	Style	is	a	hardy	contemporary	text	design	modeled	after	earlier	revivals	of	Jenson	and	Griffo	typefaces	but	with	a	larger	x-height,	tighter	letterfit,	and	reproportioned	capitals.	Cyrillic	letters	were	designed	by	Natalia	Vasilyeva	in	2016.	Iowan	Old	Style	Cyrillic
was	released	by	Paratype	in	2017.Eleme	S	Sans	HBold	-	Unknown	licenseM	Gothic	Gold	HK	by	Monotype	HK,	499.00	USDM	Gothic	Gold	HK	is	a	modulated	style	Traditional	Chinese	typeface.	Modulated	font	designs	have	apparent	thick-thin	contrast	at	the	strokes,	and	often	include	special	design	characteristics	at	entry,	finial	and	transitional	points
of	the	strokes.	Modulated	Traditional	Chinese	font	design	category	includes	traditional	Song,	Ming	or	Fang	Song	style	typefaces	which	are	popular	for	continuous	reading.M	Sung	Gold	PRC	by	Monotype	HK,	499.00	USDM	Sung	Gold	PRC	is	a	modulated	style	Simplified	Chinese	typeface.	Modulated	font	designs	have	apparent	thick-thin	contrast	at	the
strokes,	and	often	include	special	design	characteristics	at	entry,	finial	and	transitional	points	of	the	strokes.	Modulated	Simplified	Chinese	font	design	category	includes	traditional	Song,	Ming	or	Fang	Song	style	typefaces	which	are	popular	for	continuous	reading.HKF	Gold	Queen	DLC	by	Harry	Kasyanov,	5.00	USDGold	Queen	is	a	vintage	font	family
with	features	opentype	with	extension	svg.	Perfect	for	the	vintage	tattoo	studio	logos,	barbershops,	alcohol	labels	and	many	other.	Includes	a	full	set	of	character	A-Z,	numerals,	and	punctuation.M	Sung	Gold	HK	by	Monotype	HK,	499.00	USDM	Sung	Gold	HK	is	a	modulated	style	Traditional	Chinese	typeface.	Modulated	font	designs	have	apparent
thick-thin	contrast	at	the	strokes,	and	often	include	special	design	characteristics	at	entry,	finial	and	transitional	points	of	the	strokes.	Modulated	Traditional	Chinese	font	design	category	includes	traditional	Song,	Ming	or	Fang	Song	style	typefaces	which	are	popular	for	continuous	reading.M	Gothic	Gold	PRC	by	Monotype	HK,	499.00	USDM	Gothic
Gold	PRC	is	a	modulated	style	Simplified	Chinese	typeface.	Modulated	font	designs	have	apparent	thick-thin	contrast	at	the	strokes,	and	often	include	special	design	characteristics	at	entry,	finial	and	transitional	points	of	the	strokes.	Modulated	Simplified	Chinese	font	design	category	includes	traditional	Song,	Ming	or	Fang	Song	style	typefaces
which	are	popular	for	continuous	reading.Gold	Year	Personal	Use	-	Personal	use	onlyDesigner's	page	on	Abstract	Fonts.Noale	Dak	MF	by	Masterfont,	59.00	USDNoale	Dak	MF	was	designed	by	Yossi	Biran	and	published	by	Masterfont.	Noale	Dak	MF	contains	1	style.TT	Norms	Pro	by	TypeType,	39.00	USDTT	Norms	Pro	—	#1	bestselling	geometric
sans	released	on	MyFonts	in	2017!We	invite	you	to	take	a	look	at	Condensed	version!XXII	Neue	Norm	by	Doubletwo	Studios,	29.99	USDIf	you	liked	the	power	and	straightness	of	a	DIN	Condensed,	but	wanted	it	a	bit	more	technical	and	modern,	you	may	love	this	little	family.	XXII	Neue	Norm	is	a	constructed,	low	contrast,	sans	serif	typface	of	nine
weights	and	its	fitting	italics.1820	Modern	by	GLC,	38.00	USDThis	family	was	inspired	mainly	(Normal	and	Italic	style	)	by	a	Didot	pattern	font	used	in	Rennes	(France,	Britanny)	by	Cousin-Danelle,	printers,	for	Antiquités	historiques	et	monumentales	‡	visiter	de	Montfort	‡	Corseul,	par	Dinan...	Saint	Malo...	etc.	an	historic	guidebook	for	a	journey
through	a	part	of	(French)	Brittany	in	1820,	and	many	other	books.Old	printing	press_free-version	-	Personal	use	onlyFinal	Frontier	Old	Style	-	100%	freeOld	Dog,	New	Tricks	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	SC	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	SC	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	SC	-	Unknown	licenseSF	Old	Republic	SC	-	Unknown
licenseEngravers'	Old	English	BT	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDDesigned	by	Morris	Fuller	Benton	in	1907;	an	improved	version	of	the	familiar	nineteenth	century	blackletter	as	he	had	executed	it	in	his	Wedding	Text.Horley	Old	Style	MT	by	Adobe,	35.00	USDReleased	by	Monotype	in	1925,	Horley	Old	Style	was	designed	as	an	answer	to	Frederic	W.
Goudy’s	successful	Kennerley	typeface	(issued	in	1911,	with	the	italic	in	1918).ITC	Berkeley	Old	Style	by	ITC,	35.00	USDITC	Berkeley	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Frederic	Goudy	and	published	by	ITC.	ITC	Berkeley	Old	Style	contains	16	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Towne	No.	536	by	URW	Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDOld	Towne	No.	536	was
published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Old	Towne	No.	536	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Monotype	Old	English	Text	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDMonotype	Old	English	Text	was	designed	by	William	Caslon	and	published	by	Monotype.	Monotype	Old	English	Text	contains	1	style.URW	Bodoni	Old	Fashion	by	URW	Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDURW
Bodoni	Old	Fashion	was	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	URW	Bodoni	Old	Fashion	contains	7	styles	and	family	package	options.Adonis	Old	Style	SG	by	Spiece	Graphics,	39.00	USDWillard	T.	Sniffin	deserves	the	credit	for	this	charming	little	stationery	and	greeting	card	typeface	developed	for	American	Type	Founders	in	1930.Century	Old	Style	EF
by	Elsner+Flake,	35.00	USDCentury	Old	Style	EF	was	designed	by	Morris	Benton	and	published	by	Elsner+Flake.	Century	Old	Style	EF	contains	3	styles	and	family	package	options.Monotype	Century	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDMonotype	Century	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Morris	Benton	and	published	by	Monotype.	Monotype	Century	Old
Style	contains	8	styles	and	family	package	options.Monotype	Engravers	Old	English	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDMonotype	Engravers	Old	English	was	designed	by	Morris	Benton	and	published	by	Monotype.	Monotype	Engravers	Old	English	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Monotype	Italian	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	35.00	USDMonotype	Italian
Old	Style	was	designed	by	Frederic	Goudy	and	published	by	Monotype.	Monotype	Italian	Old	Style	contains	8	styles	and	family	package	options.Page	13Goudy	Old	Style	DT	by	DTP	Types,	49.00	USDBased	on	custom	design	work	by	DTP	Types	Limited	in	1992.Baskerville	Old	Face	SH	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release
of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for
readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which
prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which
allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.Cloister	Old	Style	SH	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text
typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type
varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting
type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.Goudy	Old	Style	SH	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection



appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in
order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a
number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.Cloister	Old	Style
SB	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation
can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments
in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline
Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.Baskerville	Old	Face	SB	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting
(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning
tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole
typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.LTC	Italian	Old	Style	by	Lanston	Type	Co.,	24.95	USDLTC	Italian	Old	Style	is	not	to	be
confused	with	the	English	Monotype	font	also	called	Italian	Old	Style,	which	is	an	earlier	design	from	1911	based	on	William	Morris’s	Golden	Type	that	is	based	on	Nicholas	Jenson’s	Roman	face.	Goudy	went	back	to	Jenson’s	original	Roman	and	other	Renaissance	Roman	faces	for	his	inspiration	and	the	result	is	what	many	consider	to	be	the	best
Renaissance	face	adapted	for	modern	use.Kidnapped	At	Old	Times	by	Intellecta	Design,	11.90	USDKidnapped	at	Old	Times,	by	Intellecta	Design,	is	a	collection	of	35	fonts	(and	growing)	of	some	of	the	most	decorative	caps	we	have	ever	carried.Same	Old	English	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDSame	Old	English	JNL	is	your	basic,	everyday	Old	English
text	font	with	one	small	difference—it	more	resembles	a	hand-lettered	typeface	complete	with	tiny	inconsistencies	than	it	does	the	"perfect"	versions	found	in	printer's	type.Iowan	Old	Style	BT	by	Bitstream,	39.00	USDIowan	Old	Style	was	designed	for	Bitstream	in	1990	by	noted	sign	painter	John	Downer.	Iowan	Old	Style	is	a	hardy	contemporary	text
design	modeled	after	earlier	revivals	of	Jenson	and	Griffo	typefaces	but	with	a	larger	x-height,	tighter	letterfit,	and	reproportioned	capitals.Old	Dreadful	No.	7	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDOld	Dreadful	No.	7	is	truly	a	unique	typeface	design.	Bitstream’s	designers	and	other	employees	all	contributed	individual	letterforms	to	the	character	set.	This
typeface	is	definitely	not	recommended	for	long	blocks	of	texts!	David	Robbins	expanded	his	contribution	of	the	capital	I	into	a	complete	typeface,	Eyeballs.Old	Towne	No	536	by	Linotype,	35.00	USDOld	Towne	No	536	was	published	by	Linotype.	Old	Towne	No	536	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Baskerville	Old	Face	EF	by	Elsner+Flake,
35.00	USDBaskerville	Old	Face	EF	was	designed	by	Isaac	Moore	and	published	by	Elsner+Flake.	Baskerville	Old	Face	EF	contains	1	style.Cheltenham	Old	Style	EF	by	Elsner+Flake,	35.00	USDCheltenham	Old	Style	EF	was	designed	by	Bertram	Goodhue	and	published	by	Elsner+Flake.	Cheltenham	Old	Style	EF	contains	1	style.Old	Mac	Donald	NF	by
Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDTwo	typefaces	from	Farmer	&	Little's	1867	specimen	book,	entitled	Antique	No.	2	and	Antique	Light	Extended,	provided	the	inspiration	for	this	happy	family	of	antique	charmers.	Both	versions	of	this	font	include	the	complete	Latin	1252,	Central	European	1250	and	Turkish	1254	character	sets.Old	Miami	Beach	JNL	by	Jeff
Levine,	29.00	USDThe	grandeur	of	what	was	Miami	Beach	had	its	golden	years	peak	in	the	1940s.	One	of	the	grande	dame	hotels	that	stood	at	Collins	Avenue	and	23rd	Street	was	the	Roney	Plaza;	built	in	the	1920s	and	demolished	around	1969.Old	Borders	And	Lines	by	RMU,	10.00	USDA	special	offer	by	RMU	Typedesign	for	those	who	like	it	old-
style.	Now	finally	with	the	possibility	to	create	a	Greek	Meander	frame.Century	Old	Style	SH	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one
specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for
each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical
requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.Century	Old	Style	SB	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the
Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is
decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute
angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-
case	headlines.Ye	Olde	Block	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDLewis	F.	Day,	in	his	book	Alphabets	Old	and	New,	offered	this	typeface	as	an	example	from	sixteenth-century	England	of	lettering	incised	in	wood.	The	font	is	essentially	monocase,	but	there	several	lowercase	letters	are	alternate	letterforms.Old	Bodoni	Wide	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00
USDOld	Bodoni	Wide	JNL	is	based	on	examples	of	this	classic	Bodoni	design	and	contains	the	quirks	and	imperfections	one	might	find	within	a	wood	type	font.Cheltenham	Old	Style	SB	by	Scangraphic	Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is
designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the	spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the
requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For	the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,
hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements	contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.Goudy	Old	Style	SB	by	Scangraphic
Digital	Type	Collection,	26.00	USDSince	the	release	of	these	fonts	most	typefaces	in	the	Scangraphic	Type	Collection	appear	in	two	versions.	One	is	designed	specifically	for	headline	typesetting	(SH:	Scangraphic	Headline	Types)	and	one	specifically	for	text	typesetting	(SB	Scangraphic	Bodytypes).	The	most	obvious	differentiation	can	be	found	in	the
spacing.	That	of	the	Bodytypes	is	adjusted	for	readability.	That	of	the	Headline	Types	is	decidedly	more	narrow	in	order	to	do	justice	to	the	requirements	of	headline	typesetting.	The	kerning	tables,	as	well,	have	been	individualized	for	each	of	these	type	varieties.	In	addition	to	the	adjustment	of	spacing,	there	are	also	adjustments	in	the	design.	For
the	Bodytypes,	fine	spaces	were	created	which	prevented	the	smear	effect	on	acute	angles	in	small	typesizes.	For	a	number	of	Bodytypes,	hairlines	and	serifs	were	thickened	or	the	whole	typeface	was	adjusted	to	meet	the	optical	requirements	for	setting	type	in	small	sizes.	For	the	German	lower-case	diacritical	marks,	all	Headline	Types	complements
contain	alternative	integrated	accents	which	allow	the	compact	setting	of	lower-case	headlines.Canterbury	Old	Style	Pro	by	Red	Rooster	Collection,	79.00	USDCanterbury	Old	Style	Pro	is	a	two-weight	serif	font	family	with	a	small	x-height.Archive	Old	Style	Condensed	by	Archive	Type,	19.95	USDCompressed	old	style	display	typeface.Merry	Old	Soul
NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDThis	jaunty	display	face	was	discovered	in	one	of	the	many	books	on	sign	writing	produced	by	Eric	Matthews.	The	work	was	signed	“King	Cole",	hence	the	font’s	name.Scripps	College	Old	Style	by	Monotype,	49.00	USDScripps	College	Old	Style	was	designed	by	Frederic	Goudy	and	published	by	Monotype.	Scripps
College	Old	Style	contains	2	styles	and	family	package	options.Old	Number	Ten	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDHere	is	a	faithful	revival	of	Gothic	Number	Ten,	released	by	the	Cincinnati	Type	Foundry	in	the	late	1800s.	Not	your	garden-variety	sans-serif,	its	quirky	caps	will	warm	up	your	headlines.	Both	flavors	of	this	font	feature	the	1252	Latin,	1250
Central	European,	1254	Turkish	and	1257	Baltic	character	sets.Iwata	Mincho	Old	Pro	by	IWATA,	199.00	USD活字書体「岩田明朝体」のデザインを引き継ぐ、伝統ある明朝体です。起筆、終筆部のアクセントで表現された活字特有の文字の力強さ、小さめにデザインされたかなは可読性を高めます。Large	Old	English	Riband	by	Intellecta	Design,	15.90	USDLarge	Old
English	Riband	was	designed	by	Paulo	W	and	published	by	Intellecta	Design.	Large	Old	English	Riband	contains	1	style.Baskerville	Old	Face	KTKM	by	KTKM,	55.00	USD“So-called	Baskerville	Old	Face	of	the	type	foundry	Stephenson	Blake	&	Co.	of	Sheffield.	The	Script	is	probably	not	immediately	linked	to	Baskerville,	but	it	is	very	much	influenced	by
it.	It	is	one	of	the	most	beautiful	types	of	which	the	mats	still	exist;	it	has	an	incomparably	different	spirit	than	the	‘streamlined’	re-cuts	of	today’s	Baskerville.	Even	keeping	the	general	restraint	extremely	expressive.	According	to	Berthold	Wolpe	(‘Signatures’	No.	18),	the	punches	were	cut	and	shown	in	samples	in	1776	by	Isaac	Moore,	who	came
from	Birmingham	to	Bristol.”Pickworth	Old	Style	Pro	by	Red	Rooster	Collection,	60.00	USDSteve	Jackaman	&	Ashley	Muir.	An	antique,	rustic	or	even	mystical	design	that	will	grow	on	you	the	more	you	use	it.	Pickworth	contains	all	the	high-end	features	expected	in	a	quality	OpenType	Pro	font.Albion's	Very	Old	Masthead	by	Greater	Albion
Typefounders,	15.00	USDAlbion’s	Very	Old	Masthead	is	inspired	by	traditional	newspaper	mastheads.	A	heavy	Black	Letter	which	brooks	no	argument,	and	can	be	emphatic	and	refined	(emphatically	refined?)	at	the	same	time.	Very	Old	Masthead	has	been	deliberately	weather	to	suggest	that	it	has	been	set	with	timeworn,	well-used,	type.Cheltenham
Old	Style	Pro	by	SoftMaker,	15.99	USDAll	SoftMaker	webfonts	come	with	at	least	500,000	pageviews	included.Iwata	Gothic	Old	Pro	by	IWATA,	199.00	USD活字書体「岩田呉竹体」のデザインを引き継ぐ、伝統あるゴシック体です。起筆、終筆部の活字特有のアクセントが力強さを伝えます。大見出しから本文まで幅広く対応できます。Iwata	Gothic	Old	Std	by	IWATA,
149.00	USD活字書体「岩田呉竹体」のデザインを引き継ぐ、伝統あるゴシック体です。	起筆、終筆部の活字特有のアクセントが力強さを伝えます。大見出しから本文まで幅広く対応できます。Old	Spur	Stencil	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDA	partial	set	of	antique	brass	stencils	inspired	Old	Spur	Stencil	JNL,	which	is	available	in	both	regular	and	oblique	versions.Century
Old	Style	Pro	by	SoftMaker,	14.99	USDAll	SoftMaker	webfonts	come	with	at	least	500,000	pageviews	included.Journal	Sans	Old	School	by	ParaType,	30.00	USDJournal	Sans	Old	School	is	a	new,	modernized	digital	version	of	the	widely	popular	Journal	Sans.	The	new	typeface	preserves	the	character	of	the	geometric	sans	from	the	famous	“Science	and
Life”	magazine	of	the	1960s.	The	weight	of	the	basic	styles	corresponds	to	the	Journal	Sans	regular	and	bold	from	the	Soviet	linotype	catalogs.	Also,	the	original	vertical	proportions	and	character	forms	match	the	original.	Cyrillic	Alternates,	Greek	language	support	expand	the	range	of	font’s	usage.	Journal	Sans	Old	School	was	designed	by	Natalia
Vasilyeva	and	released	by	Paratype	in	2019.SF	Old	South	Arabian	by	Sultan	Fonts,	30.00	USDHistorical	BackgroundOld	South	Arabian	Script	(OSA)	was	used	before	the	Islamic	era	not	only	in	the	southwest	corner	of	the	Arabian	Peninsula,	but	actually	inPage	14Iwata	Mincho	Old	Std	by	IWATA,	149.00	USD活字書体「岩田明朝体」のデザインを引き継ぐ、
伝統ある明朝体です。起筆、終筆部のアクセントで表現された活字特有の文字の力強さ、小さめにデザインされたかなは可読性を高めます。XXII	Neue	Norm	Rounded	by	Doubletwo	Studios,	29.99	USDBased	on	the	XXII	Neue	Norm	this	rounded	version	lives	on	the	the	powerful,	straight	and	technical	appearance	of	a	constructed	low	contrast	sans	serif	typeface.	The
carefully	rounded	corners	simply	bring	up	a	subtile	bit	of	softness.TT	Norms	Std	Condensed	by	TypeType,	29.00	USDTT	Norms	Std	Condensed	is	the	logical	development	of	our	bestselling	TT	Norms.	Since	the	release	of	TT	Norms,	we	received	a	bunch	of	requests	to	create	its	narrow	version	and	even	managed	to	make	several	custom	projects	of	the
narrow	TT	Norms	before	we	decided	to	start	creating	a	full-fledged	commercial	version	of	the	typeface.At	the	very	beginning	of	the	project,	we	did	some	research	and	tested	several	options	for	the	possible	width	of	the	typeface.	Despite	the	fact	that	TT	Norms	Std	Condensed	has	narrower	proportions	than	the	original	family,	it	inherited	the	classic
proportions	of	characters,	attention	to	detail	and	meticulous	elaboration	of	each	character	in	the	typeface.The	TT	Norms	Std	Condensed	font	family	consists	of	18	faces	(9	upright	and	9	italics).	Each	style	includes	a	sufficient	set	of	characters	that	allow	you	to	solve	most	of	the	problems	that	arise	in	the	field	of	graphic	design,	branding,	packaging
design	or	website	design.Kinetica	by	Unio	Creative	Solutions,	4.00	USDIntroducing	“Kinetica”	–	a	versatile	wide	typeface,	inspired	by	motion	and	globalization.	Suited	for	a	maximum	visual	impact,	includes	two	weights	with	true	matching	obliques.Kinetica	is	a	type	system	that	embraces	the	minimalist	look	associated	with	neo-grotesque,	blending
bold	lines	with	high	refined	curves	and	iconic	geometric	shifts.The	“Kinetica”	family	includes	two	weights	(Light	and	Bold)	with	their	matching	obliques	and	covers	several	languages	based	on	the	Latin	alphabet.Ideal	for	headlines,	large-format	prints,	brand	identities,	social	media,	advertising,	editorial	design,	posters.	Specifications:-	Files	included:
Kinetica	Light,	Kinetica	Bold	with	corresponding	obliques-	Formats:	.otf-	Multi-language	support	(Central,	Eastern,	Western	European	languages)-	OpenType	features	(fractions,	old	style	numerals,	roman	numerals,	subscript	and	superscript)Thanks	for	viewing,	Unio.Solanum	by	Embe	Studio,	19.00	USDSolanum	is	cosmic	style	sans	family.	It	contains
Latin	and	Cyrillic	alphabet,	Latin	with	Western,	Central	and	South	Eastern	European,	Vietnamese	and	Pinyin	diacritics.	Solanum	is	perfect	for	display	purposes.	This	typeface	family	contains	12	styles	from	Thin	to	Regular	and	from	Normal	to	Ultra	Expanded.Milky	Bar	by	Embe	Studio,	29.00	USDMilky	Bar	is	retro	style	sans	family	inspired	by	food
tables	in	milky	bars	in	Warsaw.	It	contains	Latin	and	Cyrillic	alphabet,	Latin	with	Western,	Central	and	South	Eastern	European	diacritics.	This	typeface	family	contains	3	styles	from	Condensed	to	Normal.	Milky	Bar	is	perfect	for	display	purposes.Bill	Display	Lowercase	by	OGJ	Type	Design,	17.00	USDbill	display	supports	central,	eastern	european
and	western	european	languages.Bill	Corporate	Medium	by	OGJ	Type	Design,	19.20	USDBill	Corporate	supports	Central,	Eastern	European	and	Western	European	languages.Bill	Corporate	Narrow	by	OGJ	Type	Design,	19.20	USDBill	Corporate	supports	Central,	Eastern	European	and	Western	European	languages.Bill	Corp	M3	by	OGJ	Type	Design,
19.20	USDBill	Corporate	M3	supports	Central,	Eastern	European	and	Western	European	languages.PIXymbols	Squared	by	Page	Studio	Graphics,	40.00	USDA	package	of	three	display	fonts	featuring	numerals,	a	capital	alphabet	and	decorative	symbols,	constrained	within	square	borders.	Light,	normal	and	bold	versions,	in	both	positive	and	reverse
format,	are	included.Cheltenham	Old	Style	No	2	by	URW	Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDCheltenham	Old	Style	No	2	was	published	by	URW	Type	Foundry.	Cheltenham	Old	Style	No	2	contains	1	style.Old	Towne	No	536	EF	by	Elsner+Flake,	35.00	USDOld	Towne	No	536	EF	was	published	by	Elsner+Flake.	Old	Towne	No	536	EF	contains	1	style.Cloister	Old
Style	B	EF	by	Elsner+Flake,	35.00	USDCloister	Old	Style	B	EF	was	designed	by	Phil	Martin	and	published	by	Elsner+Flake.	Cloister	Old	Style	B	EF	contains	4	styles	and	family	package	options.Buckle	by	Wilton	Foundry,	29.00	USDKeep	up	that	great	western	tradition	with	Buckle	Bold!PIXymbols	Newsdot	by	Page	Studio	Graphics,	99.00	USDThe	font
package	is	designed	to	simulate	an	electronic	news	bulletin	board	and	generates	all	the	standard	characters	accessible	from	the	computer	keyboard,	in	a	dot	matrix	format,	in	four	styles:	normal,	italic,	bold,	and	bold	italic.	The	euro	symbol	is	included	in	the	font.Jalal	by	Linotype,	179.00	USDJalal	is	a	modern	Arabic	text	typeface	with	two	weights:
Jalal	Light	and	Jalal	Bold.	Both	of	the	fonts	ship	in	the	OpenType	format,	and	include	Latin	glyphs	(from	Optima	Demi	Bold	and	Optima	Bold)	inside	the	font	files,	allowing	a	single	font	to	set	text	in	both	most	Western	European	and	Arabic	languages.Captain	Blackbeard	by	Joanna	Rzezak,	14.90	USDCaptain	Blackbeard	is	a	bold	headline	font	with	a
western	look.Vivala	Sans	Round	by	Johannes	Hoffmann,	15.99	USDVivala	Sans	Round	owns	a	modern	and	stylish	character	with	its	elegant	squarish	shapes	and	refined	details.	The	family	includes	seven	weights	(ExtraLight,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	SemiBold,	Bold	and	Extra	Bold).	A	large	x-height	is	well-suited	for	titles	and	short	texts.	The	extended
character	set	support	Western	and	Central	European	as	well	as	Eastern	European	languages.LHF	Conclave	by	Letterhead	Fonts,	43.00	USDConclave	is	a	bold	David	Butler	inspired	typeface	with	a	western	flair.Galicya	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	19.00	USDLanguage	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic
and	Turkish	languages.Quattro	Tempi	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	16.00	USDLanguage	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Kaine	by	The	Northern	Block,	12.80	USDA	bold	slab-serif	typeface	influenced	by	Spagetti	Western	posters	of	the	1960s.Orphanage	Riot	-	Unknown
licensePIXymbols	Alphabox	by	Page	Studio	Graphics,	65.00	USDThree	segmented	fonts	generate	positive	and	reverse	letters	and	numbers	in	boxes	of	any	length.	Three	fonts:	normal	weight,	normal	with	thin	lines,	bold	characters.Numbskull	by	The	Type	Fetish,	25.00	USDNumbskull	contains	an	expanded	character	set	including:	Central,	Eastern	and
Western	European	languages,	The	Baltic,	Cyrillic,	Esperanto,	Greek	and	Turkish.Westo	by	AuburnForest,	19.99	USDWestro	is	great	for	portraying	western	look	and	feel	in	a	poster,	banner	or	any	kinds	of	headlines.Bohemaz	by	Embe	Studio,	29.00	USDBohemaz	is	a	typeface	inspired	by	the	Art	Deco	typography	from	the	1930s.	It	contains	4	styles	-
Thin,	Light,	Regular	and	Bold	-	Latin,	Greek	and	Cyrillic	alphabet,	diacritics	from	Western,	Central	and	South	Eastern	Europe	and	many	decorative	ligatures.Bohemaz	is	both	classic	and	modern,	so	it	can	be	widely	used.Replywood	by	Kenn	Munk,	53.00	USDReplywood	is	a	6	weight	monospaced	font.	(Normal	+	alternate	and	thin,	regular	+	bold.)1913
Typewriter	Carbon	by	GLC,	38.00	USD1913	Typewriter	Carbon	is	the	bold	version	of	GLC	foundry's	1913	Typewriter.	It	is	available	in	two	styles:	Normal,	and	Underlined	(Bold).Urban	Cowboy	by	Miguel	Ibarra	Design,	20.00	USDUrban	Cowboy	is	a	western	styled	typeface	created	by	Miguel	Ibarra.	It	was	designed	specifically	for	display	and	headline
purposes.	Urban	Cowboy	is	a	fun	and	bold	typeface,	that	has	a	combination	of	western	slab	serifs	with	a	modern	"Tuscan"	form.	Perfect	for	that	western	look,	or	for	a	bold	logotype.	A	single	set	of	stylistic	alternates	can	also	be	applied	under	ss01	for	applications	that	support	them.PIXymbols	Fractions	by	Page	Studio	Graphics,	45.00	USDFour	fonts	of
integers,	numerators	and	denominators:	normal,	bold,	italic,	and	bold	italic,	in	two	styles:	serif	and	sans-serif,	provide	eight	universal	fraction	generators.Story	Fresh	by	Artisan	Studio,	10.00	USDStory	Fresh	is	a	family	script	font,	with	5	styles:	brush,	bold,	medium,	normal	and	light.1669	Elzevir	by	GLC,	42.00	USDThis	family	was	inspired	from	the
set	of	font	faces	used	in	Amsterdam	by	Daniel	Elzevir	to	print	the	famous	“Tractatus	de	corde...”	the	study	on	earth	anatomy	by	Richard	Lower,	in	1669.	The	punch	cutter	was	the	famous	Dutch	Kristoffel	Van	Dijk.	In	our	two	styles	(Normal	&	Italic),	font	faces,	kernings	and	spaces	are	scrupulously	the	same	as	in	the	original.	This	Pro	font	covers
Western,	Eastern	and	Central	European	languages	(including	Celtic),	Baltic	and	Turkish,	with	standard	and	“long	s”	ligatures	in	each	of	the	two	styles.	The	Roman	(Normal)	style	contains	a	U	stylistic	alternate,	and	the	Italique	style	A.Goniec	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	16.00	USDGoniec	is	a	heavy,	graffiti	inspired	font.	Language	support	includes	Western,
Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	language.Marusya	-	Unknown	licenseCowboy	Serenade	by	FontMesa,	22.00	USDCowboy	Serenade	is	an	old	classic	Western	font	from	about	the	1870s.Prymityv	by	Embe	Studio,	29.00	USDPrymityv	is	inspired	by	brutalist	architecture	from	the	Eastern	Bloc.	It's	heavy	and
massive,	perfect	for	display	purposes.	Prymityv	contains	Latin	and	Cyrillic	alphabet,	Latin	with	Western,	Central	and	South	Eastern	European	diacritics,	Cyrillic	with	Russian,	Bulgarian,	Serbian	and	Macedonian	and	Ukrainian	diacritics.Yellow	Peas	by	Roland	Hüse	Design,	24.00	USD"Yellow	Peas"	is	a	geometric	sans	serif	typeface	that	comes	in	5
different	weights.	Contains	Western	and	Eastern	European	languages,	Vietnamese	accented	characters,	Russian	Cyrillic	and	Thai	character	set.Page	152011	Slimtype	by	GLC,	42.00	USDThis	light	manual	font,	with	two	styles,	is	a	looking	like	slab	serif	or	typewriter	pattern.	It	is	containing	Western	and	Northern	European,	Icelandic,	Baltic,	Eastern,
Central	European	and	Turquish	specific	characters,	plus	old	style	numerals,	ct,	st	and	f	standard	ligatures.	The	two	styles	are	both	legible	from	10-11	pts.Collegium	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	8.00	USDThe	Collegium	is	a	font	family	inspired	by	college	and	university	sportswear	lettering.	Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European
character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Athletico	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	5.00	USDAthletico	is	a	layered	type	family	inspired	by	college	and	university	sportswear	lettering.	Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Bellagio	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDThis
family,	in	normal	and	bold	weights,	is	based	on	Advertisers	Gothic,	designed	by	Robert	Wiebking	for	Barnhart	Brothers	&	Spindler	in	1917.Tygodnik	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	16.00	USDTygodnik	is	a	font	inspired	by	the	logo	of	the	Polish	magazine	Tygodnik	Powszechny.	Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as
well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Metric	Navy	PRO	by	Sea	Types,	19.00	USDMetric	Navy	PRO	is	a	lightweight	monoline	developed	for	short	texts	and	loose	phrases	in	versions:	thin,	light,	normal,	regular,	bold	and	black.2011	Slimtype	Sans	by	GLC,	42.00	USDThis	light	manual	font,	with	two	styles,	is	the	sans	serif	version	of	our	slab	serif	"2011
Slimtype".	It	is	containing	Western	and	Northern	European,	Icelandic,	Baltic,	Eastern,	Central	European	and	Turquish	specific	characters,	plus	old	style	numerals,	ct,	st	and	f	standard	ligatures.	The	two	styles	are	both	legible	from	10-11	pts.Badr	by	Linotype,	179.00	USDBadr	is	a	traditional-style	Arabic	text	typeface	with	two	weights:	Badr	Light	and
Badr	Bold,	and	include	Latin	glyphs	(Cochin	Roman	and	Bold),	allowing	a	single	font	to	set	text	in	both	most	Western	European	and	Arabic	languages.Kresson	Black	by	BA	Graphics,	45.00	USDA	beautiful	very	bold	serfi	face,	formal	legible	design,	with	matching	Italic,	Powerful	yet	elegant.Stencimilla	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	19.00	USDStencimilla	is	a
distressed	stencil	typeface	with	two	different	sets	of	capital	letters	-	no	lowercase.	Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Neuborn	by	HIRO.std,	5.00	USDIntroducingNeuborn	Font	FamilyNeuborn	is	a	Sans	Serif	Font	Family(Light,	Light	Italic,	Regular,	Regular	Italic,
Regular	Hollow,	Regular	Italic	Hollow,	Medium,	Medium	Italic,	Medium	Hollow,	Medium	Italic	Hollow,	Bold,	Bold	Italic,	Bold	Hollow,	Bold	Italic	Hollow).This	Font	Template	contains	Modern,	Formal	or	Non	Formal,	Classy,	Elegant,	Strong,	Readable,	Stylish,	Cool,	Bold,	Minimalist	and	easy	to	use.FEATURES-	Uppercase	and	Lowercase	letters-
Numbering	and	Punctuations-	Multilingual	Support-	Works	on	PC	or	Mac-	Simple	InstallationUSE	Neuborn	works	great	in	any	branding,	name	card,	logos,	apparel,	produk	pagaking,	flyers,	magazines,	label,	films,	stationary,	posters,	etc.	and	any	design	project	that	requires	a	formal	or	informal	touch.Kolesom	by	Frantic	Disorder,	5.00	USDKolesom	is
bold	display	font	that	inspired	from	classic	rusty	stuff	like	old	signage	and	poster.	This	typeface	has	various	styles	of	font	that	includes	Clean,	Alt,	Texture,	and	Western.	I	found	it	perfect	for	poster	design,	t-shirt	design,	and	other	display	design	needs.	Works	best	in	100pt	and	above.Veronika	by	Linotype,	65.00	USDVeronika	is	a	semi-serif	text	face,
available	in	three	styles:	Regular,	Italic,	and	Bold.	All	three	faces	are	available	in	OpenType	format,	with	both	lining	and	old-style	figures.Huxley	Cyrillic	by	HiH,	12.00	USDHuxley	Cyrillic	is	based	on	our	Huxley	Amore	Bold,	retaining	all	the	Western	and	Central	European	characters	of	the	latter,	while	adding	upper	and	lower	case	Cyrillic
characters.Jailbreak	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDJailbreak	JNL	takes	the	wood	type	design	used	for	Hoosegow	JNL	and	gives	it	a	stencil	treatment;	offering	a	wide	and	bold	stencil	alphabet	with	a	Western	feel.The	British	Telegraph	by	Vintage	Voyage	Design	Supply,	14.00	USDThe	British	Telegraph	font	family	was	inspired	by	classic	headers	of
Britain	newspapers	from	the	middle	of	XX	century.	Classic	look	with	three	width	–	Light,	Regular	and	Bold.	Great	for	headers,	signs	or	logos.	Also,	working	well	for	text	blocks.Doc	Holliday	by	Type	Innovations,	39.00	USDDoc	Holliday	is	an	original	design	by	Alex	Kaczun.	It's	a	classic	revival	of	a	Western-style	slab	serif	font	extended	to	include
Eastern	European	Latin	and	Baltic	languages.	Doc	Holliday	has	a	mid	to	late	1800s	wood	type	feel,	and	one	can	envision	a	sign	over	the	O.K.	Corral	in	Tombstone,	Arizona,	and	the	legendary	Gunfight	between	the	three	Earp	brothers	and	"Doc"	Holliday	and	the	Claytons	and	McLaurys.Big	Yukon	by	Otto	Maurer,	11.00	USDBig	Yukon	is	a	typical
Western	font,	yes	the	1001	Version.	But	it's	better	than	ever	and	not	like	every	other	wester&Country	Font.	Every	single	font	comes	with	the	Dingbatz	for	free!	Please	take	a	look	at	my	other	Fonts.Flax	by	Wilton	Foundry,	29.00	USDFlax	Regular	lives	in	a	somewhat	unusual	space...	it	is	not	a	normal	“handwriting”	font,	nor	is	it	a	formal	script,	or	a
rounded	italic.	Flax	is	a	slightly	more	formal	handwriting	script	that	is	extremely	legible	and	useful-	it	can	stretch	from	invitations	to	packaging,	to	menus,	to	brochures	to	ads.Sur	by	Horacio	Lorente,	20.00	USDSur	is	a	modern	minimalist	sans-serif	typeface	available	in	two	weights	(normal	and	bold),	with	a	good	shape	for	big	editorial	headlines	and
fashion	publications.1545	Faucheur	by	GLC,	42.00	USDThis	family	was	inspired	by	the	set	of	fonts	used	in	Paris	by	Ponce	Rosset,	aka	“Faucheur”	to	print	the	account	of	the	second	voyage	to	Canada	by	Jacques	Cartier,	first	edition,	in	1545.	It	is	a	Garalde	set,	the	punchcutter	is	unknown,	certainly	it	was	not	Garamond	himself.	In	our	two	styles
(normal	and	italic),	fontfaces,	kernings	and	spaces	are	scrupulously	the	same	as	in	the	original.	This	Pro	font	covers	Western,	Eastern	and	Central	European	languages	(including	Celtic)	Baltic	and	Turkish,	with	standard	and	long-s	ligatures	in	each	of	the	two	styles.Antown	by	Nurf	Designs,	12.00	USDAntown	is	a	modern	&	formal	sans	family	and	has
4	variants	(Regular,	Italic,	Bold	&	Bold	Italic).	It	comes	with	uppercase,	lowercase,	numerals,	punctuations,	some	alternate	characters,	and	multilingual	support.Squick	by	RodrigoTypo,	15.00	USDSquick	-	A	Typography	Sans,	Dinamica	with	many	alternatives	from	weights	(Thin,	Light,	Normal,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	Extrabold,	Black,	Dense)
Ligatures,	Dingbat,	Shadow,	special	for	Children	titles-Youth.ASV	Codar	by	Linotype,	179.00	USDASV	Codar	is	a	modern	Arabic	text	typeface	with	two	weights:	ASV	Codar	Light	and	ASV	Codar	Bold.	Both	of	the	fonts	include	Latin	glyphs	(Palatino	Roman	and	Palatino	Bold),	allowing	a	single	font	to	set	text	in	both	most	Western	European	and	Arabic
languages.Red	Dog	Saloon	by	FontMesa,	20.00	USDRed	Dog	Saloon	is	an	old	classic	western	looking	type	font	and	one	that	never	goes	out	of	style.Tex	Writer	by	Fontastica,	9.00	USDTex	Writer	is	a	custom	handmade	/	handwritten	Serif	typeface	with	a	simple	and	casual	personality	making	it	perfect	for	text	typography,	logotypes,	marketing	graphics,
branding,	package	and	advertisement	design	and	anything	in	between.Extended	Character	SetsAlong	with	the	basic	Latin	character	set,	we	have	added	Western	European,	Central	European,	South	Eastern	European	character	sets	for	your	convenience.What	You	GetThis	typeface	comes	with	14	fonts	having	7	weights	+	7	italics	(Light	/	Regular	/
Medium	/	SemiBold	/	Bold	/	ExtraBold	/	Heavy).Harpers	Grotesque	by	Cloud9	Type	Dept,	45.00	USDHarpers	Grotesque	is	a	classic	multiusable	grotesk	font	with	a	modern	twist.	Harper	Grotesque	has	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European	languages	plus	OpenType	features,	fractions	and
alternates.Maverick's	Luck	by	FontMesa,	12.00	USDFrom	a	few	letters	found	on	an	old	bank	document	from	1876,	Maverick's	Luck	was	born,	and	born	again	to	give	your	projects	that	old	western	appearance.Contenu	EBook	by	Hackberry	Font	Foundry,	19.95	USDBecause	ebooks	will	not	normally	accept	.otf	fonts,	and	they	don't	support	Opentype
features,	this	font	family	was	designed	to	be	used	for	the	ebook	conversions	of	print	books.	It	uses	old	style	figures.	The	italics	are	slanted	a	bit	more.	And	Heavy	is	a	little	bolder	than	the	bold	in	Contenu	Book.Neuzon	by	Typodermic,	9.95	USDNeuzon	is	an	inky,	textured	font	based	on	a	an	old	metal	type	called	Tempo	Bold	Extended.	The	OpenType
format	features	letter	pair	autoligs	to	help	break	up	the	monotony	of	obviously-repeating	letters.American	West	by	FontMesa,	20.00	USDInspired	by	an	old	document	from	the	New	York	and	Western	Railroad,	American	West	brings	the	olden	days	to	mind.Astrid	Grotesk	by	Eclectotype,	40.00	USDAstrid	Grotesk	is	a	normalized	version	of	Schizotype
Grotesk.	Normalized;	not	neutralized.	Where	many	neo-grotesks	appear	cold	with	their	harsh	neutrality,	Astrid	has	a	warmth,	eminating	from	its	(for	want	of	a	better	word)	clunkiness.	With	the	latest	update,	it	becomes	a	true	workhorse,	with	a	range	of	widths	and	italics	for	the	normal	widths.GS	Frank	by	Great	Scott,	8.00	USDGS	Frank	is	an
uppercase	display	typeface	inspired	by	the	classics	DIN,	Eurostile	and	a	dash	of	Futura.	Perfect	for	prints,	t-shirts,	posters	and	such.	Supports	Basic,	Western	European,	Central	European	and	South	Eastern	European	latin	characters.Engineer	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	10.00	USDEngineer	is	a	new,	completely	redesigned	and	improved	version	of	my	font
TechnicznaPomoc,	which	was	released	for	the	first	time	in	2001.Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Mitra	by	Linotype,	179.00	USDMitra	is	a	modern	Arabic	text	typeface	with	two	weights:	Mitra	Light	and	Mitra	Bold.	Both	of	the	fonts	include	Latin	glyphs	(from
Optima	Medium	and	Optima	Bold,	respectively)	inside	the	font	files,	allowing	a	single	font	to	set	text	in	both	most	Western	European	and	Arabic	languages.Tenby	Stencil	by	Paragraph,	21.00	USDTenby	Stencil	is	a	geometric	display	typeface	with	broken	contours.	Unlike	real	stencil	fonts,	the	gaps	are	not	functional	but	decorative.	They	have	a
consistent	size	and	angular	similarity,	giving	headlines	or	logos	a	unique	dramatic	effect.	Designed	for	use	at	larger	sizes	for	logotypes,	short	titles	or	headings,	it	contains	common	ligatures	and	old-style	numerals,	and	supports	Western	plus	Nordic,	Eastern	European	and	Turkish	languages.Gotyk	Nr7	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	19.00	USDGotyk	Nr7	is	a
new,	completely	redesigned	and	improved	version	of	my	font	Gotyk	Poszarpany,	which	was	released	for	the	first	time	in	2001.Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Secesja	Pro	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	26.00	USDSecesja	Pro	is	a	new,	completely	redesigned	and	improved
version	of	my	font	Secesja,	which	was	released	for	the	first	time	in	2001.Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Balig	Script	by	Panatype	Studio,	7.00	USDBalig	Script	is	signature	pen	script,	available	in	2	fonts	with	2	styles	(	Normal	&	Bold	),	and	includes	Swashes.
It's	perfect	for	signatures,	logo	type,	weddings,	posters,	brochure	or	any	display	use.LD	Wanted	by	Illustration	Ink,	3.00	USDBring	an	old	west	flavor	to	your	lettering	projects.	The	block	letters	of	this	"Wanted"	font	are	reminiscent	of	western	posters	and	signs.Page	16QuillScript	-	Unknown	licenseRaider	Stencil	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDThe	dust
jacket	for	the	1929	Western	novel	"The	Raider"	by	Charles	Alden	Seltzer	featured	the	title	and	author's	credits	in	a	hand-lettered	extra	bold	stencil	design.	This	became	the	model	for	Raider	Stencil	JNL.Just	Be	by	Roland	Hüse	Design,	12.00	USDJUST	BE	is	a	playful	brush	script.	Perfect	for	titles,	headings	and	logotypes	for	blogs,	ads,	quote	prints,
home	decor,	book	title,	invitation,	birthday,	custom	product,	lifestyle	imagery	(like	quotes	and	stuff).Character	set	contains	Eastern	and	Western	European	Latin	accented	letters.btd	Cart-O-Grapher	(bitmap)	-	Unknown	licenseQuoi	Chou	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDThe	letterforms	of	Lucien	Bernhard's	stylish,	if	somewhat	anorexic,	Bernhard
Fashion	were	beefed	up	and	complemented	with	thick-and-thin	stroke	variation	to	create	this	elegant	family,	available	in	normal	and	bold	weights.Boldka	Script	by	Solidtype,	14.00	USDBoldka	Script	is	a	bold	connected	script.	fresh,	casual	and	fun.	Great	font	for	creating	headlines,	logos	&	posters	and	more.	Features	Open	type	feature,	including
stylistic	alternates,	ligatures	and	International	support	for	most	Western	Languages	is	included.Mona	Lisa	Recut	-	Unknown	licenseChimphand	by	One	Fonty	Day,	6.00	USDChimphand	is	an	organic,	natural	and	contemporary	handwritten	typeface	with	their	tall	x-height.	Weights	of	light,	regular	and	bold	for	both	normal	width	and	condensed	allow
you	to	play	with	the	typeface	more.Visia	Pro	by	Fontastica,	9.00	USDVISIA	Pro	-	Our	flagship	Geometric	Sans-Serif	typeface,	a	perfect	blend	of	elegant,	minimal	and	premium	design	aesthetics	at	it's	level	best.	A	perfect	typeface	for	logotypes,	headlines,	branding,	marketing	graphics,	corporate	identities,	all	web	&	print	purposes.This	pack	comes	with
a	total	of	14	fonts:7	Weights	(Extra	Light	/	Light	/	Regular	/	Semi	Bold	/	Bold	/	Extra	Bold	/	Heavy)7	Weights	of	Italic	versions	(Extra	Light	/	Light	/	Regular	/	Semi	Bold	/	Bold	/	Extra	Bold	/	Heavy)Each	weight	includes	extended	language	support	including	Western	European	&	Central	European	sets.	A	total	of	258	glyphs	are	included.Exec	by	Wiescher
Design,	35.00	USDI	created	my	new	»EXEC«	sans	font	during	the	years	2018	to	mid	2020.	The	Normal	»EXEC«-family	has	7	weights,	ranging	from	Thin	to	Bold	(plus	7	italics).	This	elegant	Sans	is	suited	for	editorial,	book	text,	advertising	and	packaging,	logo,	branding,	small	text	as	well	as	web	and	screen	design.	»EXEC«	has	advanced	typographical
support	including	ligatures,	small	caps,	alternate	characters,	case-sensitive	forms,	fractions,	super-	and	subscript	characters.	»EXEC«	comes	with	a	range	of	figures—oldstyle	and	lining	figures,	each	in	tabular	and	proportional	widths.	»EXEC«	supports	Basic-,	Western-,	and	Central-European	Latin-based	languages.Excalibur	Logotype	-	Unknown
licenseSilly	Annie	-	Unknown	licenseWooden	Nickel	NF	Pro	by	CheapProFonts,	10.00	USDA	nice,	black	display	face	-	for	a	retro/western	poster	look.	I	have	kept	the	quirky	“t”,	increased	the	dot	above	“i”	and	“j”	slightly,	improved	the	spacing/kerning	and	modified/added	all	the	usual	diacritics.	A	pretty	easy	reworking	of	a	good	quality	font.Nick	Curtis
says:	"An	old	favorite,	Bernhard	Antique	Bold	Condensed,	cleaned	up	and	fattened	up.	Warm,	charming,	personable	…	suitable	for	any	occasion."Qwatick	by	Ingrimayne	Type,	12.95	USDQwatick	is	a	reworking	of	the	odd	display	font	Quidic	toward	normality	and	legibility.	It	has	small	serifs,	the	bold	style	has	high	contrast,	and	the	regular	style
remains	readable	even	at	small	point	sizes.Secession-Afisha	-	100%	freeDehors	by	Letterhend,	19.00	USDDehors	is	a	western	display	typeface.	It	is	suitable	for	design	needs	with	a	touch	of	classic	western,	especially	in	logo,	and	the	other	various	formal	forms	such	as	invitations,	labels,	logos,	magazines,	books,	greeting	/	wedding	cards,	packaging,
fashion,	make	up,	stationery,	novels,	labels	or	any	type	of	advertising	purpose.Features	:numbers	and	punctuationmultilingualPUA	encodedWe	highly	recommend	using	a	program	that	supports	OpenType	features	and	Glyphs	panels	like	many	of	Adobe	apps	and	Corel	Draw,	so	you	can	see	and	access	all	Glyph	variations.Kidcut	by	Embe	Studio,	29.00
USDKidcut	is	a	typeface	created	by	cutting	glyphs	out	of	paper	with	scissors.	The	shapes	are	irregular,	giving	the	impression	of	being	cut	out	by	a	child.	The	typeface	contains	upper	and	lower	case	letters	of	the	Latin	alphabet	(basic,	Eastern,	Western	and	South	Western	Europe,	Vientamese	and	Pinyin)	and	three	contextual	alternates	from	each
glyph,	which	is	very	important	when	there	are	three	identical	letters	in	one	word	-	then	we	have	the	impression	of	handmade,	not	repetitive.Byzantine	-	Unknown	licenseAnastasia	by	Font	Diner,	22.00	USDShe's	a	grand	old	wild	western	gal	with	an	offbeat	personality	and	gnawed	on	serifs!	Nab	this	big	hearted	bouncy	serif	font	for	all	your	playful
designs!Starcraft	-	Unknown	licenseSkeksis	-	Unknown	licenseDalelands	-	Unknown	licenseTransmetals	-	Unknown	licenseEmulator	-	Unknown	licenseChinyen	-	Unknown	licenseNightwarrior	-	Unknown	licenseWarlords	-	Unknown	licenseGutcruncher	-	Unknown	licenseSahan	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	20.00	USDSahan	is	a	typeface	which	looks	almost	like
Arabic,	but	it	is	not	a	real	Arabic	font.	This	simulation	font	includes	upper	and	lower	case	Latin	alphabets	and	numerals.	Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Procent	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	26.00	USDProcent	is	an	all-caps,	handwritten	font	with	two	variations	for	each
letter.	Procent	can	be	used	for	scrapbooks,	greeting	cards,	invitations,	announcements,	signs,	menus,	restaurant	themes	and	more...Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Suarez	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	8.00	USDSuarez	is	a	handwritten,	fully	connected	script	with
ligatures	to	help	with	flow	and	readability.	It	can	be	used	for	invitations,	greeting	cards,	posters,	advertising,	weddings,	books,	menus	etc.	Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.PIXymbols	Musica	by	Page	Studio	Graphics,	119.00	USDTwo	fonts	featuring	100+
detailed	drawings	of	over	40	musical	instruments	in	formats	for	normal	and	tiny	reproduction,	plus	piano	keys	for	use	in	instruction	manuals,	as	well	as	a	font	with	diagrams	of	symphony	orchestra	seating.Faux	Runic	by	Page	Studio	Graphics,	24.00	USDLatin	alphabet	in	runic	style	as	well	as	as	the	basic	Elder	Futhark	real	rune	alphabets	are
included,	in	both	a	normal	and	a	bold	version.	Three	ancient	Germanic	sun	symbols	can	be	generated	in	the	font.New	Deal	Deco	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDInspired	by	handlettering	used	on	many	WPA	posters	of	the	1930s,	this	monocase	display	font	has	stylish	lines	and	graceful	curves	that	will	add	period	charm	to	any	project	they	grace.
Available	and	normal	and	bold	weights.Jerkoff	-	Unknown	licensePokemon	-	Unknown	licensePage	17Rock	Wood	by	Kprojects,	15.00	USDRock	Wood	is	a	fresh	version	of	old	western	wood	type.With	its	strong	and	sinuous	lines	it	has	a	taste	of	vintage	and	modern	at	the	same	time.Coben	by	cretype,	20.00	USDCoben	is	a	modern	and	futuristic	san-serif
font	family.	Simple	and	modern	shapes	with	a	tall	x-height	make	the	text	legible	and	the	spaces	between	individual	letter	forms	are	precisely	adjusted	to	create	the	perfect	typesetting.	Coben	Family	consists	of	2	widths	(Condensed,	Normal),	4	weights	(Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold),	and	Italics	for	each	format.	Coben	provides	a	Central	European
character	set.	Each	font	includes	support	for	Tabular	numbers,	Old-style	Figures	and	Opentype	Features	such	as	Proportional	Figures,	Numerators,	Denominators,	Superscript,	Scientific	Inferiors,	Subscript,	Fractions	and	Standard	Ligatures.	We	highly	recommend	it	for	use	in	books,	web	pages,	screen	displays,	and	so	on.1786	GLC	Fournier	by	GLC,
20.00	USDThis	family	was	inspired	by	numerous	documents	and	books	printed	in	Paris	during	the	end	of	the	1700s.	Mainly,	documents	printed	by	P.G.	Simon	&	N.H.	Nyon,	“Printers	of	the	parliament”	were	used	for	the	Normal	and	italic	styles	and	“Caps”.	“Titling”	characters	were	coming	from	a	collection	of	hymns	printed	by	Nicolas	Chapart.	In
France	these	Fournier	characters,	as	Baskerville	in	Great	Britain,	were	the	most	often	in	use	in	the	late	1700s,	just	before	the	Didot	designs.Alghera	Pro	by	Red	Rooster	Collection,	60.00	USDAlghera	Pro	is	a	casual	script	font	family.		It	was	digitally	engineered	in	1996	by	Pat	Hickson	of	P+P	Hickson	and	Steve	Jackaman	of	International
TypeFounders,	Inc.	(ITF).		Jackaman	revamped	the	family	in	2017	and	added	wider	language	support	to	include	Western,	Central,	and	Eastern	European	languages.Kiner	by	Yock	Mercado,	9.99	USDKiner	is	a	typeface	designed	by	Jorge	Mercado,	inspired	in	old	western	letters	used	in	many	industries.	Kiner	support	most	latin	languages,	and	the	set
includes	uppercase	and	lowercase.Shibe	by	Linecreative,	16.00	USDShibe	-	Bold	italic	font,	has	a	strong,	sharp	character,	and	is	combined	with	the	font	graffiti	styles,	To	make	a	beautiful	combination,	simply	mix	upper	and	lower	case	and	mix	with	alternative	glyphsShibe	offers	you:Shibe-	A	clean	Bold	italic	font	including	Upper	&	Lowercase
characters(ALL	CAPS),Stylistic	alternates	Character	(2	Character)Supports	Multi	linguage	(Latin	Western	Europe),	Numbers	and	PunctuationFTY	Konkrete	by	The	Fontry,	25.00	USDThe	Konkrete	Family	is	a	classic	gothic	narrow	in	three	stances.	Okay,	one	of	the	versions	isn't	so	narrow,	and	one	version	is	a	full-blown	convex	font	that	can	be	layered
to	produce	a	3-D	effect--simply	duplicate	the	font	atop	itself	and	strategically	select	normal,	bold,	italic	or	bold	italic	from	your	design	program's	style	menu.Archive	Blackcap	by	Archive	Type,	19.95	USDWestern	display	typeface.Magic	Spell	JF	by	Jukebox	Collection,	32.99	USDMagic	Spell	is	a	mystical,	fun	font	based	on	a	handlettered	alphabet	in	an
old	1930s	book	on	lettering.	It	captures	that	old	world	feel	of	magical	wizards	and	fairy	tales.	Conjur	up	some	fantastic	designs	with	this	bewitching	font!Jukebox	fonts	are	available	in	OpenType	.otf	format	and	all	fonts	contain	basic	OpenType	features	as	well	as	support	for	Latin-based	and	most	Eastern	European	languages.Czech	Tales	by	Pisto
Casero,	29.00	USDCzech	Tales	font	is	a	fantasy	curly	typeface	inspired	by	the	traditional	Czech	fairy	tales.	With	a	wide	range	of	accented	characters	it	supports	the	Basic	Latin	and	the	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	groups	of	languages.	It	also	includes	some	Open	Type	features	such	as	alternates	and	over	100	ligatures.Minik	by	Ahmet
Altun,	16.00	USDMinik	Font	Family	comes	in	2	weights;	Regular	and	Bold.	It	is	completely	hand-drawn.	While	the	capital	letters	have	normal	sizes,	the	lowercase	letters	are	smaller	than	the	common	form	in	the	vertical	axis	to	have	a	cute	view.Opus	Theorem	by	Fonts	of	Chaos,	10.00	USDOpus	Theorem	is	a	nice	bold	brutal	font	taking	inspiration	from
the	modern	street	art	writers.	Opus	Theorem	is	available	in	normal	and	italic	mode	and	lines	variation.	The	spacing	between	line	is	the	same	than	the	weight	of	the	lines.Liong	by	Dikas	Studio,	15.00	USDLiong	is	a	bold	&	retro	slab	serif	typeface	inspired	by	western	typography	signane,	they	have	a	contrast	weight	bar	and	slab	with	fun	and	fancy
character.	Liong	comes	with	4	style	regular,	italic,	slab	&	slabitalic,	perfect	for	logos,	badges,	typography	and	any	retro	design	needs.Page	18Celsius	by	Wilton	Foundry,	29.00	USDCelsius	was	handwritten	with	a	scratchy	nylon	marker	creating	a	rougher	than	normal	effect	-	almost	like	trying	to	write	in	the	cold	with	a	pen	that	doesn't	cooperate	very
well.Pema	by	Designpiraten,	65.00	USDPema	–	a	contemporary	Tibetan	sans	serif	encoded	in	the	Unicode	standard.	This	is	the	first	Tibetan	typeface	influenced	by	western	sans	serif	fonts.	It	was	designed	especially	to	match	multilingual	purposes.	The	rather	calligraphic	Tibetan	scripts	did	not	match	with	the	design	aesthetics	of	western	and	Indian
fonts	and	so	I	came	up	with	the	idea	to	design	a	“modern”	Tibetan	sans	serif.	Pema	comes	in	two	weights,	Regular	and	Bold,	each	equipped	with	almost	1.300	glyphs.HVD	Edding	780	-	Unknown	licenseUtusi	Star	-	Unknown	licenseTabatha	-	Unknown	licenseTM	Pedestal	-	Unknown	licenseItoya	by	The	Northern	Block,	39.00	USDItoya	is	a
contemporary	sans	serif	font	influenced	by	Western	and	Japanese	ideologies.	A	fusion	of	modern	machine-like	functions	with	a	warmer,	emotional	and	more	spiritual	ethic.	The	marriage	of	a	western	precision	and	eastern	expression	forms	a	sharp	functional	font	with	a	modern	edge	ideally	suited	to	graphic	novels,	fashion	and	product	design.	Details
include	seven	carefully	chosen	weight	with	true	cursive	italics,	over	600	characters,	alternative	lowercase	a,	e,	g	and	y.	Five	variations	of	numerals,	ligatures,	manually	edited	kerning	and	Opentype	features.FT	Rosecube	-	Unknown	licenseOrdens_VK	-	Unknown	licenseBogen	by	Linecreative,	16.00	USDBogen	-	Bold	italic	font	with	sharp	angles	for
dynamic	effects.Use	ligature	characters	to	give	you	unlimited	designs,	this	font	is	great	for	your	work	such	as	posters,	logos,	branding,	covers,	banners,	t-shirts	and	headers,	or	even	large-scale	artworkBogen	,	offers	you:Bogen	-italic	bold	font	including	Upper	&	Lowercase	characters(ALL	CAPS	has	a	different	form	characte),Ligatures
CharacterSupports	Multi	linguage	(Latin	Western	Europe),	Numbers	and	PunctuationEdigna	by	Johannes	Hoffmann,	19.00	USDEdigna	is	a	clean,	real	rounded	sans-serif	with	a	tall	x-height	and	contains	five	different	weights	and	a	matching	inline	style.	The	extended	character	of	the	font	family	set	supports	Western,	Southern,	Nothern	and	Central
European	as	well	as	Eastern	European	languages.	It	is	ideal	for	headlines,	posters,	brands	and	magazines.Misterall	by	GRIN3	(Nowak),	16.00	USDMisterall	is	a	hand	made,	all-caps,	brush	font	by	Bartek	Nowak	which	contains	two	variations	for	each	letter	and	a	lot	of	ligatures.	It	can	be	used	for	invitations,	greeting	cards,	posters,	advertising,	books,
menus	etc.Language	support	includes	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	character	sets,	as	well	as	Baltic	and	Turkish	languages.Subtitle	by	Type.write.type,	8.00	USDSubtitle	is	a	handdrawn	slab	serif	that	contains	condensed	and	wide	width	capital	letters	in	one	font.	With	slightly	wobbly	lines,	Subtitle	is	designed	to	be	legible	at	a	variety	of
sizes	to	give	that	quirky,	fun	feel	to	any	informal	occasion	or	brand.	Central,	Eastern	and	Western	European	language	support	included.Achelan	Script	by	Solidtype,	14.00	USDAchelan	Script	is	highly	legible	font,	get	touch	of	a	bold,	classic	and	fun	vintage	script	font,	Opentype	features	with	stylistic	alternates.	Can	be	used	for	various	purposes.	such
as	posters,	t-shirt,	signage,	logos,	news,	badges	etc.	International	support	for	most	Western	Languages	is	included.Moonchild	-	Unknown	licenseRussianQuality	-	Unknown	licenseFaktosas-Slanted	-	Unknown	licenseTM	That	Way	-	Unknown	licenseHeadache	-	Unknown	licenseParalex	by	Tipo	Pèpel,	27.00	USDParalex	is	a	complete	typeface	family	of
12	fonts	with	geometric-slab	style.	The	edges	of	shapes	are	rounded	to	give	a	smoother	appearance.	It	contains	several	OpenType	functionality,	such	as	initial	and	final	decorative	forms,	old	style	numerals	and	an	extensive	set	of	geometric	style	ornaments.	The	character	set	supports	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European
languages.	Despite	the	robustness	of	its	forms	has	a	warm	appearance,	and	good	readability	that	make	it	useful	for	a	variety	of	situations.LTC	Goudy	Sans	by	Lanston	Type	Co.,	24.95	USDGoudy	Sans	Bold	was	originally	designed	by	Fredric	Goudy	in	1922	as	a	less	formal	"gothic"	and	finished	in	1929.	The	light	was	designed	in	1930	and	the	Light
Italic	in	1931.Freight	Sans	HCmp	Pro	by	GarageFonts,	45.00	USDGarageFonts	introduces	four	new	weights	of	Freight	Sans	that	go	to	the	extremes—from	the	behemoth	freight	sans	pro	ultra	black	to	the	fine	lines	of	freight	sans	pro	hairline,	thin	and	extra	light,	in	three	widths—normal,	condensed	and	compressed,	all	with	corresponding	italics.	The
extensive	character	sets	include:	small	caps,	ligatures,	oldstyle	and	tabular	figures	along	with	support	for	over	40	western	and	Central	European	languages.Freight	Sans	UPro	Ultra	Black	by	GarageFonts,	45.00	USDGarageFonts	introduces	four	new	weights	of	Freight	Sans	that	go	to	the	extremes—from	the	behemoth	freight	sans	pro	ultra	black	to
the	fine	lines	of	freight	sans	pro	hairline,	thin	and	extra	light,	in	three	widths—normal,	condensed	and	compressed,	all	with	corresponding	italics.	The	extensive	character	sets	include:	small	caps,	ligatures,	oldstyle	and	tabular	figures	along	with	support	for	over	40	western	and	Central	European	languages.Freight	Sans	HCnd	Pro	Hairlines	by
GarageFonts,	45.00	USDGarageFonts	introduces	four	new	weights	of	Freight	Sans	Pro	that	go	to	the	extremes—from	the	behemoth	freight	sans	pro	ultra	black	to	the	fine	lines	of	freight	sans	pro	hairline,	thin	and	extra	light,	in	three	widths—normal,	condensed	and	compressed,	all	with	corresponding	italics.	The	extensive	character	sets	include:	small
caps,	ligatures,	oldstyle	and	tabular	figures	along	with	support	for	over	40	western	and	central	european	languages.Farmland	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDFarmland	JNL	is	an	unusual	Western	version	of	Cornfield	JNL.	The	shape	of	the	original	letters	(inspired	by	a	1950s	popcorn	box)	create	a	new	variation	on	the	lettering	of	the	Old	West.Band
Wagon	by	Hanoded,	15.00	USDI	don't	know	why	exactly,	but	I	felt	the	need	to	create	a	Western	font.	Band	Wagon	is	a	handcrafted	cowboy	font.	It	comes	with	curly	slabs,	spurs	and	ye	olde	outlaw	spirit.Bootblack	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDWhere	Bootspur	JNL	combined	elements	of	Western	and	Art	Deco,	its	more	traditional	"cousin"	is	Bootblack
JNL	-	a	straightforward	Western	Font	in	look	and	design.NovemberMedium	-	Unknown	licenseVNI-Thufap2	-	Unknown	licenseErasmus	-	Unknown	licenseShoomVertical	-	Unknown	licenseDaggmask	-	Unknown	licenseBig	Limbo	BT	by	Bitstream,	49.00	USDThis	freeform	exercise	in	typographic	design	echoes	the	looseness	of	early	1960's	advertising.
Brian	breaks	almost	every	typographic	rule	we	can	think	of	—	but	so	what?	The	bold	letterforms	of	Big	Limbo	are	anything	but	stuck!Highfield	by	Surplus	Type	Co,	9.00	USDHighfield	is	a	luxury	sans	serif	type	family	of	three	weights	plus	matching	italics.	It’s	influenced	by	the	modern	and	elegant	style	sans	serif	typefaces	that	are	popular	in	high	class
editorial	design.	The	fonts	are	based	on	geometric	forms	that	have	been	optically	corrected	for	better	legibility.While	the	bold	weight	is	a	great	performer	in	display	sizes	the	light	and	regular	wights	are	well	suited	to	longer	body	&	supporting	text.	Highfield	is	equipped	for	complex,	professional	typography.	The	OpenType	fonts	have	an	extended
character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European	languages.Neverwinter	-	Unknown	licensePage	19Ferguson	by	Arterfak	Project,	14.00	USDFerguson	is	a	geometric	slab	serif	which	made	with	a	mono-line	concept	and	versatile	style.	Inspired	by	old	western	and	magazine	designs.	Ferguson	has	a	straight	and
consistent	line	to	give	neat	looks.Wood	Factory	by	Kustomtype,	15.00	USDWood	Factory	is	a	western	styled	typeface	created	by	Kustomtype.	Wood	Factory	is	an	old	Wood	Type	favorite.	It	was	designed	specifically	for	display,	headlines	and	titles	where	a	wanted	poster	look	is	desired.Smoking	Typeface	by	Gleb	Guralnyk,	15.00	USDIt's	a	vintage
western	font	with	old	style	characters	shape.	It	has	useful	separated	font	files	for	base	font	and	a	textured	volume	effect,	so	you	can	easily	recolor	your	text	in	few	clicks.Complete	In	Him	Pro	by	CheapProFonts,	10.00	USDA	bold	and	beautiful	handwriting	-	perfect	for	setting	personal	and	meaningful	messages.	Some	glyph	shapes	and	stroke
thicknesses	has	been	normalized	(to	make	the	text	more	even),	and	I	have	added	some	kerning	-	not	too	much	though,	I	wanted	to	keep	the	liveliness	of	it.Brice	by	Studio	Sun,	10.00	USDBrice	refers	to	cultural	products	of	the	80s	such	as	music,	art,	literature,	fashion,	dance,	film,	that	are	consumed	by	the	majority	of	society	population.	The
Characteristic	of	Brice	are	in	the	small	bouncy	serif	with	a	dynamic	contrast,	like	R,	B,	S,	K,	P,	etc.	Perfect	for	Logotype,	Caption,	&	Header.Brice	are	available	in	5	Widths	(Condensed	-	SemiCondensed	-	Normal	-	SemiExpanded	-	Expanded)	with	matches	6	weights	(ExtraLight	-	Light	-	Normal	-	SemiBold	-	Bold	-	Black)	and	support	for	75+
language.After	5	by	Our	House	Graphics,	17.00	USDFrom	the	basement	labs	and	after	hours	lounge	of	R∙U∙S∙S∙T	Institute,	we	present	After	5.	With	a	somewhat	formal	(ha	ha)	yet	warm,	friendly	feel,	its	normally	calm,	even	tempered	and	sensible	rhythm	takes	on	the	syncopated,	jazzy	beat	that	goes	along	with	too	many	martinis	when	discretionary
ligatures	are	turned	on.Echelon	by	Barnbrook	Fonts,	50.00	USDEchelon	is	based	upon	1970s	Eastern	European	‘pipe-style’	typefaces.	This	style	of	Communist	consumer	typography	came	from	what,	at	the	time,	seemed	like	a	bizarre	mirror	universe:	Existing	alongside	the	West,	similar-but-different,	essentially	unknowable.	Even	though	the
letterforms	had	the	same	historical	origins	as	their	Western	equivalents,	they	also	had	their	own	bizarre	fashionable/unfashionable	aesthetic.Abigail	Script	by	Roland	Hüse	Design,	15.00	USDAbigail	Script	is	a	handwritten,	monoline	cursive	font.	All	the	uppercase	letters	has	stylistic	alternates	and	some	lowercase	letters	as	well,	ligatures	and
positional	forms.	Also	have	a	few	ornaments	in	place	of	numbers	1-9	best	fit	under	words	up	to	5-6	characters	long.	See	the	gallery	for	preview.It	contains	Eastern	and	Western	European	accented	characters.Aligant	by	Embe	Studio,	29.00	USDAligant	is	very	fancy	and	rich	sans	serif	typeface.	It's	perfect	for	graphic	design	of	luxury	products	-	fashion,
jewelry,	cars,	cosmetics,	entertainment,	food,	furniture.	It	contains	diacritics	from	Western,	Central	and	South	Eastern	Europe.	It	can	be	used	especially	as	a	display,	but	also	as	a	body	text.Aligant	is	both	classic	and	modern,	so	it	can	be	widely	used.Page	20Freight	Sans	HPro	Hairlines	by	GarageFonts,	45.00	USDThis	Freight	Sans	Pro	package	is	part
of	a	series	that	introduces	four	new	weights	that	go	to	the	extremes—from	the	behemoth	freight	sans	pro	ultra	black	to	the	fine	lines	of	freight	sans	pro	hairline,	thin	and	extra	light,	in	three	widths—normal,	condensed	and	compressed,	all	with	corresponding	italics.	the	extensive	character	sets	include:	small	caps,	ligatures,	oldstyle	and	tabular
figures	along	with	support	for	over	40	western	and	central	european	languages.Proto	Serif	by	Aleksandrs	Golubovs,	19.99	USDProto	Serif	is	a	Didon	hight	contrast	serif	typeface	with	economical	proportions	and	distinct	vertical	stress.	It	has	thin	serifs	and	distinctive	terminals,	and	relatively	large	x-height	which	is	great	for	headlines.	It	consists	of	six
weights	from	light	to	bold	and	italic	and	supports	the	major	western	languages.Addison	by	Kimmy	Design,	15.00	USDAddison	is	a	typeface	that	brings	together	modern	western	styles	with	a	rustic	texture.	Between	Addison	West,	with	thick	block	serifs,	and	Circus,	a	more	decorative	face,	the	two	would	bring	an	authentic	and	unique	style	to	any
artwork.	The	bold	faces	make	a	stand	and	standout	for	any	design	concept.2008	Xmas	Fantasy	by	GLC,	38.00	USDThis	family	is	an	entirely	original	creation,	drawn	in	the	spirit	of	ornamental	blackletters	like	those	designed	by	the	19th	century.	It	contains	two	styles	:	the	first	(Normal)	of	decorated	blackletters,	upper	and	lower	case,	the	second	(Bold)
of	two	sets	of	Lombarde	capitals,	both	outlined.Core	Sans	DS	by	S-Core,	20.00	USDCore	Sans	DS	is	a	rounded	version	of	Core	Sans	D	and	a	modern	interpretation	of	condensed	sans-serif	typeface	designed	by	S-Core	and	the	whole	family	consists	of	2	widths	(Condensed,	Normal),	7	weights	(Thin,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	Heavy,	Black)	with
their	corresponding	italics.LHF	Branding	Iron	by	Letterhead	Fonts,	33.00	USDAuthentic	and	rounded	Western	style.Inspired	by	Alf	R.	Becker,	Patrick	Kalange	has	reimagined	this	classic	1930's	Western	style	font,	complete	with	new	rounded	characters	and	an	overall	balanced	feel.Secca	Saloon	Std	by	astype,	1.00	USDBored	by	ancient	Western
typefaces?	Try	Secca	Saloon.Magzo	by	HansCo,	12.00	USDMagzo	is	specially	designed	for	food	logo	brand	identity	and	packaging	design	projects.	Some	other	industries	that	are	very	suitable	for	this	font	are	beauty	cosmetic	and	handmade	projects.	Magzo	consists	of	16	fonts	including:	7	normal,	7	italic	and	2	alternate	(semi	Bold)	normal	and	italic
versions	too.	As	a	note,	alternate	characters	and	ligature	only	available	in	Magzo	Alt	regular	and	italic	.	You	can	see	an	example	of	using	the	Magzo	Alt	font	on	covers	1	and	3.Enjoy!Lakeside	by	Mark	Simonson,	29.00	USDLakeside	is	a	1940s-style	brush	script	inspired	by	the	hand-lettered	titles	in	the	film	noir	classic	"Laura".	It	is	available	exclusively
in	the	OpenType	font	format	and	features	three	different	styles	of	caps—normal	caps,	over-sized	titling	caps,	and	smaller,	plainer	caps	for	all-caps	settings.Milleak	by	Scratch	Design,	9.00	USDMilleak	is	a	quick	handwritten	brush	font,	this	font	have	strong	shape	and	bold.	This	font	is	very	useful	for	any	casual	designs.	This	font	also	include	the	multi
language	from	western	Europe	and	central	Europe.	Support	at	mac	and	windows,	so	please	enjoy	this	font	and	make	some	great	artwork	with	Milleak.Sofia	Pro	Condensed	by	Mostardesign,	25.00	USDA	geometric	sans	for	space	saving	typographySofia	Pro	Condensed	is	the	condensed	version	of	the	popular	Sofia	Pro	font	family.	This	typeface	was
completely	drawn	with	the	look	of	the	original	normal-width	version.	Sofia	Pro	Condensed	contains	16	styles	from	Ultra	Light	to	Black	(Ultra	Light,	Extra	Light,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Semi	Bold,	Bold	and	Black)	with	an	alternative	glyph	set	to	improve	its	use	in	different	graphic	contexts.	This	typeface	will	be	suitable	for	many	projects	such	as	titles,
subtitles,	long	editorials,	brand	building,	mobile	applications,	ebooks,	websites	or	company	signage.	Its	contemporary	aspect	and	its	condensed	style	will	also	be	suitable	for	editorial	projects	who	needs	to	save	space.Sofia	Pro	Condensed	also	has	many	powerful	OpenType	features	such	as	case	sensitivite	forms,	old	style	and	tabular	figures,	ligatures,
capital	spacing,	fractions	and	alternative	characters	to	give	personality	to	graphic	design	projects.	Designed	also	for	complex	editorial	content,	this	typeface	has	a	powerful	home	kerning	system	called	“Pro	Kerning”.	With	more	than	1500	pairs	of	glyphs	in	many	languages,	Pro	Kerning	optimizes	headlines,	subtitles,	texts	as	well	as	long	paragraphs	in
real	time.In	addition	to	all	the	features	of	its	kind,	Sofia	Pro	Condensed	is	part	of	a	very	complete	“type	system”	with	style	variants	such	as	the	normal-width-version	(Sofia	Pro),	the	soft	version	(Sofia	Soft)	or	the	rough	version	(Sofia	Rough).	With	all	these	typefaces,	you	have	more	than	40	styles	to	make	your	own	vibrant	and	professional	graphics	or
web	creations	while	maintaining	consistency	in	your	creations.The	OpenType	features	of	Sofia	Pro	Condensed	have	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European	languages,	Cyrillic	and	Greek.	For	more	info	about	the	powerful	opentype	features	and	the	complete	character	map	of	Sofia	Pro
Condensed,	download	the	PDF	specimen	to	get	a	detailed	view	of	all	features.1350	Primitive	Russian	by	GLC,	44.00	USDThis	rough	font	was	inspired	by	a	Russian	Cyrillic	hand	of	the	1350s	“Russkaja	Pravda”	(a	Russian	text	of	common	Laws).	As	a	Pro	font,	it	supports	Western	and	Northern	European,	Icelandic,	Baltic,	Eastern,	Central	European	and
Turkish	specific	characters,	as	well	as	Old	Russian	glyphs,	including	many	which	fell	out	of	use	in	the	1700s,	except	in	religious	texts	—	in	all	over	136	Russian	glyphs.	The	upper	and	lower	case	have	the	same	form	and	almost	same	size,	like	in	the	original	texts,	which	had	only	one	size	and	style.Lazare	Grotesk	by	Nootype,	40.00	USDAn	dynamic	and
strong	new	Grotesk,	Lazare	Grotesk	is	a	family	of	21	styles.	The	family	comprises	seven	weight,	from	UltraThin	to	Black,	with	not	only	italic	but	with	backslanted	too,	which	allows	to	make	fun	and	cool	layout.	In	the	black	weight	the	font	is	particularly	contrasted.This	family	contains	many	OpenType	features,	such	as	Alternates,	Proportional	Figure,
Tabular	Figures,	Old	Styles	Figures,	Numerators,	Superscript,	Denominators,	Scientific	Inferiors,	Subscript,	Ordinals	and	Fractions,	which	make	that	typeface	useful	in	various	projects.	The	fonts	have	an	extended	characters	set	to	support	Central,	Eastern	and	Western	European	languages.Anant	Grotesk	by	Gunjan,	5.00	USDAnant	Grotesk	is	a	family
of	sans	serif	fonts	which	come	with	seven	weights	and	seven	styles,	designed	with	squarish	round	shape	and	letterforms	are	precisely	crafted.	Anant	Grotesk’s	design	character	connects	old	and	modern	time	period.	The	form	of	the	Font	has	been	optically	corrected	for	better	legibility.Anant	Grotesk	has	functional	look,	it	serves	all	purpose	of	text.	All
weights	are	well	suited	for	longer	texts.Anant	Grotesk	is	equipped	for	professional	typography.	The	OpenType	Fonts	have	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European	languages.Page	21RM	Alphabox	by	Ray	Meadows,	19.00	USDIncludes:	Western	European,	Central	European,	Baltic,	Turkish,
Romanian	setsRed	Amaretto	by	Paweł	Burgiel,	38.00	USDRed	Amaretto	is	a	script	typeface	influenced	by	different	ancient	writing	styles.	All	characters	are	handwritten	by	use	ink	and	flat	nib	pen	on	coarse	paper,	scanned,	digitized	and	optimized	for	best	quality	without	lost	its	handwritten	visual	appearance.	Coarse	glyphs	edges	are	easy	visible	at
medium	and	higher	sizes.Character	set	support	all	official	and	semi-official	languages	in	European	Union	writen	in	latin,	cyrillic	and	greek	scripts.	Supported	codepages:	1250	Central	(Eastern)	European,	1251	Cyrillic,	1252	Western	(ANSI),	1253	Greek,	1254	Turkish,	1257	Baltic.	Include	also	spacing	characters	(M/1,	M/2,	M/3,	M/4,	M/6,	thin,	hair,
zero	width	space	etc.)	for	professional	text	formatting.ThunderBay	-	Unknown	licenseRenfrew	-	Unknown	licenseCarleton	-	Unknown	licenseKeystroke	-	Unknown	licenseEurobrush	Pro	by	profonts,	49.00	USDEurobrush	Pro	is	a	new	handwriting	script	designed	by	German	type	designer	Ralph	M.	Unger.	He	produced	not	only	the	standard	Western
character	complement,	but	added	all	of	the	Eastern	European	Latin	glyphs	and,	on	top	of	that,	even	the	complete	Cyrillic	characters.	Born	and	grown	up	in	Thüringen,	former	East	Germany,	Unger	has	a	fair	knowledge	of	Polish	and	also	Russian	(Cyrillic).Eydis	by	Eurotypo,	19.00	USDEydis	Regular	is	a	casual	script	font	that	retains	the	original
texture	of	the	stroke	on	the	paper.	This	font	has	good	legibility	as	body	type	and	strong	expressiveness	to	be	used	as	headlines	or	logotypes	in	all	media	requirements.These	calligraphy	fonts	have	already	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern,	Cyrillic	as	well	as	Western	European	languages.Circonia	by	8AV,	10.00	USDCirconia	is	a
simple	font,	with	a	soft	touch	on	serifs.	It	has	clean	lines	and	friendly	shape,	making	it	perfect	for	informal	communication	such	as	childrens'	books,	funny	flyers	and	leaflets	or	food	menus.	It	is	suited	both	for	headlines	and	a	(larger)	body	copy.	It	has	more	than	300	glyphs	with	full	western	and	eastern	support	and	also	basic	math	support.Kiyana
Display	by	Wahyu	and	Sani	Co.,	19.00	USDKiyana	is	contemporary	high	contrast	display	sans	serif	inspired	by	the	beauty	and	elegance	of	modern	style	typefaces.	Comes	in	9	weights	from	thin	to	black	with	uprights	and	obliques.	Each	font	contains	300+	glyphs	which	covers	major	Western	and	Eastern	European	Latin	languages.	Kiyana	Display	would
be	suitable	for	a	range	of	display	usages	(logo,	poster,	headlines,	quotes,	etc.).Agile	Sans	by	Fenotype,	25.00	USDAgile	Sans	is	a	contemporary	humanist	font	family	with	classicist	roots.	Hence	its	name,	Agile	Sans	suits	many	occasions	from	branding	to	publications,	web	and	applications.	From	formal	to	casual,	bold	to	refined,	this	font	covers	it
all.Cheeky	Monkey	by	Comicraft,	39.00	USDHomespun	by	Homely	Nina	Green	(nee	Nina	Sutcliffe),	over	18	years	ago	for	her	old	college	pal,	Mister	Comicraft	(ne	Richard	Starkings),	CHEEKY	MONKEY	is	a	chirpy	and	cheerful	character	set	which	has	found	its	way	over	the	years	onto	the	title	pages	of	comic	books	as	disparate	as	Captain	Britain,
Doctor	Who	and	Darkman.Doblo	by	JCFonts,	5.00	USDDoblo	is	a	colorful	and	slightly	retro	layered	type	family	designed	by	Joël	Carrouché.	Consisting	of	one	master	character,	8	different	layers	and	a	collection	of	extra	ornaments,	this	fancy	family	allows	several	creative	combinations	and	produces	unique	results.The	fonts	are	delivered	in	OpenType
format	and	include	diacritics	for	most	western	&	central	European	languages.Pixel	Cyr	-	Unknown	licenseUrfa	by	Ahmet	Altun,	19.00	USDThe	Urfa	font	family	comes	in	nine	weights	of	Normal	and	Italic.	In	addition,	all	weights	contain	small	caps	in	both	italic	and	normal.	With	the	Urfa	font	family,	you	can	create	beautiful	works	for	the	web,	including
logos,	banners,	body	copy,	and	presentations.	Urfa	typeface	also	works	nicely	in	print	formats	such	as	posters,	T-shirts,	magazines,	and	affiches.	Because	of	its	eye-pleasing	style,	this	font	is	both	effective	and	versatile.	It	supports	a	wide	range	of	languages,	including	Extended	Latin	and	Cyrillic.Klose	Slab	by	Studio	Sun,	20.00	USDIntroductory	Klose
Slab	Another	Vintage	Typeface	from	Studio	Sun	(SUN014)	for	your	Fonts	collection.	Klose	comes	with	4	style	(condensed,	normal,	semi	expanded,	and	expanded)	also	available	in	Variable	Font	format	(for	customize	widths).	Perfect	for	logotype,	head	text,	displayed	text,	and	many	more).	Klose	support	more	75	language	(Latin	pro).Bud	Easy	-
Unknown	licenseEllis	Greatter	by	madjack.font,	16.00	USDEllis	Greatter	is	an	easy	to	read	script	that	is	designed	with	a	vintage	look	making	it	bold,	classic	and	fun.	It	includes	OpenType	features	and	alternative	styles.	It	can	be	used	for	various	purposes	such	as	posters,	t-shirts,	signage,	logos,	news,	badges	and	more.	International	support	for	most
Western	languages	is	included.Jackpot	by	Canada	Type,	29.95	USDWhat	happens	when	you	mix	a	groovy	hippy	font	idea	(like	Canada	Type's	Janice	for	instance)	with	a	Western	concept	such	as	Playbill?	You	end	up	with	a	groovy	hippy	western	font,	of	course!Lieur	by	inkstypia,	3.00	USDLieur	is	a	minimalist,	geometric,	sans	serif	font	suitable	for
logos,	label	designs,	or	even	just	plain	body	text.	It	comes	with	2	styles,	Normal	and	Italic,	and	includes	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	and	Black	weights	to	give	you	great	possibility	to	harmonize	the	look	and	feel	of	your	text.Amsi	Pro	by	Stawix,	40.00	USDAmsi	has	been	designed	to	equipped	with	three	different	widths;	Normal,	Narrow	and
Condensed,	addition	to	expanding	weights	to	support	various	usabilities	ranging	from	Thin,	XLight,	Light,	Regular,	SemiBold,	Bold,	Black	and	Heavy.	Which	makes	Amsi	along	with	a	numerous	features	support	the	creativities	of	the	designer	from	the	Font	Menu.Amsi	Pro	AKS	by	Stawix,	79.00	USDAmsi	has	been	designed	to	equipped	with	three
different	widths;	Normal,	Narrow	and	Condensed,	addition	to	expanding	weights	to	support	various	usabilities	ranging	from	Thin,	XLight,	Light,	Regular,	SemiBold,	Bold,	Black	and	Heavy.	Which	makes	Amsi	along	with	a	numerous	features	support	the	creativities	of	the	designer	from	the	Font	Menu.Millard	by	Artegra,	29.00	USDWhen	you	need	a
classic	serif	typeface	that	is	up	to	the	modern	standards,	Millard	comes	to	your	rescue	with	its	alluring	beauty	and	legibility.	You	have	a	contemporary	serif	family	that	offers	great	variety	with	regular	and	bold	weights	in	both	normal	and	condensed	widths,	along	with	their	true	italics.Droeming	-	Personal	use	onlyIndia	Ink	by	CounterPoint	Type
Studio,	29.99	USDA	heavy,	bold	font	based	on	two	hand	lettered	type	specimens	from	the	1920s.	Original	designer	unknown.	The	font	has	a	unique	combination	of	both	Old	World	and	Asian	influences,	while	still	maintaining	a	fun,	upbeat	casual	feel.	Contains	a	full	set	of	Alternate	Caps	found	under	the	"Stylistic	Alternates"	OpenType	feature.



Contains	language	support	for	both	Latin-based	and	most	Eastern	European	languages.Gogobig	by	Bogusky	2,	25.00	USDI	have	always	been	frustrated	when	looking	for	a	bold	condensed	face.	The	choices	were	the	usual?	Helvetica	Bold	Condensed,	Univers	Bold	Condensed	or	Alternate	Gothic	#2...	all	rather	dated.	I	was	looking	for	a	really	unique,
clean,	uncluttered	sans	serif	face,	so	I	decided	to	design	one.	I	have	since	adapted	it	to	many	logo	designs.	So,	in	my	terms	and	conditions,	I	decided	to	permit	the	modification	of	the	letter	forms	for	logos	and	monograms,	but	logos	and	monograms	only,	not	the	typeface	in	normal	usage.Caldense	by	Tiago	Cândido,	20.00	USDThe	typeface	was	baptized
as	"Caldense"	in	order	to	honor	the	city	of	Caldas	da	Rainha,	a	small	city	in	Portugal,	the	typography's	birth	place.It	has	three	weights,	Regular,	Demi	Bold	and	Bold	and	it	is	a	sans	serif	and	grotesque.	Each	character	was	based	on	a	grid	and	was	built	in	modules,	having	round	edges	and	straight	finishes.The	font	can	be	used	in	titles	and	normal	text
while	being	easy	to	read.Gliker	by	Studio	Sun,	8.00	USDGliker	was	designer	in	the	early	2019	and	published	in	June	2020.	Gliker	is	inspired	by	the	characteristics	of	Hobo	Typefaces.	All	corners	of	this	typeface	is	founded,	giving	a	more	dynamic	and	vintage	feel.Gliker	is	available	in	4	Weights	(Regular,	Semi	Bold,	Bold,	Black)	and	7	Widths	(Extra
Condensed,	Condensed,	Semi	Condensed,	Normal,	Semi	Expanded,	Expanded,	Extra	Expanded)	with	a	total	28	Styles.	Also	includes	support	for	75+	Latin	(Extended)	Languages.Kremlin	Alexander	-	Unknown	licenseOksana	Std	by	AndrijType,	25.00	USDOksana	Std	has	only	the	Western	Latin	characters	from	multilingual	Oksana.SF	Pastel	by	Sultan
Fonts,	20.00	USDAbout	Pastel	font	family:Pastel	font	is	a	simplified	Arabic	digital	Ruqah	font,	which	adopts	horizontal	formatting	characters,	The	font	is	available	in	two	styles:	Pastel	Regular	and	Pastel	Bold.P22	Cigno	by	IHOF,	24.95	USDP22	Cigno	is	a	new	digitization	of	the	1950s	Italian	typeface	by	Aldo	Novarese	for	the	Nebiolo	foundry.	This
semi-formal	script	has	a	definite	mid-century	European	flavor	suitable	for	menus,	invitations	and	poster	work.	Along	with	the	accurate	rendition	of	the	regular	weight,	designer	Colin	Kahn	has	added	a	lighter	companion	font	for	another	variation	on	Cigno.	Both	fonts	feature	a	full	Western	European	character	set.Bodrum	Slab	by	Bülent	Yüksel,	19.00
USD“Bodrum	Slab”	is	a	slab	serif	type	family.	Designed	by	Bülent	Yüksel	in	20018/19.	The	font,	influenced	by	style	serifs,	popular	in	the	1920s	and	30s,	is	based	on	optically	corrected	geometric	forms	for	better	readability.“Bodrum	Slab”	is	not	purely	geometric;	it	has	vertical	strokes	that	are	thicker	than	the	horizontals,	an	“o”	that	is	not	a	perfect
circle,	and	shortened	ascenders.	These	nuances	aid	in	legibility	and	give	“Bodrum	Slab”	a	harmonious	and	sensible	appearance	for	both	texts	and	headlines.Bodrum	Slab	provides	advanced	typographical	support	for	Latin-based	languages.	An	extended	character	set,	supporting	Central,	Western	and	Eastern	European	languages,	rounds	up	the
family.The	designation	“Bodrum	Slab	14	Regular”	forms	the	central	point.	“Bodrum	Slab”	is	available	in	10	weights	(Hair,	Thin,	Extra-Light,	Light,	Regular,	Meduim,	Bold,	Extra-Bold,	Heavy	and	Black)	and	10	matching	italics.	The	family	contains	a	set	of	650+	characters.Case-Sensitive	Forms,	Classes	and	Features,	Small	Caps	from	Letter	Cases,
Fractions,	Superior,	Inferior,	Denominator,	Numerator,	Old	Style	Figures	just	one	touch	easy	In	all	graphic	programs.Bodrum	Slab	is	the	perfect	font	for	web	use.SF	Droob7	by	Sultan	Fonts,	50.00	USDDroob7	is	An	Arabic	typeface	for	desktop	applications,	for	websites	and	for	digital	ads.	Currently	prepared	by	the	weight	one	has	the	alignment
between	the	Arabic	and	Latin	letters	to	serve	the	articles	sites	without	resorting	to	other	fonts	in	the	page	or	article	each.Droob7	font	family	contains	two	weights:	normal	and	bold.Zuume	by	Adam	Ladd,	19.00	USDZuume	is	a	high-impact,	condensed,	display	font	family	consisting	of	a	normal	and	alternate	Zuume	Cut	family	in	multiple	weights	and
italics.	Its	range	in	thickness	gives	a	sharp,	technical	feel	in	the	lighter	weights,	while	the	bold,	blacker	weights	are	meant	to	be	tightly	spaced	and	stacked	for	a	visual	punch.Minnesota	by	Solotype,	19.95	USDAnother	of	the	“must	have”	wood	types	for	those	doing	poster	work	with	an	old-time	flavor.	Very	readable,	therefore	very	useful.	We	did	ads
for	an	old	western	tourist	railroad,	and	used	this	often.	William	Page	was	a	prolific	designer	of	wood	types,	and	his	fonts	were	at	every	poster	print	shop	we	visited.1484	Bastarde	Loudeac	by	GLC,	38.00	USDFont	designed	after	that	used	in	Brehan-Loudeac	(Britanny,	France)	by	Robin	Fouquet	and	Jean	Crès	in	years	1480s	to	print	a	lot	of	texts	and
books.Dutch	Initials	-	Unknown	licenseGalanthia	by	Calamar,	20.00	USDGalanthia	Script	is	a	beautiful	font	for	those	who	are	needing	of	elegance	and	stylish	for	their	designs	and	particularly	well	suited	for	wedding	invitations,	cards	and	feminine	branding.Galanthia	Script	includes	Upper	and	Lowercase	Basic	Characters,	Numbers	and
Punctuation.Galanthia	Script	is	also	available	for	Western	European,	Central	European	and	South	Eastern	European	Languages.	You	can	check	your	language	typing	characters	in	text	box	above.Alphabeta	-	Unknown	licensePage	22Rigor	Mortis	by	Comicraft,	19.00	USDHere's	a	Collector's	Item	Classic	for	all	our	fiends!	Sit	up	in	your	Caskets	and
we'll	help	you	spin	a	Shocking,	Suspense-filled	Tale	of	Terror	with	a	font	Bad	Bad	Leroy	"JG"	Brown	found	in	the	Vault!	Give	us	your	grimy	little	dimes	and	come	down	into	the	Crypt	with	us.	We	call	this	rotten	little	font...	RIGORMORTIS!	AHAHAHHAHHHAHHHHAHA-HAH-haa...Features:Four	weights	(Regular,	Italic,	Bold	&	Bold	Italic)	with
alternate	uppercase	characters.	Includes	Western	and	Central	European	international	characters.Bootspur	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDArt	Deco	and	Western	styles	fuse	into	one	design	in	Bootspur	JNL.RM	Serifancy	by	Ray	Meadows,	19.00	USDA	bit	Circus	...	a	bit	Showbiz	...	a	bit	Western	...	but	completely	FANCYFreak	was	originally	released	by
The	Great	Western	Type	Foundry	in	1889.Chop	Chop	PB	by	Pink	Broccoli,	19.00	USDInspired	by	an	old	matchbook	which	read:	"Chop	Suey:	Finest	Chinese	and	American	Cooking".	Chop	Chop	recreates	that	matchbook	printed	feel	with	soft	rounded	edges	on	what	one	would	normally	expect	to	be	a	sharp	and	pointy	typeface.Vtg	Stencil	UK	No	76	by
astype,	28.00	USDThe	Vtg	Stencil	series	of	fonts	from	astype	are	based	on	real	world	stencils.	The	UK	No. 76	design	was	derived	from	authentic	stencil	plates	from	Great	Britain.Home	Run	by	Doyald	Young,	50.00	USDHome	Run	Script	has	the	formality	of	18th-century	English	roundhands,	narrow,	tightly	fitted	and	drawn	in	a	very	bold	weight	and
inspired	by	my	ITC	Eclat	font.	The	x-height	is	large,	and	the	caps	are	simply	drawn	with	minimal	swashes.Justheros	by	ZetDesign,	15.00	USDJustheros	font	is	a	very	amazing	bold	font.This	font	is	created	by	combining	sharp	anglesand	curves	to	produce	a	spectacular	shape.This	font	can	be	used	formally	and	informally,	and	is	equipped	with	opentype
features	andinternational	accents	to	support	your	best	design	work....	thanks	...Gorod.Samara	by	FontCity,	30.00	USDThe	general	idea:	the	font's	symbols	has	put	the	kerchiefs	and	are	singing	chastooshkas	(Russian	humorous	short	folk	verse):	"Eh,	Samara,	my	little	town...	So	anxious	I	am...".Release:	in	the	form	of	"gorod.Samara"	font	with	the	four
styles	("gorod"	is	a	"city	of"	in	Russian).	Normal	and	Bold	styles	differ	from	each	other	with	the	thickness	of	their	kerchiefs.	In	Italic	and	Bold-Italic	styles	the	characters	even	have	broken	into	a	dance:	some	jumped	up,	some	squatted.Pacmania	-	Unknown	licenseStrikt	Sans	by	Nootype,	40.00	USDThe	idea	behind	Strikt	Sans	was	to	made	a	grotesque
family	with	exaggerated	curves	combined	with	low	contrasted	aspect.	Letters	such	as	G,	S	or	C	are	completely	closed	in	any	styles.	The	italic	has	a	very	accentuated	angle	at	30°,	which	gives	a	stressed	and	interesting	appearance.	This	family	contains	many	OpenType	features,	such	as	Alternates,	Proportional	Figure,	Tabular	Figures,	Old	Styles
Figures,	Numerators,	Superscript,	Denominators,	Scientific	Inferiors,	Subscript,	Ordinals	and	Fractions,	which	make	that	typeface	useful	in	various	projects.	The	fonts	have	an	extended	characters	set	to	support	Central,	Eastern	and	Western	European	languages.Michigan	Signature	by	Cititype,	16.50	USDMichigan	Signature,	is	a	monoline
Calligraphy	script	font,	the	font	looks	slightly	lower	in	a	constant	direction.	Like	making	a	quick	signature,	firm	and	strong	decisions.feature78	ligaturesSupport	languages:	Western	Europe,	Central	/	Eastern	Europe,	Baltic,	Turkish,	RomanianLowercase	beginning	and	ending	swashes	(titling	and	swash	alternates)Alternates	glyphThis	font	is	very
elegant	for	your	digital	signature.	Likewise	for	the	brand	(logotype).Its	natural	ligature	makes	this	font	great	for	writing	quotes	as	well	as	the	unique	message	text.This	is	a	signature	font	that	deserves	a	collection	because	Michigan	Signature	suits	everyone.young	and	old,	natural	or	elegant,	it's	up	to	you	to	package	it.ThanksBonna	by	Eurotypo,	28.00
USDBonna	and	Bonna	Bold	is	a	casual	calligraphy	family	Font	with	an	original	textured	appearance	that	will	allow	you	to	create	an	effect	even	more	authentic.It’s	an	exclusively	Open	Type	release	with	815	glyphs,	93	ornaments	to	combine	with	letters	and	decorate	your	text.	There	are	plenty	of	options	to	create	something	unique	and	special	with	lots
of	possibility	an	infinity	of	combinations:	standard	and	discretionary	ligatures,	several	swashes	and	stylistics	alternates	for	each	letter,	catchwords,	tails	that	can	be	added	to	the	beginning	or	end	of	each	letter,	and	much	more.	These	ravishing	fonts	have	already	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	as	well	as	Western	European
languages.PR	Compass	Rose	-	Unknown	licenseShodo	Gothic	by	Mirco	Zett,	25.00	USDShodo	Gothic	is	a	mixture	of	western	black	letter	typography	and	asian	calligraphy.She	Always	Walk	Alone	by	Roland	Hüse	Design,	7.00	USDA	hand	drawn,	quirky	brush	marker	font.	Contains	Western	and	Central	European	accents.Jeles	by	Tour	De	Force,	25.00
USDInheriting	the	beauty	and	style	of	old	type	classics	from	this	genre,	Jeles	is	blended	with	very	elegant	modern	approach	featuring	soft	corners,	round	slab	serifs	and	tasty	ball	terminals.	Jeles	is	designed	mostly	for	display	use	and	it	is	highly	recommended	to	get	the	whole	family	if	you	want	to	get	the	best	result.	It	is	designed	in	two	styles
Condensed	and	Normal.	The	Condensed	version	is	developed	in	two	weights	each	coming	with	corresponding	italics.	While	the	Normal	styles	are	three	ranging	from	Regular,	Bold	and	Black.	The	total	of	7	separate	fonts	inside	the	family	are	quite	enough	if	you	look	for	diversity	and	flexibility	at	one	place.	You	could	use	the	uprights	for	more	serious
and	strong	headlines	while	the	Italics	work	perfectly	for	more	fresh	and	live	subheads.Kestrel	Script	by	Alan	Meeks,	45.00	USDOriginally	designed	in	1985	and	released	by	Letraset	for	dry	transfer	Lettering,	Kestrel	has,	until	now,	never	been	digitized.	The	face	now	has	been	completely	re-drawn	and	digitized	for	all	formats.	It	is	a	heavy	formal	script
similar	in	form	to	Commercial	Script.Balgin	by	Studio	Sun,	10.00	USDBalgin	brings	back	the	nostalgic	era	of	90's.	The	90’s	were	a	magical	time	–	a	time	of	the	Docs,	Game	Boys,	and	Cartoon.	As	everything	that	was	once	old	is	new	again,	the	90’s	are	making	a	come	back.The	basic	of	typeface	are	from	geometric/basic	shapes	(Triangle,	Square,	Circle)
form.	Some	character	in	Display	font	are	modified,	like	'R'K'	stroke	are	more	dynamic.	and	the	tail	of	'g'	are	more	generic.	Balgin	are	available	in	3	Flavour	Typefaces	(Display	-	Normal	-	Text)	and	have	6	different	weights	(For	Normal	are	available	on	5	Widths).Available	with	Variable	Fonts	on	Balgin	Display	&	Balgin	NormalAdvertisers	Gothic	by	HiH,
12.00	USDAdvertisers	Gothic	is	bold	and	brash,	like	the	city	it	comes	from,	Chicago.	It	was	designed	by	the	accomplished	German-American	matrix	engraver,	Robert	Wiebking,	for	the	Western	Type	Foundry	in	1917.	As	its	name	suggests,	it	was	designed	for	commercial	headliner	work,	much	as	Publicity	Gothic	by	Sidney	Gaunt	for	BB&S	the	year
before.	See	our	Publicity	Headline.TM	Paramount	-	Unknown	licenseFS	Lucas	by	Fontsmith,	80.00	USDFS	Lucas	is	a	geometric	typeface.	Based	on	near-perfect	circles,	triangles	and	squares.	Taking	classic	geo	formal	qualities	that	have	been	optimised	for	the	demands	of	modern	brands,	online	and	offline	usage,	readability	and	accessibility.	FS	Lucas
is	the	bold	and	deceptively	simple	result.Sussex	Semi	Stencil	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDA	set	of	oil	board	stencils	from	Great	Britain	(probably	from	the	1950s)	was	the	model	for	Sussex	Semi	Stencil	JNL,	which	is	available	in	both	regular	and	oblique	versions.Trafalgar	Stencil	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDTrafalgar	Stencil	JNL	gets	its	inspiration
from	a	set	of	lettering	stencils	manufactured	by	Reese	and	Sons	in	Great	Britain	during	the	1950s	as	does	its	counterpart,	British	Stencil	JNL.Unitext	by	Monotype,	49.00	USDCreated	with	the	needs	of	branding	design	in	mind,	Jan	Hendrik	Weber's	Unitext	is	a	crisp,	clean	typeface	that	functions	well	across	print	and	online	use.	It	blends	humanist	and
grotesque	qualities,	adopting	a	style	that	the	designer	describes	as	“neo	grotesque”.	Narrow	spacing	is	what	sets	this	typeface	apart,	however	it	also	uses	open	counters	and	angled	details	to	boost	readability.	“The	ideal	font	should	work	at	every	touchpoint,”	says	Weber.	“And	designers	shouldn’t	need	an	introduction	or	a	set	of	rules	on	how	to	handle
this	typeface.	Unitext	allows	designers	to	work	without	explanation.”The	Unitext	family	includes	7	weights,	spread	across	14	fonts	with	extensive	Western,	Central	and	Eastern	European	language	support.Unitext	Variables	are	font	files	which	are	featuring	one	axis	and	have	14	names	instances:Hairline,	Hairline	Italic,	Extralight,	Extralight	Italic,
Light,	Light	Italic,	Regular,	Italic,	Semibold,	Semibold	Italic,	Bold,	Bold	Italic,	Black,	Black	ItalicOverland	Stage	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDThere	are	very	few	Western-style	stencil	digital	fonts	available,	hence	Overland	Stage	JNL.1871	Dreamer	2	Pro	by	GLC,	42.00	USDLike	our	first	"1871	Dreamer	Script"	this	script	font	was	inspired	from	a	lot	of
manuscripts,	notes	and	drafts,	written	by	the	famous	american	poet	Walt	Whitman.	However,	it	is	a	very	different	font,	with	a	higher	x-line,	numerous	different	ligatures,	alternates	and	twin	letters,	including	fractions,	and,	as	a	real	"Pro"	font,	usable	not	only	for	Western	European,	but	also	for	Eastern	and	Central	European,	Baltic	and
Turkish.Suburban	Collier	by	Paula	Minelgaite,	80.00	USDSuburban	Collier	is	a	dreamy,	humanist	demi-serif	sister	of	Romford	Stencil	typeface.	It	was	created	during	the	COVID-19	pandemic	and	its	name	is	inspired	by	Collier	Row,	a	suburban	area	of	Romford,	East	London	(UK).	Suburban	Collier	features	subtle	ligatures,	an	alternative	‘a’	and
supports	Western,	Central,	Southern,	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Pinyin.	Use	it	to	add	character	to	your	body	copy	or	as	fancy	display	text.VVDS	Organum	by	Vintage	Voyage	Design	Supply,	10.00	USDElegant	and	easy	to	use	serif	font	family	with	contrast	in	vertical	and	horizontal	strokes.	Its	variety	of	weights	provides	a	range	of	choices	that
will	help	you	to	find	the	best	typographic	look.	Use	all	caps	to	get	the	classic	serif	look,	like	Didones,	or	use	it	normally	for	a	playful	serif	look.	Normal	and	Medium	widths	are	good	for	text	blocks	and	Thin	and	Light,	or	Bold	and	Black	are	perfect	for	Headliners.	Every	letter	in	a	word	looks	like	as	if	written	specially	next	to	each	other,	as	in	hand
lettering.	You	can	use	it	in	gentle	and	minimal	projects,	and	also	in	projects	with	bold	and	heavy	typographic	base.	Also,	for	more	individuality,	Organum	comes	with	discretionary	ligatures	and	few	stylistic	alternates	for	every	caps	and	some	lowercase	letters.Swiss	924	by	Bitstream,	29.00	USDAn	old	narrow	Grotesque	from	Stempel’s	early	days
(possibly	Information	Bold	Condensed)	revived	and	revised	for	photocomposition.Labours	by	Akufadhl,	15.00	USDLabours	is	a	bold	strong	handcrafted	typeface,	inspired	by	an	old	and	rustic	signs	on	the	street.LD	Red	Hatters	Hand	by	Illustration	Ink,	3.00	USDThis	whimsical	font	is	thicker	than	normal	and	slightly	toggled.Ghost	Town	by	Funk	King,
15.00	USDGhost	Town	is	a	dot	western	font.	The	“r”	can	be	used	as	a	gun.Lost	Hills	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDLost	Hills	JNL	is	a	split-serif	Western	font	based	on	Jeff	Levine's	Brogado	JNL.Bunkhouse	by	Joey	Maul,	18.00	USDBunkhouse	is	an	laid-back	Western	style	font	with	nice	readability	at	smaller	point	sizes.Paragon	by	Greater	Albion
Typefounders,	12.50	USDParagon	is	a	display	Roman	family	of	nine	faces,	combining	elements	of	formality	and	fun.	It	embodies	a	high	degree	of	contrast	between	near	hairline	horizontal	strokes	and	bold	vertical	strokes.	The	family	is	offered	in	three	widths	and	in	regular,	small	capitals	and	title	faces.New	Cuisine	by	Stephen	Rapp,	59.00	USDNew
Cuisine	is	a	departure	from	formal,	handwriting,	and	retro	scripts.	Influenced	by	the	DIY	lettering	generation	New	Cuisine	is	a	joyful	looking	script	with	all	the	right	moves.	Its	bold	graphic	presence	makes	it	ideal	for	packaging,	online	journals	and	blogs,	signage,	logos,	and	menus.Zeno	by	Device,	39.00	USDBold,	graphic	and	with	a	strong	vertical
emphasis.	Built	from	simple	geometric	shapes,	Zeno	is	similar	to	some	of	Joseph	Albers’	Bauhaus	experiments,	though	with	attention	paid	to	normalising	the	lettershapes	to	improve	readability.Page	23California	Poster	SG	by	Spiece	Graphics,	39.00	USDKnown	to	many	eastern	artists	as	the	California	Poster	Letter	because	it	originated	in	the	West,
this	old	1930s	style	has	reappeared	in	digital	form.Stampede	by	FontMesa,	12.00	USDStampede	was	created	from	a	small	sample	of	letters	found	on	an	old	document	dating	back	to	1902	from	the	Chicago,	Indiana	&	Eastern	Railway	Co.Garash	Script	by	Dharma	Type,	14.99	USDVery	decorative	script	inspired	by	old	lettering	in	Eastern	Europe.	Eye-
catching	for	picture	books,	toys	for	children.	There	is	another	font	which	called	Garash.Evil	Schemes	by	Comicraft,	19.00	USDBig	Brother	is	watching	you	and	vile	Supervillains	are	afoot!	The	cunning	characters	involved	in	this	font	have	devised	a	convoluted	Machiavellian	plot	for	world	domination	that	encompasses	mind	parasites,	twitter,	deadly
viruses	in	the	public	water	system	and	possibly	a	nuclear	dirty	bomb	in	a	downtown	Metropolitan	area	to	which	they've	strapped	your	girlfriend	and	a	digital	clock	rapidly	counting	down	to	zero!	Will	Good	Triumph	and	Defeat	Evil?!	Stay	tuned...Features:Four	fonts	(Regular,	Italic,	Bold	&	Bold	Italic)	with	upper	and	lowercase	characters.	Includes
Western	European	international	characters.NewerSymbolFont4	-	Unknown	licenseNewerSymbolFont5	-	Unknown	licenseTM	Tail	Lights	-	Unknown	licenseTrancet	-	Unknown	licenseMasked	Hero	by	Linecreative,	18.00	USDMasked	Hero	-	Bold	italic	font	sharp	and	powerful	character,	It's	Perfect	for	logo,wordmarks,headers,	or	oven	large	scale
artwork.Use	alternates	to	emphasize	separate	letters	in	your	text,all	options	of	the	characters	are	included	in	one	font.Masked	Hero	offers	you:1.	4	options	of	letters,	All	Caps	(All	options	of	the	characters	are	included	in	one	font)2.	Numbers	and	Punctuation3.	Multilingual	Support	(Latin	Western	Europe)	Cirque	by	Matt	Frost,	25.00	USDCirque	is	a
lively	Western/Circus/Victorian/Whatever	font—it'll	fit	in	wherever	you	want	to	stick	it	to	old	Tschichold	and	make	something	cool	instead.	Mix	up	caps	and	lower	case	for	curious	results.	To	see	more	check	out	the	Frost	Foundry	page	at	by	New	Renaissance	Fonts,	20.00	USDDuring	a	visit	to	Seville,	Rick	was	very	struck	by	the	local	tradition	of	street
names	made	from	tiles:	from	sketches	and	doodles	made	in	36°C,	he	and	David	produced	a	font	with	tiles	formal	and	informal,	dancing	text	and	standing	text	-	a	family	of	four	fonts	for	the	price	of	one.	The	tiles	work	as	drop	capitals	to	the	dancing	and	standing	texts,	which	also	have	their	own	normal	caps.Santiago	BTN	by	Breaking	the	Norm,	12.99
USDSantiago	is	a	western-wanted-poster-influenced	typestyle	with	a	clean	and	friendly	feel	to	it.Nine	One	One	BA	by	BA	Graphics,	45.00	USDA	heavy	serif	grunge	font	with	a	western	feel,	great	for	that	extreme	look	for	today..Kremlinology	by	Lauren	Ashpole,	15.00	USDLike	the	study	of	Kremlinology,	this	font	is	an	interpretation	of	Soviet	culture	for
Western	audiences.Trappers	And	Traders	by	chrismetcalfe,	25.00	USDThere	is	something	fun	about	western	type.	And	there	is	something	fun	about	hand	drawn	type.Mi	Amor	by	Roland	Hüse	Design,	15.00	USDMi	Amor	is	a	fully	cursive	monoline	handwriting	script	font.	Contains	Western	and	Central	European	accents.Athelas	by	TypeTogether,	65.00
USDAn	attempt	to	go	back	towards	the	beauty	of	fine	book	printing,	inspired	in	Britain's	literary	classics.Garash	by	Dharma	Type,	14.99	USDVery	decorative	script	inspired	by	old	lettering	in	Eastern	Europe.	Eye-catching	for	picture	books,	toys	for	children.	There	is	another	font	which	called	Garash	Script.MFC	Hardwood	Monogram	by	Monogram
Fonts	Co.,	19.95	USDThe	inspiration	source	for	Hardwood	Monogram	was	a	unique	“building	block”	design	that	was	originally	formatted	as	a	stacking	cameo	monogram.	This	pattern	has	been	expanded	to	recreate	not	only	the	original	stacking	cameo	style,	but	also	the	traditional	smallcaps	&	Capitals	monogram	format.	A	bold	variation	has	also	been
created	for	those	that	require	a	stronger	presence.Glot	Round	by	Wordshape,	20.00	USDGlot	Round	is	a	ten-member	flared	terminal	sans	serif	family	of	typefaces	based	on	a	mix	of	proportions	of	Roman	square	capitals	and	hyper-readable	sans	serifs	with	slightly	rounded	corners.Glot	Round	comes	in	five	weights	with	matching	true	italics:	Light,
Regular,	Medium,	Bold	and	Black.	The	Glot	family	has	a	wide	range	and	is	incredibly	functional,	working	well	for	longer	texts	as	well	as	display	typography.After	designing	the	house	typefaces	for	a	handful	of	the	most	predominant	multi-player	online	games	out	there,	we	decided	that	it	was	time	to	bring	the	battlefield	to	the	people.Glot	Round	comes
armed	with	ample	language	support	(Central,	Eastern,	and	Western	European)	and	OpenType	ornamental	spiked	alternate	characters	for	when	one	needs	a	hint	of	danger.Strato	Pro	by	Mostardesign,	15.00	USDStrato	Pro	font	family	is	a	modern	serif	typeface	family	with	readability	and	legibility	in	mind.	Inspired	by	Classic	Roman	typeface	design,
Strato	Pro	has	16	weights,	which	range	from	book	to	black	with	small	caps,	and	an	ornament	set	if	you	want	to	give	your	creation	a	distinctive	elegance.	Strato	Pro	includes	functions	with	all	the	OpenType	features	you	would	expect	in	a	modern	serif	font	family,	such	as	stylistic	alternates,	discretionary	ligatures,	pro	kerning,	ornaments,	language
support,	case-sensitive	forms,	old-style	figures,	and	many	more	features.	Strato	Pro	has	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European	languages.Nada	Fraktur	by	Johan	Elmehag,	19.00	USDNada	Fraktur	is	a	modern	geometrical	blackletter	made	to	serve	your	hip	intentions.	Think	hip-hop	album
sleeves,	your	local	t-shirt	print	shop,	and	Tumblr-boy	action.	The	goal	with	this	typeface	is	to	blend	medieval	aesthetic	with	sharp	modern	cuts.	You	could	say	that	the	font	is	sort	of	monospaced,	but	it	is	not.	The	typeface	includes	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as	Western	European	Languages.Nuno	by
Type.p,	32.00	USDNuno	sans	is	a	humanist	sans	serif	with	a	modern	touch.	Nuno	comes	in	72	weights,	4	widths	from	Extended	to	Condensed,	and	18	weights	(9	uprights	and	its	matching	italics).	This	typeface	support	in	many	languages	since	Western,	Central,	and	Eastern	Europe.	Also,	include	Vietnamese.Nuno	was	designed	with	a	diversity	of
usage	in	mind.	This	typeface	absolutely	works	as	a	display	or	text	and	ideally	suited	to	the	web	,	print,	and	also	corporate	identity.Juvenile	by	DimitriAna,	10.00	USDJuvenile	is	a	hand	drawn	fresh	and	playful	font	family,	offered	in	a	variety	of	weights	and	special	characters,	which	matches	perfectly	with	52	decorative	elements.	It	is	suitable	for
different	applications	such	as	logos,	stationery	design,	invitations,	labels,	merchandise	products,	and	much	more.Juvenile	contains	OpenType	features	such	as	ligatures,	stylistic	alternates	and	swashes.	It	supports	Central,	Eastern,	Western	European,	Baltic,	Turkish	and	Greek	languages.	The	fonts	are	fully	unicode-mapped	(PUA	encoded).Lady
Marmalade	by	DimitriAna,	10.00	USDLady	Marmalade	is	a	hand	drawn	script	font,	with	a	sketchy	style,	that	makes	it	perfect	for	lettering	prints.It	is	combined	with	an	Extra	font	that	contains	62	decorative	elements	with	ornaments,	drawings,	catchwords	and	ampersands.	All	you	have	to	do	is	type	any	uppercase	or	lowercase	letter	or	number,	to	find
the	element	you	like.The	font	contains	standard	and	discretionary	ligatures	and	supports	Central,	Eastern,	Western	European,	Baltic,	Turkish	and	Greek	languages.DIN	2014	by	ParaType,	47.00	USDDIN	2014	is	a	contemporary	version	of	a	well-known	DIN	typeface.	The	Regular	performs	well	in	long	text	settings,	while	Light	and	Bold	faces	are
extremely	legible	at	large	sizes.	Type	family	spans	18	faces:	6	Upright	with	the	matching	Italics	of	normal	width	and	6	Narrow	ones.	The	typeface	was	designed	by	Vasily	Biryukov	and	released	by	Paratype	in	2015.Varvara	by	TeGeType,	19.00	USDVarvara	is	a	new	display	typefaces	family	create	as	a	tribute	to	the	work	of	Barbara	Stepanova	(1894-
1958).	Varvara	family	has	light,	medium	and	bold	weights	in	6	differents	versions	(normal,	rough,	screen,	inline,	shadow	and	star),	all	with	alternates	letters.	All	versions	are	provided	in	latin,	cyrillic	and	greek	alphabets.	It	can	be	use	for	text	as	for	titling	applications.NorB	Scribe	by	NorFonts,	28.00	USDNorB	Scribe	is	a	handwritten	text	font	witch
can	be	used	with	any	word	processing	program	for	text	and	display	use,	print	and	web	projects,	apps	and	ePub,	comic	books,	graphic	identities,	branding,	editorial,	advertising,	scrapbooking,	cards	and	invitations	and	any	casual	lettering	purpose…	or	even	just	for	fun!It	comes	with	6	weights	featuring	Light,	Normal,	Bold	with	their	Italic
version.Funky	Flamingo	by	Hanoded,	15.00	USDI	really	can’t	tell	you	why	I	called	this	font	Funky	Flamingo.	Normally	I	name	fonts	after	something	I	see	or	do,	but	I	don’t	have	a	special	thing	for	flamingoes,	nor	do	I	keep	them	in	my	backyard.Funky	Flamingo	is	a	happy	handmade	serif	with	a	retro	look.	It	comes	in	regular	and	bold	styles,	each	style
with	its	own	Italic.Beroga	Fettig	-	100%	freeWood	Poster	Display	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDWood	Poster	Display	JNL	is	a	more	casual	sans	wood	type,	with	a	bold	and	friendly	appeal.	This	font	offers	a	pleasant	design	which	lends	itself	perfectly	to	titling,	price	cards,	event	notices	and	any	print	or	web	design	that	prefers	a	less	formal	structure	to
its	typography.bulkyRefuse	Type	-	Unknown	licenseSmurfin'	-	Unknown	licenseNewSymbolFont5	-	Unknown	licenseZuume	Rough	by	Adam	Ladd,	14.00	USDZuume	Rough	is	a	textured,	bold,	condensed	sans	serif	display	font	family.	A	sister	to	Zuume,	this	version	features	a	rough	printed	texture	for	a	more	natural	and	raw	look.	Coming	in	regular	and
bold	weights	with	italics,	the	fonts	can	be	tightly	spaced	and	stacked	for	a	visual	punch	or	spacing	loosened	for	a	little	more	breath.	A	distinct	characteristic	of	this	all	caps	typeface	is	the	notched	and	extended	ink	traps	meant	for	both	function	and	aesthetic	interest.	The	strong	and	sturdy	design	makes	it	ideal	for	eye-catching	headlines,	branding,
packaging,	magazines,	sports,	logos,	and	more.Also	part	of	each	font	file	are	matching	pre-designed	catchwords	that	add	interest	to	your	typography.	Stylistic	alternates	and	arrow	glyphs	increase	the	options	available	as	well.Zuume	Rough	has	many	features:Catchword	glyphs	(PUA-encoded)Stylistic	alternatesArrowsFractions,	numerators,
denominatorsSuperscript,	subscriptSlashed	zeroWith	about	600	glyphs,	this	font	has	extensive	multilingual	Latin	language	support	(100+	languages)	for	Western,	Central,	and	South	Eastern	European.DomoAregato	-	Unknown	licenseBigRedDAy	-	Unknown	licensePage	24Main	Street	by	FontMesa,	20.00	USDMain	Street	is	a	revival	of	the	old	font
Soutache,	the	original	version	of	this	decorative	alphabet	was	created	in	1873	by	Julius	Herriet,	a	type	designer	active	during	the	period	marked	by	the	Western	expansion.	Main	Street	with	its	split	serifs	and	ornate	scrollwork	reflects	the	romantic	splendor	of	the	old	west	from	fancy	garb	and	Cowboy	Saddles	to	Ice	Cream	Parlors	and	painted	window
signage.Turlock	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDTurlock	JNL	is	a	more	traditional-looking	slab-serif	Western	Font	along	the	line	of	Brogado	JNL.FoxScript	-	Unknown	licenseAntaviana	-	Unknown	licenseVigrand	by	Aluyeah	Studio,	60.00	USDVigrand	is	a	stunning	handwritten	font	with	a	vintage	feel.	Vigrand	give	you	luxurious	vibes	as	much	as	casual
vibes,	elegant	but	simple,	strong	but	light.Use	Vigrand	to	add	a	unique	charm	to	any	design	project.	With	6	stylistic,	regular,	regular	rough,	regular	aged,	bold,	bold	rough,	and	bold	aged.	Up	to	5	level	alternates.	Opentype,	swash,	ligatures,	multilingual	support,	(	Western	European	characters	and	works	with	following	languages:	English,	French,
Italian,	Portuguese,	German,	Swedish,	Norweigen,	Danish,	Dutch,	Finnish,	Indonesian,	Filipino,	Malay.	)	PUA	encoded,	easy	to	use.	No	need	for	special	software.Extras	:	Editable	logo	and	Floral	Ornament.	It's	very	well	suited	for	logotypes,	wedding	invitations,	product	labels,	fashion	and	cloting	product,	and	other	type	design.AZ	Storm	by	Artist	of
Design,	20.00	USDAZ	Storm	was	inspired	from	old	'70's	skateboard	logo.This	font	was	designed	for	use	as	a	fun	bold	headline.Yusyad	by	Eyad	Al-Samman,	20.00	USDThe	typeface	Yusyad	is	designed	mainly	for	a	very	sentimental	and	emotional	reason.	Metaphorically,	it	is	a	modest	artistic	gift	offered	virtually	from	the	designer	to	one	of	his	beloved
and	cherished	persons	in	this	life,	namely,	his	loyal	and	devoting	wife.	She	represents	one	of	the	most	essential	motives	for	many	artistic	and	non-artistic	works	that	the	designer	achieved	during	his	life.	This	was	done	through	her	tranquil	personality,	infinite	patience,	sincere	support,	and	endless	encouragement.	The	designer's	partner	(i.e.,	the
significant	other)	lives	with	him	along	with	their	three	children	looking	both	always	for	a	life	full	of	peace,	achievements,	philanthropy,	and	of	course	love.	The	typeface's	name	Yusyad	is	a	portmanteau	word	consists	of	two	morphemes.	It	is	a	simple	name-meshing	for	two	different	names.	Those	names	represent	the	name	of	the	designer's	wife	(Yusra)
and	the	name	of	the	designer	(Eyad).	Yusyad	is	like	an	epithet	that	ties	the	two	partners'	honest	and	eternal	relationship	until	the	last	day	of	their	lives.Technically,	Yusyad	is	a	sans-serif	condensed	and	display	typeface.	It	comprises	seven	fonts	with	dual	styles	and	multiple	weights.	Specifically,	it	has	two	main	styles,	namely,	the	normal	and	the	inline
design.	The	normal	style	comes	in	five	weights	(i.e.,	thin,	light,	regular,	bold,	and	black)	whereas	the	inline	style	has	two	weights	(i.e.,	regular	and	bold).	The	typeface	is	designed	with	more	than	700	glyphs	or	characters.	Its	character	set	supports	nearly	most	of	the	Central,	Eastern,	and	Western	European	languages	using	Latin	scripts	including	the
Irish	and	the	Vietnamese	languages.	The	typeface	is	appropriate	for	any	type	of	typographic	and	graphic	designs	in	the	web,	print,	and	other	media.	It	is	also	absolutely	preferable	to	be	used	in	the	wide	fields	related	to	publication,	press,	services,	and	production	industries.	It	can	create	a	very	impressive	impact	when	used	in	movies'	or	TV-series
titles,	posters,	products’	surfaces,	logos,	signage,	novels,	books,	and	magazines	covers,	medical	packages,	as	well	as	the	product	and	corporate	branding.	It	has	also	both	of	lining	and	old-style	numerals	which	makes	it	more	suitable	for	any	printing	or	designing	purposes.	To	end,	Yusyad's	condensed	appearance—especially	the	inline	style—makes	it
very	memorable,	eye-catching,	and	striking	for	advertising,	marketing,	and	promotional	purposes.Mullingar	by	Fontdation,	15.00	USDIntroducing	Mullingar,	our	latest	submission	to	the	display	typeface’s	world	library.	Heavily	inspired	by	the	letters	that	are	used	in	old/classic	advertisements	and	signpainting	culture,	with	a	little	magic	touch	of
modern	twist	to	keep	this	family	relevant.	Mullingar	letterforms	were	built	from	bold	and	blocky	base,	unique	serif	combinations,	clean	plus	smooth	curves,	and	sharp	edges.	Available	in	six	styles	(Regular,	Bold,	Light,	plus	Slanted	in	each	version),	that	guaranteed	to	give	you	joy	in	designing.Mullingar	family	is	a	reminiscent	of	retro	sign	painting,
featuring	a	rustic	architecture	that	makes	it	quite	at	home	in	a	wide	variety	of	design	themes.	Its	blocky	characters	are	best	used	in	bold	signage,	headlines,	advertising,	logo	designs,	product	packaging,	merchandise,	apparel,	posters,	album	artwork,	book	covers,	titling,	etc.	This	typeface	also	provides	additional	versatility	through	OpenType	feature,
offering	discretionary	ligatures,	standard	ligatures,	and	stylistic	alternates.	It	extends	multilingual	support	to	Basic	Latin,	Western	European,	Euro,	and	Pan	African	Latin	languages	for	design	projects	intended	for	an	international	audience.Core	Sans	N	by	S-Core,	15.00	USDThe	Core	Sans	N	Family	is	a	part	of	the	Core	Sans	Series	(Core	Sans	N	SC,
Core	Sans	N	Rounded,	Core	Sans	M,	and	Core	Sans	G).	Letters	in	the	Core	Sans	N	Family	are	designed	with	genuine	neo-grotesque	and	neutral	shapes	without	any	decorative	distractions.	The	spaces	between	individual	letter	forms	are	precisely	adjusted	to	create	the	perfect	typesetting.	The	Core	Sans	N	Family	consists	of	3	widths	(Condensed,
Normal,	Extended),	9	weights	(Thin,	ExtraLight,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	ExtraBold,	Heavy,	Black),	and	Italics	for	each	format.	It	also	supports	WGL4,	which	provides	a	wide	range	of	character	sets	(CE,	Greek,	Cyrillic	and	Eastern	European	characters).	Each	font	includes	support	for	Tabular	numbers,	Arrows,	Box	drawings,	Geometric	shapes,
Block	elements,	Mathematical	operators,	Miscellaneous	symbols	and	Opentype	Features	such	as	Proportional	Figures,	Numerators,	Denominators,	Superscript,	Scientific	Inferiors,	Subscript,	Fractions	and	Standard	Ligatures.	The	Core	Sans	N	Family	provides	both	OpenType	(.OTF)	and	TrueType	(.TTF)	versions	in	the	same	package.	We	highly
recommend	it	for	use	in	books,	web	pages,	screen	displays,	and	so	on.1543HumaneJenson	-	Personal	use	onlyHyundai	-	Personal	use	onlyGr-Memories	-	Unknown	licenseLiberal	by	Etewut,	35.00	USDLiberal	typeface	is	a	sans	serif	monoline	that	includes:•	normal	and	condensed	fontsKalvesta	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDA	bit	of	experimentation	with
the	Art	Deco-flavored	Sign	Card	JNL	brings	forth	a	hybrid	alphabet	where	Art	Deco	meets	Western.	The	result	is	Kalvesta	JNL.	This	font's	unusual	character	shapes	defy	and	yet	redefine	the	notion	of	the	classic	Western	alphabet.	The	name	is	from	a	town	in	Kansas.Greenwood	Basic	by	Protimient,	17.50	USDGreenwood	is	a	monospaced,	cursive
typewriter	script,	based	on	a	typewritten	letter	from	a	Mr	J.	G.	Greenwood	Esq.	to	a	branch	of	the	National	Westminster	bank	in	Oxfordshire,	Great	Britain,	dated	6th	June	1904.Greenwood	Pro	by	Protimient,	22.50	USDGreenwood	is	a	monospaced,	cursive	typewriter	script,	based	on	a	typewritten	letter	from	a	Mr	J.	G.	Greenwood	Esq.	to	a	branch	of
the	National	Westminster	bank	in	Oxfordshire,	Great	Britain,	dated	6th	June	1904.banister	by	One	Fonty	Day,	15.00	USDBanister	looks	both	contemporary	and	vintage.	It	contains	a	total	of	12	styles	including	two	main	styles	(Normal	and	Loaded),	and	for	each	style	it	comes	with	two	widths	(Semi-condensed	and	Semi-Expanded)	and	three	weights
(Light,	Regular	and	Bold).	The	40’s	inspired	style	is	subtle	in	banister,	so	it	comes	across	more	contemporary.	Also,	slightly	curved	strokes	can	be	found	on	some	letters,	which	gives	a	more	organic	feeling	overall.	To	gain	full	advantage	of	banister,	you	can	toggle	“Fill”	and	“Stroke”	on	any	editable	applications	to	experiment	the	style,	also	layering
normal	and	loaded	styles	let	you	discover	something	unexpected.Tuscan	by	Baseline	Fonts,	24.00	USDTuscan	is	a	classic	western-style	typeface.	The	distressed	versions	include	extended	character	sets	and	offer	rustic	character.Captain	Comic	by	Canada	Type,	24.95	USDCaptain	Comic	is	very	loosely	based	on	lettering	from	1967	to	the	early	1970s
found	in	the	very	first	Star	Trek	comic	series	ever	published,	the	Gold	Key	one.	By	very	loosely	we	mean	most	letter	shapes	were	changed,	rounded	and	tweaked	for	a	more	contemporary	comic	text	look.	The	original	lettering	was	uncredited,	as	was	the	entire	series	artwork	for	a	whole	decade,	though	research	shows	that	four	Italian	artists	were
mainly	responsible	for	it:	Nevio	Zeccara,	Alberto	Giolitti,	Giovanni	Ticci	and	Giorgio	Cambiotti.Captain	Comic	comes	in	two	weights	with	corresponding	italics,	all	of	which	include	extended	language	support	covering	Central,	Eastern	and	Western	European	languages,	as	well	as	Baltic,	Esperanto,	Maltese,	Turkish,	Celtic/Welsh,	Greek	and	Cyrillic.	RM
Signwriter	by	Ray	Meadows,	19.00	USDInspired	by	the	signwriting	on	traditional	old	canal	boats	in	the	UK,	this	bold,	block	serif	design	has	many	potential	uses.Taurunum	Ferrum	by	Kostic,	40.00	USDTaurunum	Ferrum	is	a	version	of	Taurunum	family,	made	to	feel	like	it’s	been	cast	in	iron	or	cut	out	of	steel	plates.	It	is	meant	to	be	used	in	a	bold
display	setting	where	raw	and	strong	look	is	a	priority.	The	Iron	style	has	an	medieval	(blackletter)	flavour,	while	Steel	has	more	of	a	contemporary	look.	Taurunum	Ferrum	has	a	character	set	to	support	Western	and	Central	European	languages.Aliykit	Open	by	John	Moore	Type	Foundry,	35.00	USDAliykit	Open	a	decorative	OpenType	font	generated
from	geometry	with	parallel	lines	of	open	and	closed	forms,	by	the	way	they	can	fit	inside	the	Art	Deco	style	but	is	part	of	the	design	influence	of	Venezuela	in	the	area	of	art	and	cinetic	art,	his	set	of	characters	includes	letters	for	western	and	eastern	European	languages	and	Cyrillic,	also	provides	several	ligatures	that	link	between	them.	It	is	ideal
for	decorative	display	headlines	to	large	sizes.French	Armoire	by	DimitriAna,	19.00	USDFrench	Armoire	is	a	subtle,	modern	calligraphy	font	that	will	give	a	casual	chic	look	to	your	designs.	It	supports	Central,	Eastern,	Western	European,	Baltic,	Turkish	and	Greek	languages	and	it	is	delivered	in	OpenType	format.French	Armoire	has	over	a	1000
glyphs,	with	a	variety	of	opentype	features	in	Latin	and	Greek	alphabet:	Stylistic	alternates,	contextual	(positional)	alternates,	swashes,	2	stylistic	sets	of	initial	and	terminal	forms	and	standard	ligatures.	The	font	is	fully	unicode-mapped	(PUA	encoded).	Mono	Spec	by	Letter	Omega	Typefoundry,	25.00	USDMono	Spec	is	a	monospace	displays	have	an
aesthetic	and	industrial	style,	The	Stencil	version	bringing	a	spirit	of	resistance	and	street	culture.Mono	spec	is	equipped	with	opentype	features,	"Mono	Spec	Variable	:	access	the	variable	for	thickness	and	adjust	the	distance	of	the	stencil	freely",	also	complete	with	Fraction	and	alternate	characters.Mono	Spec	is	available	in	5	weights	plus	Stencil
version	with	multilingual	support	to	Basic	Latin,	Western	European,	South	Eastern	European,	Turkish,	and	Central	European.HandXpression	by	SullivanStudio,	49.95	USDHandXpression	was	created	with	a	stylus,	imitating	the	experience	of	writing	on	a	whiteboard	with	a	marker.	Its	634	characters	cover	Western	and	a	wide	part	of	Eastern	European
(Latin)	alphabets.	It	also	has	all	Greek	letters	for	Math	usage:	yes,	HandXpression	makes	formulas,	and	they	look	great,	especially	with	LaTeX/XeTeX	systems.The	font	has	true	italics,	as	well	as	some	very	useful	OpenType	features:	fractions,	capital	spacing,	scientific	superiors/inferiors,	as	well	as	standard	ligatures	and	localized	forms.Enjoy!Scansky
by	Satori	TF,	20.80	USDScansky	is	a	carefully	crafted	contemporary	modern	sans	serif	typeface.	It	comes	with	28	fonts,	regular	and	condensed	sub-families,	and	matching	italics.	Scansky	was	designed	to	give	a	distinct,	corporative	look	to	your	artwork,	suited	for	signage,	web,	and	corporate	print	material.	It	is	equipped	with	an	extended	character
set	to	support	Central,	Eastern	and	Western	European	languages.And	the	good	news	is	that	the	SemiBold	weights	are	free	of	charge	so	you	can	try	it.	:)Franklin	Gothic	by	Linotype,	35.00	USDFranklin	Gothic	was	designed	by	Morris	Fuller	Benton	for	the	American	Type	Founders	Company	in	1903-1912.	Early	types	without	serifs	were	known	by	the
misnomer	"gothic"	in	America	("grotesque"	in	Britain	and	"grotesk"	in	Germany).Vtg	Stencil	UK	No2	by	astype,	29.00	USDThe	Vtg	Stencil	series	of	fonts	by	astype	are	based	on	real	world	stencils.	The	UK	No. 2	design	was	derived	from	authentic	one	inch	A2	Roman	stencil	plates	from	Great	Britain,	manufactured	around	the	1950s.Feisty	by
Fauzistudio,	15.00	USDFeisty	(2020)	is	a	straight	script	bold	using	magic	OpenType	automatically	at	mimic	real	hand	lettering.	Use	it	for	magazine,	fashion,	invitations,	greeting	cards,	bussines	card,	logo,	t-shirt,	web	banner,	book	cover,	campaign	and	watermark	photography.	FeaturePresents	an	advanced	OpenType	to	automatically	choose	the
appropriate	letter	shape	as	you	type	based	on	whether	the	letter	appears	at	the	beginning,	middle	or	end	of	a	word.	The	width	of	the	bar	in	the	lowercase	"t"	can	be	changed	as	desired.Has	two	different	styles	of	caps:	Normal	caps,	which	are	the	same	style	as	the	lowercase;	and	a	type	of	Comic	font,	plain	caps	for	setting	acronyms,	roman	numerals	or
any	other	case	that	calls	for	all	caps.With	extended	language	support	for	most	Latin-based	Western	and	Central	European	languages.Automatic	all	fractions.*Requires	an	application	with	support	for	OpenType	advanced	typography,	such	as	Adobe	Creative	Suite	and	QuarkXPress.West	Hood	by	Letterhend,	16.00	USDWest	Hood	is	a	Classic	Wild	West
style	font	that	ready	to	rock!	This	old	fashioned	font	is	really	something	since	it	has	many	styles.	This	item	consist	of	6	fonts	in	various	styles	which	you	can	play	around	with	it.	Suitable	for	design	needs	with	a	touch	of	the	classic	western	look.PTF	NORDIC	Std	-	Unknown	licenseBitchSlap	-	Unknown	licenseGopher	Mono	by	Adam	Ladd,	24.00
USDGopher	Mono	is	a	reverse	contrast,	monospace	sans	serif	typeface.	This	16	font	family	ranges	in	weight	from	thin	to	black,	with	italics.	The	design	provides	a	unique	look	to	the	monospaced	genre	by	using	a	contrast	where	the	vertical	strokes	are	a	little	thinner	with	horizontal	strokes	thicker.While	monospaced	fonts	are	typically	used	for	smaller
body	text,	the	slightly	unusual	quirks	of	a	reverse	contrast	design	make	it	interesting	enough	to	also	use	for	display	treatments.	So	style	and	function	are	blended.Pair	Gopher	Mono	with	the	Gopher	Display,	Normal,	and	Text	families—with	varying	degrees	of	reverse	contrast	being	the	design	thread	that	unites	them	all	together.Gopher	Mono	includes
features	to	enhance	your	typography:Stylistic	alternate	"a"Case-sensitive	punctuation	for	All	CapsFractions,	superscript,	subscriptSlashed	zeroArrow	iconsThis	font	has	extensive	Latin	language	support	(100+	Latin	languages)	for	Western,	Central,	and	South	Eastern	European.	Gopher	Mono	will	find	its	home	in	a	variety	of	settings	for	branding,
advertising,	magazines,	editorial,	packaging,	and	more.LineDrive	by	Ingrimayne	Type,	12.95	USDLineDrive	was	inspired	by	an	obscure	19th	century	type	design.	It	has	no	curved	lines	and	what	are	normally	circular	elements	in	the	lower-case	letters	are	diamond-shaped.	It	might	work	best	with	only	upper-case	letters,	which	have	a	Victorian	feel	to
them.	In	addition	to	the	two	weights	of	plain	and	bold,	the	family	includes	a	shadowed	version	and	an	inline	(or	outlined)	version.Ocean	Sans	by	Adobe,	35.00	USDDesigned	in	1993	by	Chong	Wah	of	Monotype,	Ocean	Sans	is	a	typeface	that	ranges	from	normal	to	extended	in	width,	and	light	to	extra	bold	in	weight.	It	has	a	large	x-height	with	resulting
short	ascenders	and	descenders.	It’s	unusual	for	a	sans	serif	because	of	its	relatively	high	contrast	between	thick	and	thin	strokes,	which	makes	it	useful	for	display	purposes.Heritage	Set	by	Katatrad,	29.00	USDHeritage	Set	is	a	display	font.	It	was	designed	specifically	for	display,	headline,	logotype,	branding,	and	similar	applications.Heritage	Set
has	been	designed	to	equipped	with	three	different	widths;	Narrow,	Normal	and	Wide,	addition	to	expanding	weights	to	support	various	usabilities	ranging	from	ExtraLight,	Light,	Regular,	Bold	and	ExtraBold.	Which	makes	with	a	Tabular	Lining	features	support	the	creativities	of	the	designer	from	the	Font	Menu.NorB	Croquis	by	NorFonts,	28.00
USDNorB	Croquis	is	a	handwritten	text	font	witch	can	be	used	with	any	word	processing	program	for	text	and	display	use,	print	and	web	projects,	apps	and	ePub,	comic	books,	graphic	identities,	branding,	editorial,	advertising,	scrapbooking,	cards	and	invitations	and	any	casual	lettering	purpose…	or	even	just	for	fun!It	comes	with	12	weights:
Normal,	Medium,	Bold	and	Cut	Tip	along	with	their	Italic	and	Oblique	versions.NorB	Casual	by	NorFonts,	28.00	USDNorB	Casual	is	a	handwritten	text	font	which	my	daily	casual	writing,	it	can	be	used	with	any	word	processing	program	for	text	and	display	use,	print	and	web	projects,	apps	and	Comic	Books,	graphic	identities,	branding,	editorial,
advertising,	scrapbooking,	cards,	and	invitations	or	even	just	for	fun.This	font	comes	with	16	styles,	Light,	Normal	Bold	and	Heavy	each	with	their	Italic	and	Condensed	version.Core	Sans	D	by	S-Core,	20.00	USDCore	Sans	D	is	a	modern	interpretation	of	condensed	sans-serif	typeface	designed	by	S-Core	and	the	whole	family	consists	of	2	widths
(Condensed,	Normal),	7	weights	(Thin,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	Heavy,	Black)	with	their	corresponding	italics.Core	Sans	D	features	a	condensed	geometric	construction	and	has	a	large	x-height	which	enhances	legibility.	The	family	is	ideal	for	signage,	headline	as	well	as	body	text.Page	25Rio	Mesa	by	FontMesa,	20.00	USDA	FontMesa	original,
Rio	Mesa,	with	it's	western	flare,	comes	with	an	extra	fill	font	containing	the	serifs	only.Horse	Puckey	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDHorse	Puckey	JNL	is	a	lighthearted	and	fun,	Western-styled	font	based	on	Halavah	Twist	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine.Tant	Gertrud	by	Cercurius,	19.95	USDA	cross-stitch	font	based	on	a	classical	pattern,	including	capital	and
lower-case	letters	for	all	Western	languages.Tibet	Museum	by	Designpiraten,	30.00	USDThe	Tibet	Museum	fonts	are	designed	for	harmonic	layouts	of	multilingual	texts,	especially	for	the	combination	with	asian	fonts	such	as	Tibetan	or	Devangari.	Tibet	Museum	is	a	family	of	four	fonts	–	Regular,	Bold,	Regular	Italic	and	Bold	Italic	–	that	combines	the
shapes	of	Tibetan	letters	with	a	contemporary	western	font.	The	result	is	a	unique	set	of	characters	that	allows	the	design	of	multilingual	applications	and	adds	to	an	outstanding	identity.	It	is	perfect	for	branding	projects	as	well	as	editorial	and	exhibition	designs.	The	fonts	contain	a	set	of	more	than	400	glyphs	to	support	207	languages.Conseration
by	Letterhend,	17.00	USDConseration	is	a	condensed	font	family.	This	family	has	5	styles:	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Semi	Bold,	and	Bold.	You	can	use	it	according	to	your	needs.	Luxury,	classy	yet	still	looks	fun	and	playful	in	the	same	time.	This	font	is	perfectly	made	to	be	applied	especially	in	logos	and	the	other	various	formal	forms	such	as
invitations,	labels,	magazines,	books,	greeting	/	wedding	cards,	packaging,	fashion,	make	up,	stationery,	novels	or	any	type	of	advertising	purpose.Black	Pearl	by	FontMesa,	30.00	USDBlack	Pearl	is	a	revival	of	an	ornate	calligraphic	font	possibly	created	between	1850	and	1870.	I	spent	two	years	looking	for	all	the	letters	of	this	font;	once	I	found	them
all,	I	immediately	went	to	work	on	recreating	this	old	classic.	I	was	not	able	to	find	any	numbers	for	the	font,	so	new	to	this	style	are	numbers,	some	punctuation	and	currency	symbols.	The	Truetype	and	OpenType	formats	include	an	extended	character	set	with	Central	and	Eastern	European	accented	letters.Painter	by	Mans	Greback,	59.00
USDPainter	is	a	bold	script	font,	with	wide	and	wet	brush	strokes.	It	is	articulate	and	clean,	holds	a	high	quality	and	comes	with	many	features.Blocksta	by	AVP,	30.00	USDBased	on	the	character	shapes	of	Atria	Bold,	Blocksta	is	a	bullish	rough	cut	sans	with	extensive	language	support.	Hopefully	it	won’t	start	another	cold	war.Klarissa	-	Personal	use
onlyLHF	Centennial	Banker	by	Letterhead	Fonts,	42.00	USDA	bold	currency	typeface	that's	perfect	for	replicating	the	style	of	money	and	old	stock	certificates.	Includes	drop	caps	on	lowercase	characters.Tidy	Hand	by	Sean	Johnson,	12.99	USDTidy	Hand	is	a	clean	and	simple	hand-written	font,	reminiscent	of	classic	Swiss	type.	Perfectly	suited	to
annotating	sketches,	UX	/	UI	wireframes	and	architects	drawings,	where	a	slightly	more	formal,	but	still	hand-drawn	aesthetic	is	needed.	Available	in	light,	regular	and	bold;	with	Greek,	Cyrillic	and	full	extended	Latin	character	sets.	Izmir	by	Ahmet	Altun,	19.00	USDIzmir	is	a	modern,	geometric	font	family.	Izmir	font	family	consists	of	44	fonts	in	two
widths,	normal	and	narrow	where	each	width	consists	of	regular	and	italic	styles	in	11	weights.	Each	weight	is	equipped	with	useful	OpenType	features.	A	local	ampersand	has	been	added	to	use	in	Turkish	in	normal	weights	and	italics.	The	combination	of	normal	and	narrow	weights	can	be	an	excellent	choice	for	any	graphic	design	and	display
use.Patmos	Serif	by	DimitriAna,	35.00	USDPatmos	Serif	is	a	hand	drawn	serif	font,	inspired	by	the	art	of	the	cyrillic	calligraphy,	as	well	as	the	script	of	the	Greek	Orthodox	art.	The	font	contains	Latin,	Greek	and	Cyrillic	alphabets	and	it	is	delivered	in	Opentype	and	Truetype	format.	It	supports	Central,	Eastern,	Western	European,	Baltic,	Turkish,
Greek	and	Russian	languages.	Patmos	Serif	has	a	variety	of	stylistic	alternates	and	classes,	titling	altrenates,	discretionary	and	standard	ligatures	and	it	is	fully	unicode-mapped	(PUA	encoded).	The	standard	ligatures	of	the	font	are	4	decorative	ornaments,	that	you	may	add	at	the	end	of	a	word	and	they	match	perfectly	with	the	titling	alternates.	All
you	have	to	do	is	to	make	sure	that	‘standard	ligatures’	are	activated	in	your	application	and	then	type	"d"	and	a	number	from	1	to	4.Pomfrit	Dandy	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDThis	elegant	monocase	design	is	based	on	a	nineteenth-century	offering	from	Britain’s	Stephenson	Blake	Foundry	named	"Fry’s	Ornamented	No.	2".Trailblazer	NF	by	Nick's
Fonts,	10.00	USDAnother	Vincent	Pacella	oeuvre	named	Pioneer	provided	the	pattern	for	this	rootin'	tootin'	typeface.	Perfect	for	Western	or	patriotic	themes.Vogue	by	E-phemera,	12.00	USDVogue	is	extrapolated	from	some	words	in	a	1930s	brochure	from	Western	Union	called	The	Vogue	of	the	Social	Telegram.Cream	Opera	by	Factory738,	5.00
USDCream	Opera	is	a	bold	sans-serif	font	family.	The	combination	of	simple	and	geometric	elements	renders	a	bold	design.	It	can	be	used	to	create	almost	all	types	of	design	projects	like	print	materials	and	web	design.	Just	use	your	imagination	and	your	project	will	become	more	alive	and	vivid	than	ever	with	one	of	the	Opera	fonts.	You	want	to
make	a	greeting	card	or	a	package	design,	or	even	a	brand	identity?	Feel	free	to	play	with	all	font	styles,	that	will	lead	you	to	your	next	successful	project.10	styles	(Thin,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	Black,	Outline,	Inline,	Stencil,	and	Western)Oblique	font	is	availableNumbers	&	PunctuationExtensive	Language	SupportThanks	for	looking,	and	I
hope	you	enjoy	it.Egizio	Condensed	by	Linotype,	35.00	USDItalian	designer	Aldo	Novarese	first	created	Egizio	in	1955.	Egizio	is	a	Clarendon-style	typeface,	based	on	type	fashions	that	were	especially	common	in	Britain	during	the	19th	Century.	This	font	is	a	popular	choice	for	newspaper	headlines.YWFT	Merriam	by	YouWorkForThem,	24.99
USDWhen	you’re	experiencing	the	sort	of	rainy	weather	that	calls	for	an	English	slab-serif	typeface	such	as	Clarendon,	reach	instead	for	YWFT	Merriam.	With	a	smaller	x-height	and	hand-drawn	distressed	texture	amongst	other	stylistic	variations,	YWFT	Merriam’s	textured	characters	have	the	appearance	of	antique	printing	or	weather-worn	sign
painting,	making	the	font	an	excellent	choice	for	easy	typesetting.	YWFT	Merriam	is	available	in	opentype	format	and	supports	most	western	languages.Strata	by	Just	My	Type,	25.00	USDBig,	expansive	and	flat	on	top;	that’s	a	land	formation	called	a	mesa.	“Mesa”	was	the	first	name	for	Strata	Bold	Rounded	Serif,	but	it	turns	out	it’s	someone	else’s
registered	trademark;	in	any	case,	if	you	need	a	bold,	extended	mono-height	font	that’s	great	for	logotype,	you	could,	as	we	used	to	say	in	the	Mid-West,	do	a	whole	lot	worse.A	modern	Sans	Serif	—	prosaic,	designed	geometrically,	beautiful	in	large	sizesAll	the	dimensions	of	the	font	are	based	on	Factor	10.	The	general	principle	of	construction	leads
to	slim	forms	and	nearly	equally	wide	characters.	So	the	font	appears	very	solid	but	is	actually	difficult	to	decipher	in	longer	texts.Along	with	the	”normal“	Guhly	Regular	there	are	also	the	two	versions	Guhly	Light	and	Guhly	Bold,	whereas	in	each	only	the	vertical	strokes	[Guhly	Light]	or	horizontal	[Guhly	Bold]	have	been	changed	in	strength.	The
result	is	a	very	individual	decorative	effect	which	slightly	reflects	old	circus	and	western	scripts.The	lower	case	characters	in	the	version	Guhly	Book	are,	therefore,	optimized	to	be	suitable	for	longer	texts	in	smaller	font	sizes	—	because	after	all,	sometimes	you	should	read	a	bit	more	than	just	the	headline…The	design	of	a	shampoo	bottle	stands
behind	the	creation	of	this	sans	serif	display	font.	Prominent,	clearly	constructed	forms	with	circular	arcs	define	its	appearance.	This	is	a	font	primarily	designed	for	use	with	capital	letters	—	for	all	sorts	of	advertising	purposes,	headlines	and	titles.But	lower	case	letters	also	belong	to	a	good	functional	font;	so,	of	course,	Guhly	includes	them	and
ligatures	for	the	more	”critical“	letter	combinations	as	well	as	stylistic	alternates	for	the	letters	K	(or	k),	V	(v)	and	o.As	a	decorative	“encore”,	the	Guhly	family	also	contains	the	“normal”	weight	in	two	variants:on	the	one	hand	the	Guhly	Cutout	–	these	are	letters	without	counter,	as	if	the	letters	were	cut	out	and	the	internal	surfaces	fell	out;	and	on
the	other	hand	the	Guhly	stencil	–	as	the	name	suggests,	a	stencil	font	with	the	typical	bars	that	give	a	stencil	the	necessary	cohesion.Salud	by	Etewut,	30.00	USDSalud	is	hand-drawn	typeface	based	on	light	and	bold	slab	serif.	It	has	8	font	styles	and	supports	extended	latin.	It	may	be	used	in	presentation	for	a	big	company	or	in	flyers	for	a	birthday
party.	Other	words	it	plays	at	both	sides:	can	be	formal	and	at	the	same	time	funny.Imperial	Script	by	TypeSETit,	19.95	USDFormal	Script	font.Thuner	by	Linecreative,	16.00	USDThuner	is	a	chunky	bold	typeface	perfect	for	any	fun	quirky	design	work!	This	font	is	equipped	with	ligatures	and	will	be	very	good	for	your	work	such	as	posters,	logos,	t-
shirt	designs,	branding,	or	even	large	scale	artworks.What	you	get	dear,	you	will	get	:1.	Thuner-	A	clean	San	serif	font	including		Upper	&	Lowercase	characters(ALL	CAPS),2.	Ligatures	Character	(260	characters)	3.	Supports	Multi	linguage	(Latin	Western	Europe),	Numbers	and	PunctuationFM	Clog	by	The	Fontmaker,	21.00	USDThe	Clog	font	family
is	represented	by	four	different	outlines	-	Normal,	Open	Face,	Shadowed	and	Engraved.RM	Westus	by	Ray	Meadows,	19.00	USDDrawing	inspiration	from	both	the	Western	and	Circus	genres,	this	design	offers	a	wide	variety	of	uses	as	a	display	font.Oak	Ridge	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDOak	Ridge	JNL	gives	a	Westernized	treatment	to	Flivver	JNL;
which	in	turn	is	a	serif	derivative	of	Two	Reeler	JNL.Slinger	by	Canada	Type,	24.95	USDSlinger	is	a	tribute	to	eighteenth	century	and	nineteenth	century	wood	type,	inspired	by	the	following	passage	from	a	Dime	Western:Saddle	Hitch	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDSaddle	Hitch	JNL	is	a	Western	font	inspired	by	a	few	words	set	in	a	decorative
typeface	from	an	1887	publication.Jadore	Vous	by	Calamar,	15.00	USDJadore	Vous	is	available	in	two	versions:	smooth	and	textured.	This	font	particularly	well	suited	for	wedding	invitations,	cards,	signature	logos	and	other	branding	projects.Jadore	Vous	includes	Upper	and	Lowercase	Basic	Characters,	Numbers	and	Punctuation.	It	also	includes
large	selection	of	ligatures	and	lowercase	alternates	that	make	your	type	look	more	like	natural	handwriting	rather	than	a	font.Jadore	Vous	is	available	for	Western	European,	Central	European	and	South	Eastern	European	Languages.	You	can	check	your	language	typing	characters	in	text	box	above.Jazzy	Croquette	by	Art	Grootfontein,	9.99
USDJazzy	Croquette	is	a	friendly	handwritten	all-caps	family	made	for	jazzing	up	your	designs!It	was	initially	designed	by	illustrator	Art	Grootfontein	for	lettering	his	speech	bubbles.	Some	cool	Opentype	ligatures	give	its	distinctive	organic	jazzy	feel.Jazzy	Croquette	is	a	professional	tool	designed	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as
Western	European	languages.	This	font	would	be	honored	to	be	used	on	comic	book,	games,	press,	food	products,	advertising	and	all	kind	of	stationery!	Caps	only	Fonts.Kindersley	Sans	by	K-Type,	20.00	USDMany	street	nameplates	in	Britain	use	versions	of	Kindersley	serif	capitals	designed	by	David	Kindersley	in	the	1950s.	K-Type	Kindersley	Sans	is
an	unfussy	alternative	to	the	signage	stalwart,	perfectly	suited	to	newer	environments	and	more	contemporary	tastes.Oun	by	Ezzazebra,	15.00	USDInspired	from	Cambodia’s	alphabet,	Khmer.	I	tried	to	explore	the	visual	of	the	original	character	in	Latin	characters.	Inspired	by	2	gothic	fonts,	Old	London	(for	the	modern/straight	feel)	and	Berliner	(for
the	dynamic	between	thin	and	bold	line).	The	letters	are	made	with	pencil	in	a	millimeter	block	book,	then	scanned	into	clean	vector	format.	And	the	result	can	be	use	for	Display	or	a	Headline	with	traditional	or	ethnic	theme,	including	film,	game,	event,	etc.Theridge	by	Asenbayu,	8.00	USDTheridge	is	a	multipurpose	condensed	font	that	comes	in	3
weights:	light,	normal,	and	bold.	Inspired	by	hiking	trips	and	forest	views,	Theridge	represents	a	sense	of	clean	highland	adventure.	These	fonts	themed	retro,	adventure,	urban,	hipster,	vintage	but	still	modern.	These	fonts	are	great	for	creating	desired	projects	like	logos,	posters,	headlines,	albums,	quotes,	apparel	and	more.	These	fonts	are	perfect
for	you	who	need	clean	condensed	typeface!	Thank	you!Quache	by	Mans	Greback,	29.00	USDQuache	is	a	flexible	sans-serif,	created	by	Måns	Grebäck	between	2018	and	2020.	It	has	unique,	stylish	curvatures	and	is	clear,	legible	and	sharp	with	open	letter	forms.	The	font	family	consists	of	six	weights	and	four	widths,	totaling	in	28	main	styles:	Thin,
Light,	Regular,	Bold,	Black,	Heavy	and	Condensed,	Normal,	Expanded,	ExtraExpandedIt	supports	Latin-based	languages,	and	contains	numbers	and	all	symbols	you'll	ever	need.	Moho	Script	by	John	Moore	Type	Foundry,	24.95	USDMoho	Script	introduces	a	decorative	modern	geometric	of	Japanese,	sometimes	german	flavor	for	an	unconventional
script.	It	breaks	the	mold	of	the	usual	fonts	to	create	a	new	visual	impact	of	absolute	contemporaneity	with	a	retro	touch.	Moho	Script,	as	all	typefaces	of	this	extended	family,	comes	in	five	weights	and	an	inline	style,	and	it's	been	provided	with	a	complete	set	of	glyphs	for	languages	of	the	Eastern	and	Western	Europe.	With	the	OpenType	feature
Swash	you	can	make	words	with	letter	"t"	that	overlap	to	achieve	what	no	meet	in	others	typefaces.	Moho	Script	is	a	perfect	font	for	headlines	display,	menus,	deals,	logos,	labels,	outdoor	advertising	and	publishing	design,	great	for	architecture,	fashion,	music,	aviation	and	social	affairs.HWT	Roman	Extended	Lightface	by	Hamilton	Wood	Type
Collection,	24.95	USDThe	Roman	alphabet	has	seen	endless	variations	in	interpretations	of	its	classical	form,	and	various	wood	type	styles	managed	to	explore	everything	from	XXX	condensed	to	hyper	extended	and	expanded.	This	delicate	and	handsomely	proportioned	extended	Roman	was	issued	by	Page	Manufacturing	Co.	in	1872	and	released	as
simply	“No.	251”	after	Page	was	acquired	by	Hamilton.	It	is	a	rare	font	to	find	in	print	shops,	most	likely	due	to	the	very	fine	lines	that	would	no	doubt	be	less	durable	that	bolder	gothic	jobbing	fonts.	While	being	quite	wide,	it	still	holds	the	elegant	grace	of	wide	Romans	such	as	Craw	Modern.	This	new	digitization	features	a	full	Western	and	Eastern
European	Character	set	as	well	as	ligatures	and	alternate	characters.Slivowitz	by	Hanoded,	15.00	USDFirst	off,	Slivowitz	is	written	with	a	v	(SlivoVitz),	rather	than	a	w,	but	I	liked	it	better	with	a	w.	Slivowitz	is	a	plum	brandy	from	Eastern	Europe.	My	father	used	to	be	an	international	truck	driver	and	he	often	had	to	go	to	Eastern	Europe.	He	took	all
kinds	of	‘western’	goods	with	him	to	give	away	(plastic	bags,	beer,	cigarettes	-	remember,	Eastern	Europe	at	the	time	was	still	communist!).	He	always	came	back	with	bottles	of	Slivowitz.	I	never	tasted	it,	as	I	was	too	young,	but	I	liked	the	name	and	I	decided	to	name	this	font	after	a	fond	memory!Slivowitz	is	an	easy-going	handwritten	script	font	-	it
looks	good	on	fashion	items,	book	covers	and	fancy	magazines,	but	greeting	cards	will	look	just	as	great.	Comes	with	a	bunch	of	ligatures,	alternates	and	a	whole	lotta	diacritics!Filmotype	Yale	by	Filmotype,	29.00	USDOriginally	released	in	the	mid	1960s,	Filmotype	expanded	its	Formal	Script	category	with	Filmotype	Yale.	This	elegant	script	is	a
natural	for	wedding	invitations	and	formal	occasions	while	offering	a	more	delicate	and	slightly	wider	take	on	classic	formal	script	forms.Page	26Roughshod	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDCross	a	Western	wood	type	with	an	experimental	font	from	the	1990s,	and	the	most	likely	result	would	probably	resemble	Roughshod	JNL.Boonville	JNL	by	Jeff
Levine,	29.00	USDBoonville	JNL	is	a	slightly	condensed	version	of	Cloverdale	JNL	-	a	"Western"	style	typeface	based	on	classic	wood	type	from	the	1800s.Frames1	-	Unknown	licenseDeco	Wood	Type	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDWhen	people	usually	think	of	wood	type,	images	of	bold	and	ornate	designs	reminiscent	of	the	Old	West	or	the	Victorian
Era	come	to	mind.Dynatron	by	Studio	K,	45.00	USDDynatron	is	a	bold	condensed	retro-style	font	inspired	by	the	old	sci-fi	comic	covers,	an	example	of	which	I	have	mocked	up	here.Etewut	Sans	by	Etewut,	20.00	USDEtewut	foundry	proudly	presents	Etewut	sans	family.	It	includes	20	font	styles	and	each	of	them	supports	extended	Latin,	basic	Cyrillic
and	modern	Greece	languages.	Styles	variety	is	from	formal	and	bold	to	italic	and	decorative.	More	of	all	there	are	many	ligatures	and	alternative	symbols	in	each	font.	And	finally	the	typeface	has	minuscule	letters	and	numbers!TGL	31034-1	-	Unknown	licenseMoanin	by	Wiescher	Design,	70.00	USD»Moanin«	is	closely	related	to	my	»Julienne«,	it	has
the	same	(388)	set	of	glyphs	that	is	fit	for	all	European	languages.	Plus	normal	and	old	style	numbers	and	a	full	set	of	numerators	and	denominators.	The	family	comes	in	seven	weights	from	Thin	to	ExtraBold	and	of	course	all	with	matching	italics.Enjoy!TradaSerif	by	Hoftype,	49.00	USDTradaSerif	is	a	new	addition	to	the	Trada	family.	Crisp	and	clear
in	appearance,	it	preserves	the	same	formal	spirit	and	the	principal	structural	elements	of	TradaSans.	TradaSerif	offers	a	wide	range	of	styles,	from	tenderly	thin	to	thundering	black.	It	also	affords	excellent	text	qualities	and	works	brilliantly	as	a	distinctive	headline	face.TradaSerif	consists	of	20	well-tuned	weights	and	is	well-equipped	for	advanced
typography.	It	comes	in	OpenType	format	with	extended	support	for	up	to	80	languages.	All	weights	contain	small	caps,	ligatures,	superior	characters,	proportional	lining	figures,	tabular	lining	figures,	proportional	old	style	figures,	lining	old	style	figures,	matching	currency	symbols,	fraction-	and	scientific	numerals,	matching	arrows,	and	alternate
characters.Buffalo	Circus	by	Kustomtype,	25.00	USDFrederick	Cody,	as	known	as	Buffalo	Bill,	and	his	renowned	travelling	Western	Circus	are	now	celebrated	through	the	creation	of	the	Buffalo	Circus	and	the	Buffalo	Western	type	fonts,	both	developed	quite	in	the	spirit	of	the	stirring	wood	type	fonts	from	the	19th	century.	All	characters	are	fully
hand	traced	and	vectorized	and	provided	with	appealing	glyphs	and	cool	catchwords.Wolverton	by	Greater	Albion	Typefounders,	10.00	USDThe	extensive	Wolverton	family	was	inspired	by	a	turn	of	the	20th	century	luggage	label	designed	by	the	London	and	North	Western	railway.Mechanism	by	Powerfonts,	16.00	USDAn	unorthodox	font	with	an	edgy
vibe.	Great	for	use	in	editorial,	advertising,	music,	film	and	EXTREME	sports	projects.	With	western	language	support.Bodoni	Slapp	-	Unknown	licenseHOUSEPIPES	-	Unknown	licenseSensory	Input	-	Unknown	licensefabianestem	-	Unknown	licenseHulbert	by	Typotheticals,	10.00	USDA	rough	hand	drawn	playful	serif	that	would	be	good	at	larger	than
normal	text	use,	or	headlines.OCR-A	AI	by	Apply	Interactive,	90.00	USDOCR-A	AI	Text	is	the	version	for	normal	use	when	the	text	will	be	read	by	humans.Core	Sans	N	SC	by	S-Core,	15.00	USDCore	Sans	N	SC	is	the	Small	Caps	version	of	the	Core	Sans	N	that	is	a	part	of	the	Core	Sans	Series	(Core	Sans	N	SC,	Core	Sans	N	Rounded,	Core	Sans	M,	and
Core	Sans	G).	Letters	in	the	Core	Sans	N	SC	Family	are	designed	with	genuine	neo-grotesque	and	neutral	shapes	without	any	decorative	distractions.	The	spaces	between	individual	letter	forms	are	precisely	adjusted	to	create	the	perfect	typesetting.	The	Core	Sans	N	SC	Family	consists	of	3	widths	(Condensed,	Normal,	Extended),	9	weights	(Thin,
ExtraLight,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	ExtraBold,	Heavy,	Black),	and	Italics	for	each	format.	It	also	supports	WGL4,	which	provides	a	wide	range	of	character	sets	(CE,	Greek,	Cyrillic	and	Eastern	European	characters).	Each	font	includes	support	for	Tabular	numbers,	Arrows,	Box	drawings,	Geometric	shapes,	Block	elements,	Mathematical
operators,	Miscellaneous	symbols	and	Opentype	Features	such	as	Proportional	Figures,	Numerators,	Denominators,	Superscript,	Scientific	Inferiors,	Subscript,	Fractions	and	Standard	Ligatures.	The	Core	Sans	N	SC	Family	provides	both	OpenType	(.OTF)	and	TrueType	(.TTF)	versions	in	the	same	package.	We	highly	recommend	it	for	use	in	books,
web	pages,	screen	displays,	and	so	on.Core	Sans	M	by	S-Core,	25.00	USDThe	Core	Sans	M	Family	is	a	part	of	the	Core	Sans	Series,	such	as	Core	Sans	N,	Core	Sans	N	Rounded,	Core	Sans	N	SC,	and	Core	Sans	G.	This	font	family	has	open	and	square	letter	shapes,	and	overall	rounded	finishes	provide	a	soft	and	friendly	appearance.	Simple	and
modern	shapes	with	a	tall	x-height	make	the	text	legible	and	the	spaces	between	individual	letter	forms	are	precisely	adjusted	to	create	the	perfect	typesetting.	The	Core	Sans	M	Family	consists	of	2	widths	(Condensed,	Normal),	7	weights	(ExtraLight,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	ExtraBold,	Heavy),	and	Italics	for	each	format.	Small	Caps	versions
are	also	available.	It	supports	WGL4,	which	provides	a	wide	range	of	character	sets	(CE,	Greek,	Cyrillic	and	Eastern	European	characters).	Each	font	includes	support	for	Tabular	numbers,	Arrows,	Box	drawings,	Geometric	shapes,	Block	elements,	Mathematical	operators,	Miscellaneous	symbols	and	Opentype	Features	such	as	Proportional	Figures,
Numerators,	Denominators,	Superscript,	Scientific	Inferiors,	Subscript,	Fractions	and	Standard	Ligatures.	The	Core	Sans	M	Family	provides	both	OpenType	(.OTF)	and	TrueType	(.TTF)	versions	in	the	same	package.	We	highly	recommend	it	for	use	in	books,	web	pages,	screen	displays,	and	so	on.Core	Sans	NR	by	S-Core,	15.00	USDThe	Core	Sans	NR
Family	is	a	part	of	the	Core	Sans	Series,	such	as	Core	Sans	N,	Core	Sans	N	SC,	Core	Sans	M,	and	Core	Sans	G.	This	family	is	the	rounded	version	of	Core	Sans	N	family.	Letters	in	the	Core	Sans	NR	Family	are	designed	with	genuine	neo-grotesque	and	neutral	shapes	without	any	decorative	distractions.	The	spaces	between	individual	letter	forms	are
precisely	adjusted	to	create	the	perfect	typesetting.	The	Core	Sans	NR	Family	consists	of	3	widths	(Condensed,	Normal,	Extended),	9	weights	(Thin,	ExtraLight,	Light,	Regular,	Medium,	Bold,	ExtraBold,	Heavy,	Black),	and	Italics	for	each	format.	It	also	supports	WGL4,	which	provides	a	wide	range	of	character	sets	(CE,	Greek,	Cyrillic	and	Eastern
European	characters).	Each	font	includes	support	for	Tabular	numbers,	Arrows,	Box	drawings,	Geometric	shapes,	Block	elements,	Mathematical	operators,	Miscellaneous	symbols	and	Opentype	Features	such	as	Proportional	Figures,	Numerators,	Denominators,	Superscript,	Scientific	Inferiors,	Subscript,	Fractions	and	Standard	Ligatures.	The	Core
Sans	NR	Family	provides	both	OpenType	(.OTF)	and	TrueType	(.TTF)	versions	in	the	same	package.	We	highly	recommend	it	for	use	in	books,	web	pages,	screen	displays,	and	so	on.Without	Sans	by	W	Type	Foundry,	30.00	USDWithout	Sans	is	a	new	geometric	sans	serif	of	10	weights	plus	matching	italics	and	alt	family.	It	was	designed	by	Felipe
Sanzana	and	Diego	Aravena,	the	founders	of	“Without	Foundry”,	in	2014/15.	It	is	inspired	by	the	geometric-style	sans	serif	typefaces	that	were	famous	during	the	50s.	The	fonts	are	based	on	the	geometric	forms	with	a	mix	of	grotesque	typefaces.	The	opentype	fonts	have	an	extended	character	set	to	support	Central	and	Eastern	European	as	well	as
Western	European	languages.Supra	Rounded	by	Wiescher	Design,	25.00	USD"Supra	Rounded"	is	the	newest	addition	to	my	big	SUPRA-family.	It	really	rounds	of	the	huge	family	with	a	friendly	design,	that	makes	it	an	excellent	and	elegant	text-typeface.	It	is	an	OpenType	family	for	professional	typography	with	an	extended	character	set	of	over	700
glyphs	and	extensive	kerning.	It	supports	more	than	40	Central-	and	Eastern-European	as	well	as	many	Western	languages	(except	Greek	and	Cyrillic).	Ligatures,	different	figures,	fractions,	currency	symbols	and	small	caps	can	be	found	in	all	cuts.Rajjah	Familia	by	Creativemedialab,	20.00	USDRajjah	Familia	-	Blackletter	font	familyBlackletter
(sometimes	black	letter),	also	known	as	Gothic	script,	Gothic	minuscule,	or	Textura,	was	a	script	used	throughout	Western	Europe	from	approximately	1150	until	the	17th	century.Blackletter	is	currently	widely	used	in	modern	creative	design	trends	ranging	from	tattoo	lettering,	calligraphy,	clothing	brands,	music,	sports,	labels	and	much	more.Rajjah
Familia	looks	gothic	but	easy	to	read,	neat	and	beautiful.Comes	with	light,	regular,	medium	and	bold	version.Rajjah	is	the	right	choice	for	your	next	projects!Filmotype	York	by	Filmotype,	29.00	USDOffered	by	Filmotype	in	the	late	1950s	to	establish	its	Formal	Script	category	with	this	copperplate	script,	Filmotype	York	is	perfect	for	formal	wedding
invitations	and	formal	or	elegant	occasions	while	retaining	a	balanced	weight	making	it	both	visually	stylistic	and	readable	at	smaller	sizes.Appetite	Pro	Rounded	by	Serebryakov,	39.00	USDAppetite	Pro	Rounded	is	an	extension	of	the	world	wide	popular	display	fonts	Appetite	Pro	(2016)	and	Appetite	Rounded	(2011).	Appetite	Pro	Rounded	consists	of
10	weights	—	5	regular	and	5	italic	—	from	Light	to	Heavy.	It’s	a	multilingual	and	international	rounded	font,	with	a	full	western	latin,	cyrilyc	(russian,	belarusian,	ukrainian)	and	basic	Greek	support.	Appetite	Pro	Rounded	font	family	special	designed	made	in	addition	for	Appetite	Pro.	Due	to	the	10	weights	rounded	font	and	10	weights	normal
weights	palette	you	can	solve	a	wide	variety	of	professional	problems	without	spending	money	on	extra	fonts	for	titles,	sub-titles	and	main	text.East	Coast	Frolics	NF	by	Nick's	Fonts,	10.00	USDA	rollicking	fun	face	based	on	lettering	on	a	poster	for	Britain's	LNER	steamship	lines,	which	featured	a	piano-playing	mouse	and	a	dancing	goose.Frock	by
Wahyu	and	Sani	Co.,	28.00	USDPlease	welcome	Frock!	It	is	a	sans	serif	typeface	for	broad	range	of	usage.	It	is	designed	with	a	slightly	slanted	oval	shaped	counters,	medium	contrast	and	based	on	American	gothic	typefaces	with	"not	so	formal"	feel.	The	italic	styles	are	flowy	and	almost	true	italic.	Swash	alternates	for	some	uppercases	and
lowercases	are	useful	for	logo,	display	and	poster.	This	family	comes	with	16	styles,	uprights	and	matching	italics,	consisting	of	8	weights	from	thin	to	ultra.	It	is	also	equipped	with	useful	OpenType	features	such	as	Ordinals,	Superiors,	Stylistic	Sets,	Proportional	Lining	Figures,	Standard	Ligatures,	Discretionary	Ligatures,	Fractions,	Numerators	&
Denominators.	Each	font	has	770+	glyphs	including	swash	alternates	which	covers	Western	&	Eastern	Europe,	and	other	Latin	based	languages	–	over	200	languages	supported!Frock	will	be	suitable	for	many	creative	projects.	This	typeface	will	be	perfect	for	logos,	packaging,	greeting	cards,	presentations,	headlines,	lettering,	posters,	branding,
quotes,	titles,	magazines,	headings,	web	layouts,	mobile	applications,	art	quotes,	advertising,	invitations,	packaging	design,	books,	book	title,	and	more!Cowboy	Doodles	by	Outside	the	Line,	19.00	USDA	childhood	of	Westerns,	a	cap	gun,	chaps,	spurs,	cowboy	hat	and	boots	plus	a	trip	to	Texas	was	the	inspiration	for	Cowboy	Doodles.Myla	by	Creative
Toucan,	10.00	USDMyla	makes	it	easier	to	convey	the	message	in	your	designs.	Use	its	eastern,	old	soviet	inspired	style	for	awesome	display,	labeling,	clothing,	movie	screen,	posters,	movie	titles,	gigs,	album	covers,	logos,	and	much	more.Square	Unique	-	Unknown	licensefightDurden	-	Unknown	licenseRF	Barbariska	by	Russian	Fonts,	19.00



USDHandcrafted	typeface	with	a	friendly	character.	Two	weights	in	three	styles.	Weights:	Regular	and	Oblique.	Styles:	normal,	rough1,	rough2.Lectra	by	Wiescher	Design,	49.50	USDLectra	is	a	typical	typewriter-family	with	5	normal	cuts	and	5	–	not	so	typical	for	typewriter-fonts	–	swashes.London	Court	by	Greater	Albion	Typefounders,	16.50
USDLondon	Court	is	a	family	of	three	'Tudor	Revival'	display	faces,	inspired	by	an	inscription	seen	underneath	a	clock	in	a	splendid	Tudor	revival	arcade	in	Perth,	Western	Australia.	The	resulting	typeface	designs	are	similarly	'Tudor	Revival'	or	if	you	prefer	'Tudorbethan'-	Roman	with	Blackletter	details.	Ideal	for	creating	headings	and	posters	which
have	an	'Olde-Worlde'	feel	with	modern	legibility.Wallnutt	Corps	by	Here	East	Fonts,	18.00	USDWALLNUTT	CORPS	is	a	cool,	bold	and	powerful	super	modern	unicase	font,	designed	for	maximum	visual	and	emotional	impact.	It's	great	for	social	media,	headlines,	large-format	print,	editorial,	branding,	posters,	fashion	designs	and	websites	—
everything	that	strives	for	being	confident	and	yolo.	Definitely	has	a	personality!Tant	Ingrid	by	Cercurius,	19.95	USDA	thin	caps-only	cross-stitch	font,	based	on	a	late	19th	century	embroidery	pattern.	Accented	letters	for	Western	and	Central	European	languages	are	included.Cattleman	JNL	by	Jeff	Levine,	29.00	USDCattleman	JNL	is	a
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